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1.1

Chapter One

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review the results of
some 35 studies which have attempted ro relate sysCematically

observed teaching behaviors to adjusted measures of student
achievement.

Fifteen years ago, two reviews were written about the
relationship of teacher characteristics and behaviors with measures
of student achievement (Morsh and Wilder, 1954; Ackerman, 1954).
In 24 of the 25 studies reported by those reviewers, the teacher
characteristics included presage variables such as age, intelligence,
experience, or scores of the teacher on personality tests; and the
teacher behaviors were assessed by rating scales marked by students,
supervisors, or the investigator. The reviewers concluded that the
results of the stodie:, were contradictory and inconsistent, and
recommended the use o systematic observation techniques in future
studies of teacher behaviors which may be related to pupil achieve-
ment:

. Because the a :ual behavior of the teacher in
the classroom is such nn important factor, it is
necessary to devise meins of observing and re-
cording this behavior. Methods must be u.ed in
which only a minimum of inference is allowed....
Such a process does suggest a potentially wider
range of investigation which it is toped will
provide more reliable information in the areas
of teacher effectiveness an6 pupil change
(Ackerman, 1954, pp. 286 -287).

Proposals of this sort were well received in the educational
community, and soon many workers were developing oojeetive, reliable,
observational category systems which did not rate but counted the
frequencies of specified teacher behaviors. Eighty different category
systems for classroom observation have been collected in the 15 volume
anthology, Mirrors for Behavior (Simon and Boyer, 1970); at least
eighty others could be uncovered with little effort.

7



1.2

It is relatively easy to develop observational systems and
obtain high interrater agreement. The majority of investigators
have used their systems to describe teaching (e.g., to report that
classrooms have a certain proportion of teacher talk, pupil talk,
divergent questions, use of pupil ideas, or evaluation by public
private criteria). But at some point we should ask which of the
hundreds of behaviors that can be objectively and reliably counted
.-.re related to pupil growth. Many of these behaviors ought to have
significant: correlations with pupil growth, but as Gage has noted,
"We have bren fooled before in educational research and I, for one,
shall rest uneasy until the evidence on these plausible but undemon-
strated connections is in" (Gage, 1966, p. 35).

Some evideace is in. This review focusses upon investi-
gations in which category systems have been used for something more
than description and in which attempts have been made to determine
specific relationships between what a teacher does and what pupils
learn. It is offered as a sympathetic review.

Selection of Studies

The major studies in this review are those in which the
investigators used the natural setting to find relationships between
specific teaching behaviors and pupil achievement. All these studies
are labeled correlational, although a number of investigators used
an F-test or a t-test to determine the level of significance of
their findings.

Independent Variables

In order to sharpen our focus, the only studies selected
for this review were those in which classroom observational category
systems were used to code specific teacher behaviors. Following
the initial recommendations of Ackerman (1954), recent reviewers
(Gage, 1969; Rosenshine, 1970) referred to such variables as "low
inference measures" because the items in the obserwAtional category
systems focus upon specific, denotable, relatively objective behav-
iors such as "teacher repetition of student ideas," or "teacher asks
evaluative question," and because these events are recorded as
frequency counts.
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Classroom observational rating systems have been classified
as "high inference measures" because they lack such specificity.
Items on rating instruments such as "clarity of presentation," "en-
thusiasm," or "helpful towards students" require that an observer
infer these constructs from a series of events. In addition, the
observer must also infer the frequency of such behavior in order to
record whether it occurred "consistently," "sometimes," or "never,"
according to whatever set of gradations is used in the scale of an
observational instrument. To a reader, the statement that a teacher
repeated student answers 7% of the time is much more specific than
the statement that a teacher was sometimes helpful towards students.
Gage (1969) has noted that it is difficult to translate such dimen-
sions as "responsive," "clear," or "achievement oriented" into
specific ways of behaving.

In this review, only studies which employed low inference
measures are included. The results on all observational studies of
teaching (i.e., those which used observational category systems,
observer rating scales on specific behaviors, and student question-
naires) are currently being brought together in a single volume
(Rosenshine, in preparation). The major significant results to
date have been summarized (Rosenshine and Furst. in press) and are
presented as an appendix to this report.

Dependent Measures

In order to focus this review further, measures of student
achievement were the only dependent measures considered. Other
criterion measures (which were also studied in some of the investi-
gations reviewed below) include student interest, student liking for
teacher, amount of homework turned in, type of student questions,
amount of level of student participation, or work oriented behavior,
but they were not considered in this review. These measures were
excluded because the strength and consistency of the correlation
between these measures and residual class mean achievement scores
has not been adequately establishel. In addition, many of these
measures appear to be of sui,liciem. educational concer to merits
separate review on the relationship between specific teacher behav-
iors and student growth in these areas. Results on the relationships
between teaching behaviors and other criterion variables such as
student creativity, student anxiet, or student attitudes towards
school and school subjects were also excluded because these areas
also appear to merit a separate review.

9



1.4

Number of Studies

Approximately 35 studies are included in this review. The
precise number cannot be specified because several studies were not
`completely independent of each other. For example, Harris et al.
(1968) studied the same teachers across two years, but the students
were different in each analysis. Should this be counted as one or
two studies? In the study by Powell (1968), the some students were
studied across two years, but the students had different teachers.
In the two studies reported by Wailen (1966), the two samples of
teachers and students were independent, but they were observed by the
same raters. because of this overlap, and because different reviewers
might classify the number of studies reported by the above investi-
gators differently, no more precise term than "approximately 35
studies" can be applied.

Some studies were excluded from this review because the
number of teachers was less than 10, or because residual achievement
scores were not obtained. Other studies may have been omitted
because the reviewer was unaware of them. I would greatly appreciate
any reference to additional process-product studies.

Limitations in ComparingStudies and Using Results

Usually the conducting of this type of research includes
four steps: (1) develop an instrument which can be used systemati-
cally to record the frequency of certain, specified teacher behaviors,
(2) use the instrument to record the classroom behaviors of teachers
and their pupils, (3) rank the classrooms according to a measure of
pupil achievement adjusted for the initial difference among the
classes, and (4) determine the behaviors whose frequency of occur-
rence is related to the adjusted class achievement scores.

As might be expected in a new area of study, the investiga-
tors differed widely in the procedures which they used in order to
complete each of the above four steps. The variety of procedures
makes it roost difficult to compare and synthesize the studies in this
'arca. In addition, there are unresolved methodological problems at
each of these four steps which further complicate the comparison of
the studies, the evaluation of the results, tind the strength of any
'recommendation for the use of these findings in teacher training

10
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(Cf. Biddle, 1967; Meux, 1967; Rosenshine and Furst, in press;

Rosenshine, 1970c). Some of the difficulties most r,levant to the
reading of this review and the independent evaluation of my syn-

thesis are elaborated below. The difficulties are considered

under each of the four steps.

1 & 2. Developing and Using an Observational Instrument

The observational instruments describer', in this review
contain a set of non-evaluative, relatively objective categories to
describe what goes on in the classroom. In the process of devel-
oping inte -rater agreement, each investigator had to develop many
ground rules to clarify distinctions between such items as "questions
about content" and "questions that stimulate thinking" (Perkins, 1964),
and 'praise and encouragement" and "usc of pupil ideas" (Flanders,
1965). Some reports included detailed descriptions of the coding
protocols (e.g., Bellack et al,, 1966; Spaulding, 1965), whereas
others provided only the names or short definitions of the observed
behaviors. The reports that did not include detailed protocols
require the reader to make more than a minimum of inference iu
interpreting the results of the studies. For example, although
nine investigators employed the Interaction Analysis system (Flanders,
1965) for recording classrocT behavior, only one investigator
(Snider, 1966) specified the ground rules used to distinguish be-
tween different categories. Although each investigator reported
high inter-rater reliability, the degree of inter-investigation
reliability remains uncertain: we do not know whether raters trained
by Flanders (1965), Soar (1966), or Furst (1967) would have agreed in
their scoring of behaviors if they all viewed the same classroom.
The possibility of systematic differences between investigators who
are using the same category system can be empirically tested by
having a number of investigators who use the same category system
(e.g., Flanders' Interaction Analysis) code the same set of audio-
tapes or videotapes and determining the amount of agreement or
disagreement between them. Although such studies have been proposed,
I have not read of the results of any such study.

The possibility of systematic differences between different
investigators is increased when categories are developed which are
relatively ambiguous (or high-inference). For example, the category
in the Flanders system labeled "teacher use of student ideas" has
been subjected to different interpretation by different investigators.

11
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Even the same investigators have differed in the exact definttior of
"low inference" variables. In the first edition of the booklet Fro-".
viding a complete description of Flanders' Interaction Analysis
system, Flanders and Amidon (1963) wrote that teacher statements
which are repetitions of a student's words are coded as "Category
3." In a later edition (Flanders and Amidon, 1967), the. same behavior
was placed in "Category 2" (praise). Later, Flanders (1970) wrote
that repeating the main words a student said is a subcategory of
"Category 3" (Use of student ideas).

Because of the possibility of systematic differences between
observers at different institutions, the low inference systers described
in this review might best be called relatively, objective observational
instruments. Therefore, it is difficult to compare the results of
studies by different investigators, and even more difficult to suggest
the specific behaviors which might be taught in a teacher training
program. This problem of conceptual clarity might be overcome; at
present, it appears to an artifact of this relatively new approach to
the study of classroom instruction.

3. Determining Student Achievement

The second phase of any process-product study is ranking
the classrooms on some measure of achievement. There Pre at least
two problems in interpreting the results in this area: the method of
computing the measures of student gain, and the comparability of
different achievement tests.

Residual Gain Measures. In all the studies selected for
inclusion in this review, regression procedures were used to adjust
the posttest scores for measures of initial achievement and/or
aptitude, Although the adjustment procedures were usually labeled
analysis of covariance or residual gain scores, the specific proce-
dures differed from study to study. The investigators also differed
in the variables which they used as covariates. Some used a single
subject Pres pretest; some used multiple subject area covariates;
some used measures of learning aptitude; some used achievement and
aptitude covariates. The extent to which different statistical

procedures would have yielded different results isa topic of recent

discussion (Cf. Coats, 1966; Lord, 1962; Wallen and Wodtke, 1963).

1,tdeed, the appropriateness of eny residual gain procedure id
situations in which random assignment war not possible and in
which systematic differences may exist on variables other than
the covariate (s) has been questioned (Cronbach and Furby, 1970).

12



1.7

Different Criterion Instruments. The problems of computing
residual gain scores aside, some studies have been conducted in which
seemingly similar criterion instruments have yielded different
measures of class mean residual gain, vo that the correlations be-
tween teacher behavior and student achievement were different with
different instruments. For example, Snider (1966) used both the
New Yoe- State Regents Exa and the Cooperative.rhysics Test as his
criterion instruments, yet teacher behaviors which were related to
residual gain measures on one instrument were not significantly
related on the other. In a study of teacher ratings, Chall and
Feldman (1966) found that teacher ratings which were significantly
related to student achievement in reading on the Stanford Achievement
Test were not signifis-ntly related to scores on the Fry Reading Test
or the Cates Reading Test. Finally, teacher behaviors which were
significantly related to reading achievement but not arithmetic
achievement in one study, showed the opposite result in another
study.

As this review was written, I found myself referring to
"significant results" if a significant correlation wag obtained on
one or two of four criterion instruments. Such a slip appears
natural when one is attempting to find teaching behaviors that yield
consistent correlations with student achievement. There remains the
possibility that results which were significant when one criterion
instrument was used, might not have been significant if another
instrument had been us "d, and vice versa.

Deternininy Significant Relationships'

The statistical procedures which the inveL.ligators used to
relate teacher behaviors and student aelievement were varied and are not

1
In all instances in which the word "significant" is used in this

report, the term is taken to mean results which were statisticall) signifi-
cant at the .05 level of confidence or better. No other meaning of the
term is used of innlied. In this report, "significant findings" are
limited to statistically significant findings; no implication of
educational signifkance is intended unless the educational 'slue
of the findings is discussed in the text, The reader is encouraged
to reinterpret the results and to suggest their educational relevance.

13
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easily compared. In general, three types of statistical procedures
were used: Simple correlation, inferential statistics, and factor
analysis.

Simple Correlation._ Simple correlation was the most fre-
quently used statistical technique and was employed in 20 studies.
Almost all the investigators computed product-moment correlations,
although one used rank order correlations (Cook, 1967) and one in-
vestigator computed a tau (LaShier, 1967). Few of the investigators
computed more than 10 correlations. In some cases, however, a large
number of correlations was computed in an effort to explore a variety
of hypotheses. For example, Wright and Iiuthall (1970) computed 37
simple correlations between measures of teacher behavior and student
achievement, and six of these correlations were significant at the
.05 level. Unfortunately, we do not know which two of these might
have occurred by chance.

The interpretation of factor loadings created difficulty in
assessing whether or not significant results were obtained. For
example, in the study by Soar (1966), the variable "teacher non-
verbal affection" had a loading of .56 on a factor which had a signi-
ficant correlation of .30 with residual gain in vocabulary. 'Because

of the size of the loading and the factor correlation, "teacher non-
verbal affection" cannot be said to be a sigeificant variable by it-
self; yet, it cannot be labeled a non-significant variable because it
loaded on a significant factor. In the summary of each set of results
in Chapters Two through Five, variables which loaded on a significant
factor were included as representing significant results, although
neither the factor scores nor the factor loadings was included when
the range of rs was given in the body of the text.

In some cases a variety of affective and cognitive variables
loaded on the same factor so that the same factor seemed relevant
under a number of classifications. In developing the integrative
tables below, factors were included under a specific variable if it
contained loadings for variables which appeared relevant to the par-
ticular table. In order to conserve space, whenever a factor appeared
on a number of tables, only those variables relevant to the particular
table (or set of variables under discussion) were presented. In order
to integrate the factor analytic studies with the others, they were
classified according to variables, and each factor was repeated on
every table which focused on a variable on that factor. For example
the same factor in the study by Spaulding (1965) appears in the tables
on disapproval (Table 3.1), praise (Table 3.3), and task oriented

14
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(Table 3.2). In each instance, only those variables relevant to the
variahle under consideration are prescnLed, inst:!ad of repeating, all
the loadings of .40 or above on that factor. The appronriate factor

loadings are given in each table, and these loading;:, ar: correlations

with the factor score, not correlations with achievement.

Variation in statistical nrocedures. The variety of statistical
procedures used makes comparison and synthesis of the results
extremely difficult, and makes any conclusions hazardous. The fact
that an investigator reported results as statistically significant
does not mean that he would have obtained significant results if
he had used other analytic procedures. Similarly, non -- significant
results might have been significant if other analytic procedures
had been used.

One estimate of the power of different statistical. procedures
might be obtained by examining t:.e results of five studies in which
both correlational and inferential statistics were used to analyze.
the results. In all the studic., the level of significance was
drastically reduced when a correlation was computed, and statisti-
cally significant results remained in only one study. In that
study, a probability of .001 which was obtained when extremes of
teachers were selected and students were used as the sampling unit
(Morrison, 1966) was reduced to a probability of .05 ,..71-,en a corre-
lation was computed using all teachers (Flanders, 6th grade, 1970).
In the other studies, results which were significant at the .01
level when an F or t was computed, were not significant at the .10
level when an r was computed (Furst, 1967; Soar, 1966; Flanders,
8th grade, 1965 a'id 1970). In one instance a Critical. Patio reported
at a probability greater than .001 when students were the sampling
unit, became a correlation of .48 (p> .10) when a correlation was
computed using class means. These results suggest that it is easier
to obtain statistically significant results when inferential statis-
tics are used.

Statistical significance. This reviewer believes that statis-
t/cal significance in itself is not n sufficient criterion for
accepting or rejecting the possibility of a relationship between a
teacher behavior and student achievement. A correlation coefficient
of .20 is educationally meaningless no matter how many asterisks
follow the coefficient. But a series of studies on the same vari-
able, all yielding positive correlations of .20 can be indicative
of a consistent relationship which is worthy of attention whether
or not the coefficients are statistically significant. the reader
is supplied with all the information which this reviewer used to
make his decisions, and is encouraged to inspect the data in this
review and in the original studies and reach alternative conclu-
sions according to his purposes.

15
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Correlation and Causation

Different purposes dictate different designs. If the purpose
of the investigation is to differentiate between high-, middle-,
and low-achieving teachers so that this information can be used
in subsequent experimental studies, then inferential designs would
seem most appropriate. At t1 l. same time, the reader should note
that this review, in the tradition of studies of teacher effective-
ness, does not focus on studies in which teachers have been trained
to exhibit certain behaviors. Rather,,the focus is upon those
studies in which naturally occurring teacher behaviors have been
related to measures of student achievement. The results of such
correlational studies should not be taken as indicators of causa-
tion.

Because of the variety of statistical procedures used in these
studies, a common tern, "signifiCant relationship," was used to de-
scribe all significant results regardless of the statistical proce-
dure which was used.

Limitations of Results

Given the problems in developing and using observational
category systems, in calculating student gain, and in relating,
observed behaviors to student achievement, and conclusions reached
in this review must be seen as extremely tentative.

When the proposal for this review was written, it was hoped
that thare would be sufficient consistency in the results to allow
sone of the best findings to be used in teacher education programs.
Currently, such a hope appears to be beyond the available data.
Perhaps the best ve can do at present is to view the most promising
variables in this review as bypotheses for future experimental
studies. In such a fram2uork, questions of design, inter-investi-
gator reliability, and statistical procedures become less crucial.
It now appears that the best use of these result: is not in train-
ing teachers to behave in certain ways; rather, the best hope may
be in designing and conducting experimental studies to determine
whether training teachers in the most promising variables can
result in enhanced student achievement.

16



The last line of the box describing the study contains the
length of time between pretest and posttest, or the length of time
of the instructional period. Within the text, studies in which the
instructional period was cne hour or less are frequently described
as "short term" studies. Studies whose instructional period vas
one semester or longer were described as "long term" studies, A
"semester" is approximately five months long. Studies which were
conducted across a school year were identified as lasting "two
semesters." A term such as two semesters" is only an approxima-
tion because investigators differed in the time they selected for
administering the pretest. In many cases the investigator (s) ad-
ministered the pretest during the first or second month of the
school year. But some investigators chose to use as pretests the
standardized achievement tests which had been administered at the
end of the previous school year

The identical descriptive left-hand box was used each time
different variables from a study were discussed within the follow-
ing chapters. For example, the study by Soar (1966) appears in
Chapters two, Three, Your, end Five and appears in more than one
place within these chapters. Therefore, these tables were developed
to provide relevant information each time different aspects of the
study were mentioned.

Middle and Right side Columns. The eccond and third colunns
contain the significant and non-sigeificant results for each study.
"Significant" refers to statistical significance at the .05 level
of confidence or better. Results which are significant at the .05
level are indicated by a single asterisk (*). Following the usual
conventions, two asterisks (**) refer to significance at the .01
level or better, and three asterisks (***) refer to the .001 level.
Results significant at the. .01 level are marked with the footnote
(a).

Most of the investigators used correlational statistics to
'relate teacher behavior and student achievement; however, some in-
vestigators used inferential statistics such as analysis of variance
(or covariance) or a t-ratio. In the tables, the type of statistic
which was used is identified in the first line of the cell describ-
ing each of the significant and non-significant results. In summa-
rizing the results of these studies, the term "relationship" JI;
sometimes used, even though some of the investigators employed in-
ferential statistics. Some investigators used both correlational
and inferential statistics, and whenever possible, this reviewer
reanalyzed studies in which only inferential statistics were ueed
in order to present the results obtained using both procedures.
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One study (Hunter, 1938) was completely reanalyzed by this reviewer
in order to provide data on correlational procedures using the
class as the statistical unit.

In some investigations, five or six criterion variables were
used, and only one or two were significant. In those cases, the
significant results and the tests were presented in the center
column. When all tests in the battery yielded significant results,
the median correlation was presented in the middle column. This
median correlation was expressed by the abbreviation "med." or "sidn,"
if significant results were obtained on one of five criterion tests,
then the single significant correlation was presented in the middle
column, and the vedian correlation for the five tests was presented
in the right-hand column under "non-significant results." These
procedures were adopted in order to relieve the reader of the
burden of reading even longer lists of results.

Most of the investigators who used an F-test used a one-factor,
two-level analysis of variance (or covariance) procedure. In
those few cases where the investigator split his sample into three
groups, this fact is indicated by the words "trichotomized sample."
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Explanation of Tables

1.13

The tables in Chapters Two, Three, Four, and Five represent
an effort to compress a great deal of informatian into readable
form. They represent the best solution which the reviewer and his
advisers found fel the problem of presenting the reader with com-
plete, yet manageable information.

Left-hand Box. Thc major identification of each study is in
the box in the left hand column. The first line (s) give the inves-
tigator and the year of publication. The next line gives the grade
level (s) of the student. The conventions followed in the U.S.A.
are used to identify the grade levels. First grade students arc
usually six years old;eighth grade students are thirteen years old.

The grade level is followed by the major subject area covered
in the criterion instrument (s). The tern "General" was used when-
ever a battery of achievement tests covering a large number of sub-
ject areas was administered. The specific tests used in each in-
vestigation arc also given in the second column of the identifica-
tion tables at the end of this introduction.

The number of teachers in each study is presented in parenthe-
sis. A notation such as (15 tchrs) indicates that there were 15
teachers in the sample and all teachers were used in the analysis.
A notation such as (16/55 tchrs) indicates that of the original
sample of 55 teachers, 16 teachers who were either high-achieving
or low-achieving were selected for analysis. Whenever possible,
further descriptive information was included in the text.
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Interaction Analysis

Because eight of the studies discussed here have used Interaction
Analysis (IA) to describe teacher and pupil behavior and two others have
use,1 modifications of the IA categories, it is necessary to describe the
categories, the use of the matrix, and the development of variables from the
cells of the matrix.

IA refers to the systematic observational procedures developed
by Flanders (1965). (Cf. Amidon and Flanders, 1967.) All verbal class-
room behavior is coded into one of ten categories:

1. Teacher accepts student feelings
2. Teacher praises or encourages student
3. Teacher accepts or uses student idea
4. Teacher asks question
5. Teacher lectures
6. Teacher give directions
7. Teacher criticizes student or justifies authority
8. Student predictable response
9. Student initiated response

10. Silence or confusion

Every three seconds (or more often if the behaviors change
more frequently) the observer notes which category best describes the
ongoing behavior. The result is a record of classroom behavior ex-
pressed in a two-dimensional 10 X 10 matrix which is developed by pair-
ing each category number in the sequence with the number that follows it.
Frequencies in specific cells refer to the number of titres one behavior
followed another (see Figure 1). For example, entries in the cell form-
ed by row 4 and column 8 (area K in Figure 1) refers to the nur:)er of
times a teacher question was followed by a predictable pupil respcnse.

Tellies in the 3-3 cell indicate the extended use of a pupil's idea,
or three seconds of repeating or elaborating a pupil idea followed by
additional repetition or elaboration.

After the matrix has been constructed, investigators use various
combinations of some of the 100 cells to develop variables descriptive
of types of teaching behaviors. Coats (1966) described twenty-seven
variables developed from the matrix, and at least twenty more have been
developed by others.

This large number of variables has resulted in some confusion
when different investigators applied the same label to different combina-
tions of cells, et labeled the same combinations of cells with different
titles. For exasple the terms i/d and Revised I/D refer to the identical
combination of cells (Table 1.1). The reader of a research report should
be careful to check the operational definitions given by the investigator
and should not assume that all investigators use the same variables when
they refer to a "direct" or an "indirect" teacher.

The operational definitions of some of the common IA variables
which will be discussed in this review are presented in Table 1.1.
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1.16

Table 1.1

Definitions of the Independent Variables

Name

r/D ratio

;id ratio

Definitions

Ratio of the number of tallies in
columns 1-4 CO the number of tallies
in columns 5-7 (ratio of area B to
area C in Figure 1).

Ratio of tit?. number of tallies in columns
1-3 to the number of tallies in columns
6 and 7 (ratio of area A to area C in
Figure 1).

i/d 8 The i/d ratio only for row 8 (ratio of
area G1 to are 111).

i/d 9 The i/d ratio only for row 9
(ratio of area c2 to area U2 ).

i/d 6-9 The i/d ratio for rows 8 and 9 (ratio of
area GI -I- C2 to area Hi -I- 112 ) .

extended indirect Percentage of tallies in the following
cells: 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3,
3-1, 3-2, 3-3 (area E),

extended direct Percentage of tallies in the following
cells: 6-6, 6-7, 7-6, 7-7 (area F).

extended i/d ratio

22
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TABLE 1.9

Complete List: of Studies and Test Instruments

STUDY POSTTEST

Anthony, 1967 Stanford
5th - General Achievement
(21 tchrs) Tests (Average
One semester Score).

Birkin, 1967
5th - Reading Silent

(34 tchrs) Reading
20 weeks Tests

Conners and
Eisenberg, 1966 Peabody Picture
(38 tchrs) Vocabulary
6 weeks Test

Cook, 1967
10th - Biology
(8 tchrs)
Two semesters

Iowa Tests of

Educational
Development

Watsr.n-Glaser

Critical
Thinking
Appraisal

Processes of
Science Test

BSCS Comprehensive
Final Exam

Flanders, 1970 Stanford

2nd - General Achievement
(15 tchrs) Tests (Mean
Two semesters Score)

Two semesters

23
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_STUDY POSTTEST

Flanders, 1970
4th - Solial Stud.
(16 tchrq)

Two week,,

Special social-
studies unit

Two weeks

Flanders, 1970 pvqropolitan

6th - General Achievement

(30 tchrs) Tests (Mean

Two semesters Score)

Flanders, 1970
7th - Social Stud.
(15 tchrs)

Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th - Math
(16 tchrs)

Two weeks

Flanders (1965)
7th - Social Stud.
(15 tchrs)
Two weeks

Two semesters

Special social-
studies unit

Two weeks

Special math
unit.

Two weeks

S2ecial
Social studies
Unit

Flanders (1965)
8th - Math Special Math

(16 tchrs) Unit

Two weeks

Furst, 1967
10th and 12th
grades - Social
Studies
(15 tchrs)
Four ore -hour

lessons

24

Special
tests
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STUDY POSTTEST

Harris and Serwer,
1966

1st - Reading
(48 tchrs)
Two semesters

Harris et al.,
1968
2nd - Reading
(38 tchrs)
Two semesters

Hunter, 1968
Educationally,
Handicapped
Children,
ages 8 to 14
(1.1 tchrs)

Two semesters

Kleinman, 1964
7th, 8th -
Science
(6 of 23 tchrs)
Cross-sectional study

LaShier, 1967
8th - Biology
(10 tchrs)
Six weeks

Medley and Hazel
1959.

3rd thru 6th -
Reading
(49 tchrs)
Two semesters

25

Stanford

Achievement
Tests.
(Separate scores
for word reading,
para. meaning,
vocabulary,
spelling
word study skills)

Two semesters

Metropolitan
Achievement Tests
(Separate scores
for word knowledge,
word discrimination,
reading, and
spelling).

Two semesters

Wide Range
Achievement
Test

Test on
Urderstanding
Science

BSCS

Unit
Test

California
Reading Test

1.19



STUDY POSTTEST

Morsh, 1956
Airmen Special test in

(Mechanics) aircraft

(109 tchrs) hydraulics

Seven one-hour
sessions

Perkins, 1965 California

5th - General Achievement

(27 tchrs) Tests

Two semesters (Separate

scores for
Ienguage arts,
reading,
social studies,
and arithmetic)

Penny, 1969
Bth and 9th - Special

Social Studies tests for

and English each

(32 tchrs) lesson

Two 45-minute
sessions

Powell, 1968 Science

3rd - Reading and Research

Arithmetic Associates
(9 tchrs) Tests in

Two semesters Reading and
Arithmetic

Powell, 1969
4th - Leading and
Arithmetic
(17 tchrs)

Two semesters

Science
Research
Associates
Tests in
Reading and
Arithmetic

Schirner, 1968 Test on

High School - Understanding
Earth Sciences Science

(17 tchrs)
TWO semesters Test of Science

Knowledge,
Pts. 1 and II

Earth Science
Curriculum

Project Final

Earth Science
Final

7 f1
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STUDY

Sharp, 1966
High School -
Biology

(31 tthrs)

Two semesters

POSTTEST

Nelson Biology
Test

Shutes, 1969
8th and 9th - Special
Social Studies tests for
and English each
(32 tchrs) lesson
Two 45-minute
sessions

Snider, R. M.,
1966 New York

12th - Physics Regents
(17 tchrs) Physics Exam
Two semesters

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th -
General
(55 tchrs)
Two semesters

Solomon et al.,
1963

College evening
school

American
History
(24 tchrs)
One semester

27

Cooperative
Physics Tests

Test on
Understanding
Science

Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills
(Separate scores
for reading,
vocabulary,
arithmetic
problems, and
arithmetic
concepts)

Special tests
on facts and
comprehension
in American
History

1.21



STUDY POSTTEST

Spaulding, 1965
4th and 6th
Reading and
Mathematics
(21 tchrs)

Two semesters

Sequential Tests
of Educational
Progress
(Separate scores
for reading and
mathematics)

Thompson and Stanford

Bowers, 1968 Achievement

4th Vocab. and Tests (Separate
Social studies scorer on

(1.5 tchrs) vocabulary and

Two semesters social studies).

Torrance and
Parent, 1966
(1st study)

7th thru 12th
SmSG-math
(33 of 75 tchrs)
Two semesters

STEP - Math

Vorreyer, 1965 California
5th, General Achievement

(14 tchrs) Test (Separate
Two semesters scores for

vocabulary,
reading,
language arts,
arithmetic,

..and social
studies)

Wallen, 1966
1st - General
(36 tchrs)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
3rd - General
(40 tchrs)
Two semesters

28

California Achievement
Tests. (Separate
scores on vocabulary,
reading, and arithmetic)

California Achievement

Tests. (Separate
tests on vocabulary,
reading, end
arithmetic)
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STUDY POSTTEST

Wallen and Wodtke, California

1963 Achievement

1st thru 5th - Tests (Separate

General scores for

(6S tchrs) vocabulary,

Two semesters reading, and

arithmetic)

Wright and Nuthall
1970 Special

3rd, Science test on

(17 tchrs) science

Three ten-minute materials

lessons
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2.1

Chapter II

Affective Variables

This section attempts to synthesize the results of 30
studies in which frequencies of teacher affective behaviors
were related to measures of student achievement. The affective
variables were divided into six categories: criticism and
control,'non-verbal approval, praise, use of student ideas,
indirectness, and variables which represent a ratio of
approving and disapproving behaviors. Each table includes
only those studies which appeared to include variables in one
of the six categories, and each table presents the results
across all achievement criterion measures used in each
investigation. These divisions are tentative and should be
revised as the results of future investigations are reported.

Each part of this section begins with a description of
the variable, contains a summary of the findings, and closes
with recommendations for future study. Throughout the report,
the word "significant" refers to statistical significance at
the .05 level or better.

The tables on specific approval or disapproval behaviors
are limited in that they include only those studies which
provided information on the relationships between these
variables and achievement. Some investigators who used IA or
OScAR (Medley and Mitzel, 1959) as their observational instru-
ment also counted instances of approval and disapproval, but
their independent var.F.ables were some combination of these
behaviors into an i/d ratio or a measure of "supportiveness."
A reanalysis of the original data or IA matrices to isolate
frequencies of specific approval and disapproval behaviors nay
clarify the relationships between those variables and achieve-
ment, and the results summarized below may be changed when
such reanalysis is completed.

Investigators' Source of Variables

Almost every investigator has included an affective
variable such as approval or disapproval in his study of
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2.2

correlates of cognitive achievement. This choice is
well fomv:73d in experimental research: generations of psychol-
ogists have studied the effects of positive and negative
reinforcement upon learning, and textbooks in educational
psychology include sections on the results of this research.
Travers (1967) listed 66 generalizations which he considered
to be the most significant in terms of their applicability to
understanding and guiding classroom practice, and almost a
quarter of these generalizations are on positive and negative
reinforcement. Investigators specializing in behavior
modification have begun systematically to apply these variables
in situations similar to the natural classroom (Orme, 1968;
Wasik et al., 1968; Gallugher and Aschner, 1967; O'Leary and
Becker, 1967).

But although most observation systems contain affective
categories, the authors seldom cite the above research as
justification for including praise or criticism among their
categories. Instead, as Walien and Travers (1963) and McDonald
(1963) have noted, the authors refer to philosophical positions
or to a ling of research beginning with H. H. Anderson (1939)
or Levin, Lippitt, and White (1939). References to SI:inner
are absent from the reviews of research.

Criticism and Control

Seventeen studies were found which included variables
which might be labeled "teacher criticism of students" (Table
2.1). In most of the studies linear correlations were
computed between different measures of criticism and pupil
achievement in various subjects, but in four studies the
investigators used factor analytic techniques (Anthony, 1967;
Perkins, 1965; Soar, 1966; Spaulding, 1965), and linear
correlations are lot available for these four studies.

A single table describing the results of 17 studies is
too gross a summary because a variety of behaviors, ranging
from giving simple directions to extreme teacher hostility
are contained in these variables. The specific categories
which one investigator developed overlap those another
developed, and so this table cannot be divided easily into
smaller tables. However, an attempt is made to describe
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Table 2.1

Teacher Use of Criticism or Disapproval (Counting)

Investioator

Anthony, 1967
5th, General
(21 teachers)
One semester

Cook, 1967
10th, Biology
(8 teachers)
Two semesters

2.3

Significant Results Non - Significant Results

number of instances of
observed negative affect

(one of 14 items on
total scale. Scale r
with ach. = .48)

Criticism (Column 7),
ndn. rho = -.33

Extended criticism
(Cell 7-7), rail. rho
= -.33

Flanders, 1970 IA
2nd, General Col. 6&7 (teacher direct
(15 teachers) behavior), r = -.10
Two semesters

Cells 6.7 and 7-6 (ex-
tended criticism), r = .05

Restrictive feedback,
= .18

Flanders, 1910 IA
4th, Social Stud. Col. 6&7, r = -.24
(15 teachers) Cells 6-7 & 7-6, r = -.23
Two weeks Restrictive feedback,

r = -.34
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Table 2.1 (cont.) Teacher Use of Criticism

Investigator Significant Results

Flanders, 1970
6th, General
(30 teachers)
Two semesters

2.4

Non-Significant Results

IA
Col. 6&7, r = -.04
Cells 6-7 & 7-6, r = -.15
Restrictive feedback,
r = -.32

Flanders, 1970 IA
7th, Social Stud. Col. 6&7, x = -.61*
(15 teachers) Cells 6-7 & 7-6, r -.62*
Two weeks Restrictive feedback,

r = -.50

Flanders, 1970
8th, Math
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Harris and
Serwer, 1966
1st, Reading
(48 teachers)
Two smesters

Harris et al.,
1968
lnd, Reading
,38 teachers)
Two semesters

negative motivation,
with spelling = .29*

teacher control,
med. r n .23*

negative motivation,
r with reading = -.40*

3:3

Col. 6&7, r = -.34
Cells 6-7 & 7-6, r = -.24
Restrictive feedback,
r = -.43

negative motivation,
med. r = .16 (all is
were positive)

negative motivation
med. r = -.26 (all 4
is were negative)

teacher control,
med. r = -.19



Table 2.1 (cont,) Teacher Use of Criticism

InvestiaaLpr Significant Results

2.5

Non-Significant Results

hunter, 1968 hostile or strong directive statements
Emotionally disapproval, related to school,
handicapped med. r = -.61* med. x = -.23
children
ages 8 to 14, neutral or mild dis-

_
General approval, med. r = -.21
Two semesters

Marsh, 1956
Airmen
(Mechanics)
(109 teachers)
seven hours

Perkins, 1965
5th, General
(27 teachers)
Two semesters

teacher justification of
authority, med. r = -.38

teacher gives directions,
r = .10

Teacher threatens or
warns, r = .05

Factor II, Teacher Lecturer-Criticizer

teacher criticizes teacher criticizes

4-.a .reading vocabulary ns
a
arithmetic reasoning

- reading comprehen- ns arithmetic fundamentals
sion ns spelling
Pnglish grammar

Factor III, Teacher Leading Recitation

teacher rejects or corrects student response

+ arithmetic reason-
ing

ns reading
ns arithmetic fundamentals
ns English grammar
ns spelling

A
or - refers to positive or negative loading on a factor

containing this behavior. "ns" refers tr, no loading on a factor
containing this variable.
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Table 2.1 (cont.) Teacher Use of Criticism

Investigator

2.6

Significant Results Non - Significant Results

Perkins, 1965, Factor IV, Student Individual Work
cont.

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th,
General
(55 teachers)
Two semesters

teacher rejects or corrects student response

+ spelling ns reading
ns arithmetic
ns English

teacher gives directions or commands
(did not load on any of the lour factors)

Factor 1, Teacher Criticism

Pupil initiation following teacher criticisn (-.74)a
Teacher verbal hostility (-.76)
Continued teacher criticisla (Cell 7-7) (-.63)

r = .29* (arith. concepts) r = .16 (vocabulary
r = .34* (arith. problems) r .13 (reading)

Factor 5, Unnamed
b

Continued criticism and directions (XA Cells 6-6 &
6-7 & 7-6 & 7-7) (-.84)

mdn. r = .03

a
Only those component variables related to criticise are

given here; all the loadings on each component are not given.
Loading directions have been reflected, w'aen necessary to show
nnative relationships.

bThe coefficients in parentheses refer to component loadings;
they do riot represent correlations with the criterion neasures.
The r represents the correlation between the total connonent and
the criterion measure.
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2.7

Table 2.1 (cont.) Teacher Use of Criticism

Investigator Significant Results Non-Signlficant Results

Spaulding, 1965 Component 2a
4th and 6th,
reading and total disapproval (-.42)/3
mathematics disapproval by veiled or explicit threat to
(21 teachers) do harm (-.44)
Two semesters

r = .49* (reading)

Component 6

r = .10 (math.)

disapproval by commanding conformance (.41)
disapproval by eliciting clarification in a
non-threatening way (.36)

r = .44* (reading) r = .39 (math.)

Component 10

disapproval by social shaming or sarcasm (-.55)
disapproval by anonymous or impersonal warnings
(-.44)

r = .42
c

(reading) r = .08 (math.)

a
Only those component variables related to criticism are

given here; all the loadings on each component are not given.
Loading directions have been reflected, when necessary to show
negative relationships.

b
The coefficients in parentheses refer to component loadings;

they Ao not represent correlation with the criterion measures.
The r repre:,?nts the correlation between the total component and
the criterion measw:e.

P < 10
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2.8

Table 2.1 (cont.) Teacher Use of Criticism

Investigator Signifficant Results Non - Significant Results

Wallen, 1966
1st, General
(36 teachers)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
3rd, General
(40 teachers)
Two semesters

Wright and
Nuthall, 1970
3rd, Science
(17 teachers)
Three 10-minute
lessons

personal control personal control
r = -.38* (vocab.) r = -.22 (arithmetic)

r = -.08 (leading
(comprehension)

37

academic control
r = ns (specific r's
not reported)

personal control
med. r = -.22

academic control (ns)

teacher managerial
r = -.22

challenging comment
r = -.33



2.9

clusters of behaviors within the larger variable "criticism and
control," but the definitions which investigators gave may not
be comparable, and these definitions may not be identical to the
operational definitions which the observers developed in the
course of coding.

Results. Of the 17 studies, one showed significant
negative linear correlations (Flanders, 7th grade, 1970),
seven yielded significant negative relationships on at least
one criterion measure (Anthony, 1967; Harris et al., 1968; Hunter,
1968; Perkins, 1965; Soar, 1966; Spaulding, 1965; Wallen, 1st
grade, 1966), one showed significant positive relationships on
at least one criterion measure (Harris and Serwer, 1966), and
in eight studies non-significant relationships were obtained
(Cook, 1967; Flanders, 2nd grade, 1970; Flanders, 4th grade,
1970; Flanders, 6th grade, 1970; Flanders, 8th grade 1970;
Morsh, 1956; Wallen, 3rd grade, 1966; Wright and Nathan, 1970).
In other words, significant negative correlations between
teacher use of criticism and student achievement on ac least
one criterion measure were obtained in half of the 17 studies.

If only the direction of the correlation is considered,
negative correlations between any measure of criticism and all
measures of student achievement were obtained in 12 of the 17
studies, and these correlations ranged from -.04 to -.62.
Positive correlations for all variables were obtained in two
studies (Harris and Serwer, 1966; Morsh, 1956), but these
correlations tended to be small (I's from .05 to .29). Mixed
results were obtained in two studies (Perkins, 1965; Spaulding,
1965) and will be discussed below.

Mild Criticism. Several investigators developed categories
of mild forms of criticism or control, such as the giving of
academic directions. In no study did mild criticism have a
significant negative relationship with achievemcnt. Thus, Hunter
(1966) did not find significant correlations for "neutral or
mild disapproval" or for "directive statements related to school;"
Perkins (1965) did not find that giving directions loaded on any
factors; Spaulding (1965) did not find that disapproval by
negative evaluation loaded on a significant factor; and Wallen
(1966) did not find significant correlations between academic
control and student achievement.
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2.10

In two studies, mild criticism was positively related to
achievement. Perkins found that the behavior "teacher does not
accept student's answer" loaded on the same factor as the total
class gain in arithmetic, and Spaulding found that disapproval
both by commanding conformance and by eliciting clarification
in a non-threatening way loaded on a factor positively related
to adhievement in reading.

The four investigators who found that mild criticism was
not related to achievement or was sometimes positively rela%.ed
to achievement also found that strong criticism had significant,
negative relationships with achievement. Hunter found signifi-
cant results for "hostile or strong disapproval" (med. r = -.61);
Perkins found that criticism loaded on the same factor as
achievement measures; Spaulding found that "total disapproved,"
and "disapproval by shaming or threat" loaded on significant
factors; and Wallen found significant results for personal
control in Grade 1.

Affect Loading of Criticism. In 16 of the studies
(Anthony, 1968, is excluded) it is possible to compare the
relationship of different types or intensities of criticism to
pupil achievement. In ten of these studies the stronger form
of criticism had a higher negative correlation with achieverent
than tie milder form(s). Thus, in three of the five studies
by Flanders (1970), teacher criticism or directions followirg
a student statement had a higher negative correlation with
achievement than the sum of teacher use of criticism and
teacher giving of directions (Flanders, 1970, Grades 4, 6, and
8). Harris et al. (1968) found that "negative motivation," or
teacher statements intended to make the student feel bad,
yielded a significant negative correlation with reading (r =
-.40), whereas teacher statements designed to control the class
yielded smaller and non-significant correlations. Hunter (1968)
modified the category system developed by Withal' (1961)
so that there were separate blassifications for "hostile or
strong disapproval" and "neutral or mild disappioval." Hostile
disapproval yielded a significant negative correlation Cr = -.61),
whereas mild disapproval had a correlation coefficient of -.21.
Perkins (1965) found that teacher criticism had a negative
loading on the same factor as total class growth in both reading
and English, whereas the variable "teacher does not accept
student answer" had a positive loading on the same factor as
total class growth in arithmetic reasoning. Soar (1966)
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found that continued teacher criticism had a negative loading
on a factor which was s!gnificantly related to student achieve-
ment in arithmetic concepts Cr_ = .29) and arithmetic problems
tr = .34), but a mixture of giving directions and criticism
did not load on a significant factor. Spaulding (1965)
found "disapproval by veiled or explicit threat to do harm,"
"disapproval by social shaming," and "disapproval by impersonal
warnings" all had negative loadings on factors significantly
related to growth in reading (factor r's = .49 and .42),
whereas "disapproval by eliciting clarification in a non-
threatening way" had a positive loading on a factor which was
significantly related to growth in reading (r = .44). In two
studies by Wallen (included in a single report, 1966) the
variable "personal control" yielded higher negative correlations
with achievement than did the variable "academic control."
Academic control refers to the teacher directing the student to
perform certain actions clearly related to academic learning;
personal control refers to statements directed towards the
students' personal rather than academic behavior. Finally, in
The study by Wright and Nuthall (1970) teacher challenging
comments yielded a higher negative correlation with student
achievement Cr = -.38) than teacher managerial comments
Cr = -.22), although neither correlation was significant.

These distinctions between the affect loading for
forns of criticism appear useft0., but it should be noted that
the distinctions were clear in only 10 of the 16 studies. The
review of research appeals to indicate there is no evidence to
support a claim that a teacher should avoid telling a student
that he is wrong, or should avoid giving academic directions.
However, teachers who use a great deal of criticism appear
consistently to have classes who achieve less in most subject
areas.

Strong disapproval and criticism was a significant
correlate not only in studies of disadvantaged children (Harris
et al., 1968) but also in studies involving upper middle class
students (Perkins, 1965), upper middle class students with
above average ability with teachers rated as superior (Spaulding,
1965), and teachers who were r .paratively highly indirect
(Soar, 1966). Soar (p. 189) developed a table to show that
the teachers in his sample had higher i/d ratios than those in
the samples studied by Flanders (1965) and Furst (1967); yet
Soar found that teacher criticism was a significant correlate.
In the study by Spaulding (1965) ten percent of the mean teachers'
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behavior was classified as overtly disapproving, osmpared pith
twelve percent approving behavior; yet the disapproving
behavior had the greatest effect.

One puzzling finding obtained by Perkins (1965) was that
teacher criticism loaded on the same factor as total class
Rain in reading vocabulary. The remaining results on this
factor were as expected: teacher criticism was related to
total class loss in reading comprehension and mechanics of
English. This finding is in the opposite direction from the
trends and significant findings in all the other studies.

In the study by Spaulding (1965), the technique of
disapproval appeared to be more important than the topic which
was disapproved. Thus, disapproval by threat, shaming, and
warning was negatavely related to reading achievement, whereas
disapproval by commanding conformance and disapproval by eliciting
clarification in a non-threatening manner were positively
related.

Discussion and Recommendations. The existing correlational
research on teacher disapproval or teacher criticism appears
inadequate because insufficient attention has been given to the
context in which these behaviors occur. In the studies above,context

Spaulding (1965) developed a category system which
specified the teacher tone, technique, topic, and basis for
disapproval, and the results to such subdivision were most
useful (as reported above). It is recommended that in future
studies the affect loading of the criticism or disapproval,
the events preceding and following the disapproval, and the
wntent or event being criticized all be examined. Items
referring to teacher disapproval should also be separated from
itoms referring to teacher approval and not subsumed under a
general category such as "teacher warmth." Such a recommendation
is made because teacher approval statements and teacher disapproval
statements were not significantly correlated in the only two
studies for which such data were available (Soar, 1966; Hunter,
1968).

Little research has beer done on the relationship la:queen
teacher, student, and observer perceptions of teacher disapproval
or approval. An event which is noted as reflecting di approval
when seen by an observer nay not have the same meaning t) a
student, and vice versa.
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It is extremely important tha-i; solre attempt he made to
determine whether any relationship exists between teacher
disapproval and cognitive aspects of the teacher's behavior.
There has been almost no research in this area. There are
suggestions from the research of Solomon et al, (1963), and
Wright and Nuthall (1970) that some aspects of teacher criticism
may occur when the teacher is unclear, and the class responds
by asking for clarification, but studies which included detailed
cognitive and affecrive teacher behavior were rare.

Teacher Non - Verbal /122.roval

Only four investigations were found in which teacher
non-verbal affective behaviors were counted (Morsh, 1956;
Saar, 1966; Wallen, 1st grade, 1966; Wallen, 3rd grade, 1966)
(Table 2.2), and in no study vas there a clear correlation
between teacher non-verbal affection and a measure of student
achievement. Counts of teacher non-verbal affection did load
positively on one of the strongest and most significant factors
in the study by Saar (tied. r = .28), lrt this variable was the
only teacher behavior ta load on the factor. The other loadings
on this factor were for student verbal hostility (-.66) and a
rating of student interest and attention (.65). Furthermore,
teacher non-verbal affection did not have significant zero
order correlations with any of the achievement measures. That
this factor was the strongest correlate of overall achievement
and yet was almost without teacher behaviors is a surprising
and disappointing finding.

Because of the lack of research in this area there are
inadequate data for maldng any generalization as to the
importance of teacher non-verbal approval.

Teacher Use of. Praise

The results of 15 studies in which teacher use of praise
was counted (Table 2.3) are not as consistent or as strong as
those obtained in the review of teacher use of criticism or
disapproval. The results are difficult to summarize because of
the variations in design. In three studies, more than one
criterion measure vas used, and the results are different for
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Investigator

Morsh et al.,
1955
Airmen
(Mechanics)
(106 teachers)
seven hours

2.14

Table 2.2

Non-Verbal Approval (Counting)

Sionificant Results Non-Significant Results

teacher smiles or
laughs, r = -.09

Soar, 1966 Factor 6, TeacLer Support
3rd thru 6th,
General teacher non-verbal affect5.on (.56)
(55 teachers)
Two semesters med. r = .28*a

Wallen, 1966
1st, General
(36 teadhers)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
3rd,. General
(40 teachers)
Two semesters

teacher non-verbal affec-
tion

ns (correlations not given
in complete report)

teacher non-verbal affec-
tion

ns (correlation not given)

a
All other loadings on this factor referred to student

behaviors.
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different criterion measures (Spaulding, 1965; Wallen, 1st
grade, 1966; Wallen and Wodtke, 1963). In these same three
studies, different forms of praise or approval yielded different
results. In two studies (Anthony, 1967; Spaulding, 1965) the
statistical significance of positive correlations between
measures of praise and student achievement cannot be determined
because these variables are presented as loadings on significant
factors. In two studies (Perkins, 1965; Wallen, 3rd grade, 1966)
the direction of the non-significant correlations was not given
in the final report.

Significant positive correlations (or loadings on
significant factors) relating some aspect of teacher praise to
at least one criterion measure were obtained in 5 of the 15
studies. Positive and significant linear correlations were
obtained in three studies (Flanders, 6th grade, 1970; Wallen,
1st grade, 1966; Wright and Nuthall, 1970) and positive factor
loadings in two studies (Anthony, 1968; Spaulding, 1965).
Nine studies showed non-significant results. Significant
negative relationships between praise and achievement were
obtained in one stud; (Wallen and Wodtke, 1963) but were not
replicated in a subsequent study (Wallen, 1966).

Discussion. Although there is a tendency toward a
positive relationship between teacher approval and pupil
achievement, the directions of the correlations are inconsistent
from one study to the next. These inconsistent results suggest
that approval is such a gross variable that the context, source,
type, and topic of approval should be considered.

Some findings have interesting implications for future
research. For example, Wallen found that although praise was
not a significant correlate for first grade students, both
minimum reinforcement and the frequency of the teacher's asking
questions had positive correlations with the adjusted achieve-
ment scores. Minimum reinforcement was defined as positive
reinforcement which is less strong than praise, e.g., "Oh huh,"
"Right," "Okay." This combination suggests that for the first
grade, practice rather than encouragement is the significant
variable. However, the observation system developed by Wallen
did not include tallying of student behavior, and so this
suggestion cannot be studied using his data.
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Investigator

Anthony, 1967
5th, General
(21 teachers)
One semester

Flanders, 1970
2nd, General
(15 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
4th, Social Stud.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
6th, General
(30 teachers)
Two semesters

2.16

Table 2.3

Teacher Praise (Counting)

Significant Results Nan-Significant Results

Items in summed compositea

Instances of observed teacher positive support
NuMber of observed achievement awards in room

r = .48* (for summed
composite with
achievement)

Teacher use of praise
(Col. 2), r = .36*

Teacher use of praise
(Col. 2), r .25

Teacher use of praise
(Col. 2), r n -.15

aOf the 14 variables in the composite, only those relevant
to praise are included here.
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Table 2.3 (cont.) Praise

Investigator

Flanders, 1970
7th, Social Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th, Math.
(16 teachers)
TUo weeks

Harris and
Sexuer, 1966
1st, Reading
(48 teachers)
Two semesters

2.17

Significant Results Non-Sionificant Results

Teacher use of praise
(Col. 2), 2 = -.23

Teacher use of praise
(Col. 2), r = .30

positive motivation,
med. r = .14

(all five r's were
positive)

Harris el al., positive motivation,
1968 med. r = -.19
2nd, Reading
(38 teachers) (all 4 r's were
Two semesters negative)

Hunter, 1968 teacher praise or elabor-
Emotionally ation of student idea,
handicapped median r = .46
Children,
ages 8 to 14, (all 3 r's were positive)
General
(11 teachers)
Two semesters
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Table 2.3 (cont.) Praise

Investigator Significant Results

Perkins, 1965
5th, General
(27 teachers)
Two semesters

2.18

Non-Significant Results

teacher praise and
encouragement, non-
significan- for all 5
criterion measures

Spaulding, 1965 Component 6a
4th and 6th,
reading and math. approval regarding student's interpretation (.52)b
(21 teachers)
Two semesters r = .49*

Component 10a

approval source: teacher-centered I (-.66)
b

approval source: appeal to convention (.73)
approval regarding pupil planning (.44)

r = .42c (reading)

Component 12a

total approval (.51)

r = .08 (math)

r = .15 (reading)
r = .08 (math.)

a
The are of the component or factor is not given because only

those variables specific to the category under consideration are
presented in this table.

b
Refers to component or factor loading. This coefficient is

not a correlation with any achievement measure.

op
< .10

1 I 4'?



Table 2.3 (cont.) Praise

Investigator

Wallen and
Wodtke, 1963
1st thru 5th,
General
(65 teachers)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
1st, General
(36 teachers)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
3rd, General
(40 teachers)
Two semesters

Wright and
Nuthall, 1970
3rd, Science
(17 teachers)
Three 10-
minute lessons

Significant Resu.tts

teacher demonstrates
affection
med. r = (sic)
(for arith. gain)
(correlations at each
grade were negative)

minimum reinforcement
(e.g. "uh huh," "Okay")
med. r = .39*

teacher gives thanks
and praise
r = .49*

48
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Non-Significant Results

teacher demonstrates
affection
no significant correlations
at any grade reported for
vocabulary or reading
comprehension

praise and encouragement
ns on three criterion
measures (coefficients not
reported)

recognizes pupilts raised
hand, ns on three criterion
measures (coefficients not
reported)

minimum reinfo rcement,
ns on three criterion
measures (coefficients not
reported)

praise and encouragement
ns (same as above)

recognized pupil's raised
hand, ns (same as above)
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The research of Spaulding suggests that the topic of
praise may be more important than the frequency. In his inves-
tigation total instances of approval did not load on a signifi-
cant component (Table 2.3). However, there wero positive
ladings for two topics of approval: approval regarding
student's interpretation, and approval regarding student's
planning. Other topics of approval--personal qualities,
accurate knowledge, attention to task, and personal interests- -
did not load on a significant component. Approva] regarding
student's interpretation and student's planning would appear
to be critical nor developing cognitive independence and
appropriate for the above average students whom Spaulding
studied (the sample mean was the 86th centile on the School and
College Ability Test). Different topics of approval may be
important for students of low ability, and there may be inter-
actions between the type of approval and the cognitive styles
of the students. These questions remain to be investigated.

The research by Spaulding also suggests that not all
approval is related to achievement. Approval through "teacher-
centered 'I'," the use of a warm voice, and the selection of
instructional topics related to the pupils' interests all
appeared to be negatively related to achievement.

It is unfortunate that those investigators who used IA
did not inspect the correlation of cell frequencies with
achievement. One iiteresting variable might be extended
praise (Cell 2-2) because such praise contains a reason for
the praise; another might be praise in response to student-
initiated questions (Cell 9-2).

In sum, research of this type has not shown that there
is a consistent linear relationship between the frequency of
approval and achievement, and, therefore, the question of
whether curvilinear relationships exist remains open. However,
the research does suggest that certain types and topics of
approval may be positively related to achievement, and that
some forms of approval may be negatively related to achievement.

Use of Student's Ideas

Another form of approval is "teacher accepts or uses
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ideas of pupil" (Flanders, 1965). Behaviors in this area,
coded as Category 3 in the Interaction Analysis scheme developed
by Flanders, include the following (Flanders, 1970):

1. Acknowledges the pupil's idea by repeating the nouns
and logical connectives he has expressed.

2. Modifying the idea by rephrasing it or conceptualizing
it in the teacher's own words.

3. Applying the idea by using it to reach an inference
or take the next step in a logical analysis of a
problem.

4. Comparing the idea by drawing a relationship
between it and ideas expressed earlier by a pupil
or the teacher.

5. Summarizing what was said by an individual pupil or
a group of pupils.

Behaviors in Flanders' Category 3 would appear to be more
powerful affective variables than praise for two reasons:
First, repetition of, summary of, and referral to students'
ideas seem to be related to two of the greatest tributes in the
acade4ic world: being published and being cited. Second, a
teacher does not necessarily have to listen to a student in
order to give praise: a perfunctory, "Very good," can be given
at random moments, or can be used to end a rambling statement by
the student to which the teacher does not wish to devote attention.
But a teacher must listen and engage in implicit practice in
order to apply, compare, summarize, or even repeat an idea.
Therefore, the use of students' ideas may be a more intensive
form of praise than saying, "Fine," or "Very good."

Not only is Category 3 potentially important as a
positive reinforcer, but it also may be an important cognitive
variable, in providing repetition, summary, or illustraticn.

Because of the importance of Category 3 on an intuitive
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basis, it is unfortunate that we 1111/3 little specific information
on the effects of using students' ideas. Most investigators
wLo have used the IA matrix have included all or part of column 3
as part of an i/d ratio, but few have studied the effects of this
variable alone.

Results. Nine studies were found Which considered the
teacher's use of student ideas, and not one yielded a significant
linear correlation between the use of this variable and student
achievement. However, there was a positive trend (r's = .05
to .40) in eight of the nine studies (Table 2.4).

Additional evidence supports this positive trend. In a
study by Fortune (1967) of the behavior of student teachers
presenting five to ten minute lessons to their classes, observers
characterized the highest achieving teachers as both using more
praise or repetition of a student's idea and integrating a
student's idea into the lesson more frequently. However,
th data were obtained from the descriptive reports of one
observer, and he did not use a category system.

Using the data from Flanders' 6th grade study, Morrison
(1966) compared the adjusted achievement scores of teachers
who were in the upper third and bottom third in extended use
of student ideas (3-3 cell). The results were significant at
the .01 level on all seven subtests of the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Tests used. However, Morrison used student as the sampling
unit. Soar (1966) also compared the achievement scores of
teachers who we .e extremely high and extremely low on this
variable, obtained significant results in favor of the indirect
teachers, and used students As the sampling unit. Although none
of these three studies warrants inclusion in Table 2.4, they
all support the positive trend for teacher use of student ideas.

Discussion. Although a great daal has been written
about the importance of teacher use of student ideas (Cr.
Flanders and Simon, 1969), the significance of this va..lable
alone is not as strong as has been claimed. Judging by the
available research, this variable is ;got as strong a predictor
as "criticism or disapproval" but Is more consistent a
correlate than "praise."
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Table 2.4

Acceptance of Studint Ideas (Counting)

Investigator Significant Results Non-Significant Results

Flanders, 1970
2nd, General
(15 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
4th, Social Stud.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
6th, General
(30 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
7th, Social Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th, Math.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

52

Extended acceptance (3-3
cell), r = -.45 (sic)

Extended acceptance of
student ideas (3-3 cell),
r = .19

Extended acceptance of
student ideas (3-3 cell),
r = .30

Extended acceptance of
student ideas (3-3 cell),
r = .40

Extended acceptance of
student ideas (3-3 cell),
r = .19
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Table 2.4 (cont.) Acceptance of Student Ideas

Investigator Significant Results Non-Significant Results

pr skins

5Ln, General
(2: teachers)
Two semesters

Soar, 1966

Vright and
Nuthall, 1970
3rd, Science
(17 teachers)
Three ten-
minute 1 esso4s

Factor III, Teacher leading recitation

teacher uses student idea

a+ arithmetic reasoning ns arith. fundamentals
ns reading
ns spelling
ns vocabulary

Factor 8, Indirect teaching
b

extended acceptance of student idea (.75)c
simple acceptance of student idea (column 3 of
XA matrix) (.66)

med. r = .05

Teacher repetition of
student response, r = .17

a
. refers to positive loading on a factor containing this

variable; ns refers to no loading on a factor containing this variable.

Nhen the results of a factor analysis are presented in this
and other tables, only those loadings relevant to the variable
being considered are presented under the factor.

c
This loading refers to the factor; it does not refer to any

correlation with the student achievement measures.
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However, the research in this area has only begun. Flanders
has identified five different types of behaviors which might be
classified as category 3. Frequencies for these smaller units
(or subscripts of the major category) may yield higher correlations
than category 3 taken as a whole. With Richard McAdams and
Edward Crill of Temple University, this reviewer has recoiled the
audiotapes and transcripts made by Wright and Nuthall (1970)
using the Expanded Interaction Analysis System developed by
Amidon et al. (1969). In this system, category 3 is subscripted
into three teacher behaviors: acknowledging the student's idea
by a few words, such as "okay," or repeating what the student
said; summarizing two or more ideas; and generalizing a student
idea to a new situation. We found that repeating and summarizing
behaviors each had a correlation of about .4 with student achieve-
ment, but that category 3 as a whole yielded a correlation of
only .18 with student achievement. This single study, the first
one reported in which subscripts were used, suggests that there
may be more merit in subscripting behaviors in category 3 rather
than in treating the variables within this category as a single
type of behavior.

The results obtained by Soar (1965) also suggest that the
concept of use of student ideas should be explored further. In
this study, the frequencies in both column 3 and cell 3-3 had
very low zero order correlations with the achievement measures,
and these behaviors did not load on a significant factor.
However, a different behavior, which was recorded using a
modification of OSCAR--teacher encouragement of pupil's inter-
pretation and generalization--did have a positive, significant,
zero order correlation with arithmetic achievement. Although
these two types of behaviors both appear to involve teacher USP
of students' ideas, they were uncorrelated. Such results suggest
that the concept of teacher use of student ideas is a complex
one, deserving of more intensive future research.

Combined or Unique Measures of Teacher Approval

Table 2.5 was created to include combined measures of
teacher approval which do not fit easily into the above tables
on non-verbal approval, praise, or use of student ideas. Teacher
"indirectness" refers to the combined percentage of teacher
behaviors in category 1 (acceptance of student feeling) plus
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Table 2.5

Combined or Unique Measures of Teacher Approval (Counting)

Investigator Significant Results Non - Significant Results

Flanders, 1970
2nd, General
(15 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
4th, Social Stud.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Indirectness (Columns
1 & 2 & 3), r = -.04

General indirectness
(Columns 1 & 2 & 3 & 4),
r = .05

Indirectness (Columns
1 & 2 & 3), r = .12

General Indirectness
(1 & 2 & 3 & 4), r = -.08

Flanders, 1970 Indirectness (Columns General Indirectness
(6th, General 1 & 2 & 3), r = .37* (1 & 2 & 3 & 4), r = .25
(30 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
7th, Social Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th, Math.
116 teachers)
Two weeks

55

Indirectness (Columns
1 & 2 & 3), r = .41

General Indirectness
(1 & 2 & 3 & 4), r= .25

Indirectness (Columns
1 & 2 & 3), r = .30

General Indirectness
( 1 & 2 & 3 & 4), r = .45



Table 2.5 (cont.) Combined or

Investigator

Medley and
Mitzel, 1959
3rd thru 6th,
Reading
(49 teachers)
Two semesters

Penny, 1969
8th and 9th,
Social Stud.
and English
(32 teachers)
Two 45-minute
sessions

Thompson and
Bowers, 1968
4th, Vocab. and
Social Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two semesters

Signi-dcant

2.27

Unique Measures of Teacher Approval

Results Non-Significant Results

emotional climate (refers
to teacher and pupil suppor-
tive and reproving behavior),
r = .20

Percent of times teacher followed a student
response by the use of two or snore reinforcing
statements. (Such behavior would be classified
as "extended indirect" in the Flanders Interaction
Analysis matrix.)

Eight high-achieving and eight low-achieving teachers
were compared on two independent occasions.a

F = 7.0*(August subsample) F = 1 (June subsample)
F.=4,2* (total subsample)

teacher supportiveness
(similar to emotional
climate studied by Medley
and Mitzel)

dichotomized sample
Fcl (word meaning)
F = 2.0 (social studies)b

aResults of videotape analysis of high-achieving and low-achieving
teachers in each sample. Complete report does not give number of
teachers studied, statistical procedures, or level of significance.
A was used to indicate that this behavior occurred more frequently
in the high-achieving teachers, ns indicates that this behavior did
not discriminate between the extreme samples.

bMean scores not given in available report.
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category 2 (praise and encouragement) plus category 3 (use of
student ideas) in the Interaction Analysis coding system developed
by Flanders (1965). Teacher "general indirectness" refers to
the combined percentage of teacher behaviors in the above three
categories plus those in category 4 (teacher questions).

Of the eight studies for Which the statistical significance
of the results can be assessed, only two yielded significant
results (Flanders, 6th grade, 1970; Penny, 1969). The results
for the sixth grade sample studied by Flanders add little to
what is already known, because the significant correlation for
"indirectness" (I = .37) is almost identical to that obtained
when praise alone was studied (r = .36). Penny's finding (1969)
that teacher use of multiple reinfoicers discriminated between
extremes of his sample is difficult to interpret because the
complete report did not provide the operational definition of
"reinforcer." A reinforcer might be restricted to praise, or it
might include any or all of the five aspects of "use of student's
ideas" (see above).

Although only one of the 11 correlations in this area
was significant (Table 2.5), nine of them were positive. The
positive correlations for "indirectness" ranged from .12 to
.41; for "general indirectness," from .05 to .45. It was noted
above that the range of positive correlations for praise was
.14 to .49, and for use of student ideas, from .05 to .40. The
similarity of these ranges suggests that little is gained by
combining variables into measures of indirectness, general
indirectness, "emotional climate" (Medley and Mitzel, 1959), or
"supportiveness" (Thompson and Bowers, 1968).

Discussion. The werall conclusion is that combined
measures of teacher approval such as indirectness yield weak
but consistent correlations with student achievement. Gross
measures of teacher supportiveness or indirectnes: are not as
sensitive as measures of teacher affect which focus on contextual
events, preceeding and subsequent events, and specific types of
affect.

Ratio of Teacher Approval to Teacher Disapproval Statements

In contrast to the few investigations in which praise
or the use of student ideas was studied, 16 investigations were
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found in which a ratio of teacher approval to teacher disapproval
either was found to be directly related to achievement or was
used as part of a composite of teacher behaviors,(Table 2.6).
In twelve of these studies the i/d ratio (Flanders, 1955; Amidon
and Flanders, 1967) was used. This ratio is formed by dividing
the frequencies of teacher behaviors in categories 1 and 2 and
3 (see above) by the frequencies in category 6 (gives directions)
plus category 7 (criticizes). The studies by Flanders (1965,
1970) conducted in the seventh and eighth grades are identical,
except that the method of analysis differs. In the 1965 report,
the 7th and 8th grade teachers were divided into two groups, and
a critical ratio was computed using students as the sampling
unit; in the,1970 report, linear correlation was used with
class as the sampling unit.

One of the advantages of the Interaction Analysis system
is that it yields a 10 X 10 matrix containing 30 cells taken to
indicate warm, supportive, or "indirect" teacher behavior
(columns 1, 2, and 3) and 20 cells taken to indicate critical,
controlling, or "direct" teacher behavior (columns 6 and 7).
Although the first i/d ratio (Flanders, 1965) was the ratio of
frequencies in these two sets of cells, investigators have
formed other ratios using selected cells within the total array
of indirect and direct behaviors. In 14 of the 16 studio:
summarized in Table 2.6, at least one of three i/d ratios was
used to describe teaching: the i/d, the i/d 8-9, and the
extended i/d ('iable 1.1 and Figure 1.1).

The use of different i/d ratios makes comparison between
these studios difficult. Becpse there has been little research
on the correlation of these i/d ratios, it is possible that if
the investigators had used different i/d ratios, they might
have obtained different results. In four of the five studies
which used two i/d ratios to describe teaching, the results
apparently would have been the same using either i/d ratio
(Soar, 1966; Snider, 1966; Furst, 1967; Powell-fourth grade,
1968). In the fifth investigation, the study of third grade
teachers by Powell (1968), different teachers would have been
nlassified as direct or indirect if only the i/d ratio or the
i/d 8-9 had been used in place of his composite score.

The IA system was not used in two of these studies. In
one (Anthony, 1967) a ratio was formed of instances of positive
affect to observed total affect. Such a ratio appears similar
(if not identical) to the i/i+d ratio, which is frequently used
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Table 2.6

Ratios of Teacher Approval Statements to Teacher Disapproval

Statements (Counting) (i/e, Ratios)

Investigator

Anthony, 1967
5th, General
(21 teachers)

Birkin, 1967
5th, Reading
(34 teachers)
20 weeks

Cook, 1967
10th, Biology
(8 teachers)
Two semesters

2.30

Significant Results Non-Significant Results

Items in summed compositea

Ratio of positive affect
to observed total affect,
r = .48 for summed com-
posite with achievement

Lid; i/d for row 8,
r or F not given
Author states that trend
was positive but ns

i/d for diLcussion,
med. rho = .09
i/d for laboratory
work, med. rho = .07

Flanders, 1970 i/d
2nd, General r = -.03
(15 teachers)
Two semesters

401 the 14 variables in the composite, only those relevant
to positive affect or positive support are included here.
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Table 2.6 (cont.)

Investigator

Flanders, 1970
4th, Social Stud.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
6th, General
(30 teachers)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1965
7th, Soc. Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1965
.8th, Math.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks

Ratio of Approval to

Significant Results

i/d
teachers split into
two groups according
to 1/1, CR = 5.02**

i/d
teachers split into

. two groups according
to i/d, CR = 3.42**

Flanders, 1970
7th, Social. Stud.
(15 teachers)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th, Math.
(16 teachers)
Two weeks
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Disapproval Statements

Non-Significant Results

i/d
r = .33

i/d
r = .12

i/d
r'm .47 (p< .10)
(NB: study identical to
Flanders' 1965 study ex-
cept that analysis was
different)

i/d
r= .41
(NB: study identical to
Flanders' 1965 study ex-
cept. that analysis differed)
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Table 2.6 (cont.) Ratio of Approval to Disapproval Statements

Investigator

Furst, 1967
10th and 12th,
Social Studies
(15 teachers)
lour 1-hr.
lessons

Hunter, 1968
Emotionally
handicapped
children,
ages 8 to 14,
General
(11 teachers)
Two semesters

LaShier, 1907
8th, Biolog:,
(10 teachers)
Six weeks

Powoll, 1968
3rd, Reading
and Arith,
(9 teachers)
Two semesters

Sivificant Results

teacher composite score
on (a) extended i/d
ratio, (b) i/d ratio
for teacher responses
to student talk, and
(c) extended pupil talk

trichotomized sample,
F = 3.90*

Non-Significant Results

rho between (a) or (b)
or (c) or composite
score, not significant

indirect/direct ratio obtained
using modification of Withall
systnn

med. r = .62*

i/d ratio
tau = .59**

composite scores using seven variables indicating
indirectness. These included i/d ratio, i/d ratio
for teacher response to student talk, and extended
i/d ratio.

Teachers divided into two samples for analysis

F = 10.68** (arith.) F = 1.30 (reading)
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Table 2.6 (cont.) Ratio of Approval to

Investigator

Powell, 1969
4th, Reading
and Arith.
(17 teachers)
Iwo semesters

Snider, 1966
12th. Physics
(17 teachers)
Two semesters

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th,
General
(55 teachers)
Two semesters

Torrence and
Parent, 1966
(1st study)
7th thru 12th,
SMSG Math
(10 teachers)
Two semesters

Significant Results

2.33

Disapproval Statements

Non-Significant Results

same composite scores as Powell (above). Students
same as above, but teachers were new.

F G 1 (reading)
F <1 (arithmetic)

i/d ratio
analysis of extreme
teachers

T-ratios on three
criterion measures ns
and quite small

Factor 8, Indirect Teaching

i/d for responses to
student talk (.49)
extended elaboratir of
student idea (.75)

med. r = .05

i/d
rho = -.08

a
Only factor loadings relevant to this variable are

presented.
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in place of the i/d ratio. The i/i+d ratio is formed by dividing
the indirect teacher behaviors by the sum of all indirect and
direct behaviors and is used to obtain a more normal distribution

in cases in which there ale few observed direct behaviors. In

the other study (Hunter, 1968) the observational system devised
by Withall (1949) vas used, and the reviewer formed an indirect/
direct ratio using the data available in Hunterfs disserl.ation.
This ratio appears identical to one which would be obtained
using the IA system.

Results. It is difficult to present a simple overall
summary of the results (Table 2.6) because of the variety of
indirect to direct ratios used, and the variety of statistical
procedures employed. One specific difficulty is that in sour
investigations both inferential and correlational procedures
were used, and these procedures yielded different results
(Flanders, 7th grade, 1965 and 1970; Flanders, 8th grade, 1965
and 1970; Furst, 1967; Soar, 1966).

Of the 13 studies which employed linear correlations in
the study of an i/d ratio, significant results were obtained
in three (Anthony, 1967; Hunter, 1968; LaShier, 1967). However,
the results obtained by Anthony were part of a factor, and
specific information on the i/d ratio cannot be obtained.
The other two studies have questionable generalizability
because Hunter studied educationally handicapped children,
and LaShier studied student teachers instrtcting 8th grade
students in a u'niversit'y laboratory school, using BSCS materials
normally used in 10th grade classes. When the trend alone is
considered, there were positive correlations in 11 of the 13
studies (sfs = .09 to .62) (Anthony, 1967; Birkin, 1967;
Cook, 1967; Flanders, 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grade, 1970;
Furst, 1967; Hunter, 1968; LaShier, 1967; Soar, 1966).
Negative correlations were obtained in two studies, but these
were rather small (Flanders, 2nd grade, 1970; r = -.03;
Torrance and Parent, 1966, rho = -.08).

Of the seven studios in which inferential statistics
were employed to analyze extreme groups, a dichotomized sample,
or a trichotomized sample (Table 1.6), significant results
were obtained on at least one criterion measure in five
studies (Flanders, 7th'and 8th grades, 1965; Furst, 1965;
Powell, 3rd grade, 1968; Soar, 1966). Non-significant and weak
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(e.g., F< 1) results were obtained in two studies (Powell, 4th
grade, 1968; R. Snider, 1966). However, the significant effects
in four of the five studies have questionable generalizalility
to the population of teachers because student was the sampling
unit (Flanders, 7th and 8th grades, 1965; Powell, 3rd grade,
1968; Soar, 1966).

Discussion. The use of an i/d ratio to predict student
achievement appears to yield consistent but weak results. The
restat are stronger when inferential statistics are used, but
in these studies the data will have to be reanalyzed using class
as the sampling unit before we can comment on the results. In
addition, the results obtained when an i/d ratio is used do not
differ appreciably from those obtained when other affective
variables such as teacher criticism or teacher use of student
ideas are taken singly. Of all the affective variables studied
to date, criticism appaars to yield the strongest results.

Even these sixteen studies do not reveal the whole
picture on the predicti3 power of an i/d ratio. A variety
of i/d ratios could have been computed in all these studies, and
some form of i/d ratio might be consistently more predictive or
differentiating than another. Indirect/dixect ratios could have
been computed in two additional studies (Perkins, 1965; allen,
1966)2 but the investigators did not do so, and the data for
computing such ratios were not presented in the final report.

Summary

In this chapter on variables related to teacher approval
and disapproval, process- product relationships were reviewed in
six categories of teacher behavior: criticism and control,
nou-verbal approval, praise, use of student ideas, indirectness,
and indirect/direct ratios. In none of thee categories were
there significant results formore than hall the studies, but
there were consistent positive trends for use of student ideas,
indirectness, and indirect/direct ratios, and a consistent
negative trend for criticism.
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One point in the discussion of the results on each category
was that specific types of praise, use of student ideas, criticism,
or control yielded higher correlations than the entire category.
Unfortunately, there were too few studies on these specific types
to warrant conclusions. However, thole may be value in expanding
category systems to code specific forms of criticism or praise.
Such expansion could focus on the intensity of the behavior, the
context in which it occurred, and the events which preceded and
hollowed the teacher behavior.

Although such expansion of category systems seems necessary
for enhancing our understanding of those teacher behavior:
which are related to student achievement, expanding le number of
correlations which are computed also increases the probability
of obtaining significant results by chance. This problem might
be so]ved by greatly increasing the number of classrooms observed
and using data reduction procedures, but the administrative
problems and the expense of using observers currently preclude
such arrangements. The best hope, at this time, may lie in
increasing the number of investigations.
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Chapter. Three

Teacher Cognitive Behaviors

There has been much less systematic observation of the cogni-
tive aspects of instruction than of affective aspects, and the observa-
tional measures developed by the different investigators are much more
difficult to compare. Only 12 studies are reviewed in this chapter,
compared to 30 studies in the chapter on affective behaviors. (However,
there is a large body of research on cognitive teacher behaviors in
which rating scales were used to estimate or evaluate specific cognitive
behaviors. The most ,significant results of these studies are summarized
in the Appendix.) Twelve studies represent only those investigations
for which cognitive measures were developed and included in the analysis.
Far more than 12 studies could be reported if the original investigators
were to reanalyze their data. For example, in all studies in which IA
was used, a cognitive measure could be developed by including the
frejuency or percentage of student predictable talk (Category 8) and
student nonpredictable talk as part of the analysis. Unfortunately,
few of the investigators who have used IA have attempted such analyses.

The variables in the cognitive area were grouped into six
categories:

teacher questions-classified into two types.
teacher questions-classified into more than two types.
probing.
structuring.
task-oriented.
clarity.

The major emphasis is given to the first two categories because most
of the studies fall in these two categories. The discussion on
probing, structuring, task orientation, and clarity is primarily
exploratory because very few studies are available in these areas.
All of the above categorization is tentative; the reader is again
encouraged to revise these categories Gs he reads this chapter or
reads new studies.
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Reviewers of the research on teaching brYnaxiors (Medlcy and
Mitzel, 1963; Amidon and Simon, 1965; Biddle, 19b1; Meux, 1967;
Lawrence, 1966; Campbell, 1968; Nuthall, 1970; Flanders and Simon,
1969; Rosenshine, 1970) have noted that most studies of teaching be-
haviors emphasized affective interactions; the cognitive aspects of
teaching (e.g., the ability to explain new material, the effective-
ness of various types of questions) received comparatively little
attention. Cage observed that in research on teaching for cognitive
objectives, "We have had relatively little of the . . . experimental
or correlational work that can be found in relative abundance in
research on the social and emotional phenomena found in classrooms"
(Gage, 1966, pp. 32-33).

There are several possible reasons for this neglect. One,
educational researchers have no analagous discipline to draw upon
in developing observable cognitive variables. Research on child
development, group dynamics, and experimental psychology can be used
to discuss and code techniques of approval and disapproval, the
cognitive interactions have not been developed in any discipline.

Second, although there has been a great deal of experi-
mental research on cognitive variables in educational psychology,
and such experiments appear throughout textbooks on educational
psychology, few of these experimental variables appear in the class-
room observational systems which have been developed. This neglect
is probably not due to any preference of the researchers; rather,
they may be unable to translate experimentally developed variables
into a classroom grammar. For example, Ausubel (1963) has investi-
gated the importance of the stability and clarity of cognitive struc-
ture by inserting "advance organizers" before a reading selection.
Although Ausubel demonstrated the usefullness of a concept of cogni-
tive structure, an investigator of classroom instruction cannot
determine whether a teacher is adding organizers before the lesson- -
or during, or after the lesson--because the coding instructions needed
to identify these behaviors have not been developed. In sum, until
researchers can label the behaviors they observe, they cannot study
either specific cognitive behaviors or the relationships between the
behaviors and subsequent achievement.

Affective varf.ables may also be easier to code because they
are more independent of a person's previous cognitive experience.
Statements like "Shut up and sit down" and "Excellent" are relatively
clear, and we do not have to assess the nature of the audience before
we code them. But the question, "How much is two and two?" is more
difficult to classify. In a sixth grade classroom, we would feel confi-
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dent classifying it as factual recall. But what if the question were
asked of a five-year-old? This question might require convergent
thinking or factual recall, depending upon the students previous ex-
perience.

Developers of aptitude tests have avoided the problem of
context by usinz, puzzles and materials which are relatively unknown
and content-free. But categories of questions developed in this con-
text are not easily applied to the classroom where the questions, by
design, are related to previous experilnce.

Because of the problem of context, it has been difficult to
develop an observational system into which questions can be categorized
reliably argil meaningfully. Dichotomous classifications such as "narrow"
and "broad," (Amidon and Flanders, 1967), "questions about content" and
"questions that stimulate thinking," (Perkins, 1964), or "convergent"
and "divergent" (Medley. et al., n.d.) appear to be oversimplifications
of an area as complex as questioning, and they lead to different inter-
pretations by different investigators. For example, Medley, et al.,
(n.d.) said that a divergent question admits of more than one answer,
and therefore, "Name one of the four freedoms" 43 a divergent question.
Other investigators would probably modify these instructions. Classi-
fication systems which divide questions into more than two types seem
necessary.

Investigators whose systems for coding questions have been
more elaborate have been forced to use transcripts or tape recordings of
the class proceedings as the source for coding to allow :oder& the extra
time necessary to categorize Coe behaviors (e.g., dellack et al., 1966;
Solomon et al., 1964). But even in these situations it has been diffi-
cult to develop categories whose boundary lines are clear.

One example of difficulty of Going research on tine cognitive
aspects of instruction is the large variance among the imvestigators in
the systems they developed to quantify cognitive interchanges. Some
categorized questions, some classified statements, and others quantified
combinations of statements ald questions. Consequently, comp%itson and

ayathesis of the results are particularly difficult.

Finally, the selection of appropriate unit of measure (see
Biddle, 1967) is even more difficult in studies on cognitive aspects of
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instruction. The simplest unit of measure or analysis is time, and
Flanders' (1965) interaction analysis system with its three second rule
has been used to code the cognitive level of classroom interaction in
most of the studies reported in this chapter. Other investigators have
attempted to develop cognitive units under which the frequency of events
is recorded. These investigators have developed complex units such as a
"move" (Bellack et al., 1966), a "venture" (Smith et al., 1967) or an
"episode" (Conners and Eisenberg, 1966). Unfortunately it is much more
difficult to train raters in the use of these complex units than it is
to train them to use time as a unit, and frequently typescripts need
to be transcribed before satisfactory inter-rater reliability can be
obtained. Perhaps because of these diff5culties, I found only three
process-product studies which used a "move," a "venture" or an "episode"
as the analytic unit.

Types of questions

The classification of questions and cognitive aspects of
classroom interaction has been a difficult task. Investigators have
differed widely in the types of questions chosen for analysis, whether
questions were classified alone or as part of a larger unit, and the
statistical treatment of the data. There is so much overlapping across
investigations in procedures that it is particularly difficult to
synthesize the results.

Teacher Questions--Classified Into Two Types

Most of the investigators who studied teacher questions classi-
fied them into two types (Table ?.1). In general, the investigators
distinguished between factual questions and those requiring thought, but
the distinctions differed from study to study. It is kmpossible to
determine with certainty whether the higher-level questions identified
by Kleinman (1964), for example, differ from those identified by
Spaulding (1965) or Wright and Nuthall (1970). Even when two or more
investigators stated that they coded "divergent" questions, they may
have used different operational definitions. Even if the definitions
were explicitly and clearly given in the reports, we still would not
know what modifications the observers made as they attempted to code
the questions which teachers actually asked.
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Harris and his associates (Harris and Serwer; 1956, Harris
et al., 1960 used an observational system developed by Medley and
Smith (1968). "Meaningful interchanges" are those which require a
student to interpret a "word, sentence,.or other symbol," "forM
interchanges" require only that a student recognize the symbol. These

distinctions.refer only to the tcsching of reading. No further elabo-
ration of these distinctions was given in the final report.

Kleinman (1964) classified questions into "low level" and
"high level," with three subcategori s within each type. Low level
questions were classfied as "neutral," "rhetorical," or "factual."
High level questions were further Classified as "clarifying" (e.g.,
"What do you mean by friction?"), "associative,".(e.g., "How do you
compare the bird brain and the.human Train?"), and "critical thinking,"
(e.g., "What are you basing your opinion on?"). Although Kleinman had.

the data to compare teachers on six tyres of questions, the only com-
parisons she made were between teachers who were extreme in low level
or high level questions.

Perkins (1965) did not elaborate upon his definitions for trio
types of questions: questions about content, and questions to stimulate

. thinking (e.g., Why? How?).

Spaulding (1963) defined the eliciting of a specific answer as
both containing recall questions and "giving mental arithmetic problems."
"Open-ended questions" were those which elicited "judgment, opinion, inter-
pretation, hypothesis, or prediction." It was impossible to determine from
the definitions whether arithmetic word problems would be classified as
"open ended" or "specific." Presumably they are "specific," because they
contain an answer the teacher has in mind; however, the questions airs may
involve judgment and incerpretation. Questions regarding children's
interests are also open-ended, and in the examples, Spaulding used words
such as "imagine," "what would the people feel?" and "can you tell us
some interesting things."

Thompson and Bowers (1968) did not provide definitions or
examples for convergent or divergent questions, but referred to an
early form of OSCAR (Form 2V). Wrigla and Nuthall (1970) provided no
definition or example of closed or open questions.

Soar (1966) used two categories ("teacher encourages factual
answer," and "teacher encourages interpretation, generalization, solu-
tion") to categorize either the teacher's questions or the teacher's
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Table 3.1

Types of Teacher Questions: Two Claisific.tions

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Harris and Serwer,
1966

1st Reading
(48 tchrs)
Two semesters

Harc.Is et al.,

1968
2nd - Reading
(38 tchrs)
Two semesters

Kleinman, 1964 t-test (observer counting)
7th, 8th-Science high level vs low level
(6 of 23 tchrs) questions
Cross-sectional

study for students classified
as high ability

t = 5.02**

Perkins, 1965
4th - General
(27 tchrs)
Two semesters

71

(observer counts)
percent foam interchanges
results not given,
(presumably) ns

percent meaningful
interchanges
med r = -.17

(observer counts)
percent form interchanges
results not given
(presumably) ns

percent meaningful
interchanges
med r = -.11

t-test (observer counting)
high level vs low level
questions

for students classified
as everage 4bility

t = 1.29

.for students classified
as low ability

t NI 0.58

(observer counting)
teacher asks questions
about content
no loading on any

. factor containing
student ,

teacher asks questions
to stimulate thinking
(e.g., vhy? how?)
no loading on any
factor containing
student gain
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Table 3.1 (cont.)

Teacher Questions: Two Classifications

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th
General

(55 tchre)
Iwo semestel:s

Spaulding, 1965
4th and 6th -
Reading and
Mathematics

(21 tchrs)
Two semesters

r (observer counting) r (observer counting)
Factor 9: Unnameda

teacher encourages answering factual questions (.30)b
teacher encourages answering question on inter-
pretation, generalization, solution (.61)

r = 29* (artth concepts) med r = .15

x (observer counting)
Component 6: Businesslike

teacher behavior
eliciting respoase In an
open ended way (-.70)1)

Factor 5: Unnamed
teacher encourages
factual answer (-.50)
med r = -.03

(observer counting)
Component 5: Calm
acceptant teaching
eliciting answer teacher
has in mind (.75)

reg^.1,iing child's regarding factually
interests, interpreta- reported subject matter(.?4)
tions, or experiences (-.59)

regarding materials,
resources, books,
materials (-.53)

r a .44* (reading) r, -.04 (reading)
r 0 .39c (mathematics) r = .38c (mathematics)

loadings.

a
Only variables relevant to this category are given as factor

bFactor 1Jading, not correlation.

cp410
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Table 3.1 (cont.)

Teacher Questioas: Two Classifications

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Thompson and
Bowers, 1968

4th-Vocab. and
Social Studies

(15 tchrs)
Two semesters

F (observer counting) F (observer counting)

teacher questions classified on "convergent-
divergent continuum" which was not further
explained. This continuum probably refers to
classification of questions as "convergent" or
"divergent."

F t 4.56* (word meaning)

Wright and Nuthall,
1970

3rd-Natural Science
(17 tchrs)
Three 10- minute lessons

73

F = 1.90 (social studies)

r (typescript counting)

closed questions
r = .31

open questions
r = -.08
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responses to student answers. Soar added (personal communication) that
these categories refer to a teacher's questions and to his responses
to students.

The major conclusion which I derive from Table 3.1 is that
the simple categorization of questions into two types and the correlation
of frequencies of these types with class residual mean achievement scores
has not yielded significant or even consistent results. These non-
significant results are puzzling. Ore would expect that the frequency
of questions that encourage pupils "to seek explanations, to reason, to
solve problems" (Perkins, 1965), or.the frequency of questions related
to interpretation (Harris and Serwer, 1966; Harris et al., 1968)
woulfl be consistently related to achievement.

These non - significant results have been experimentally repli-

cated. Hutchinson (1963) ran an experiment in which four teachers
taught the same material to two matched groups of seventh grade pupils.
The instructional period was three weeks, or 15 fifty-minute lessons.
After the first series of lessons, the teachers were given special
training to increase their use of convergent, evaluative, and divergent
questions (Gallagher and Aschner, 1963). They then taught the same
material a second time to new groups of pupils. All class sessions
were tape-recorded, and the frequency of use of different types of
questions was tallied. These tallies indicated that the teachers used
more high-level questions (i.e., convergent, divergent, and evaluative)
when they taught the lessons a second time. Although the pupils who

were taught the second series of lessons showed significantly more
growth on some of the creativity tests, the two groups' mean scores
on the achievemen.: tests were almost identical.

Similar results were obtained by Miller (1966), although each
question was not specifically categorized. Instead, all teacher state-

ments were classified as "directive" or "responsive" according to an
elaborate coding system. Under the responsive mode the teacher asks

more high-level questions and elaborates pupil responses. In this exper-

iment, each of four teachers taught 10 thirty-minute lessons to two
groups of pupils; one set of lessons using the responsive mode, the
second using the directive mode. Systematic observation of the teachers'

behavior indicated significant differences between their behavior in
the two settings, although the teachers were less consistent in follow-
ing the responsive model. There were no significant treatment effects
as measured by two criterion tests, one on mastery of facts end the
other on "higher understanding."
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In both studies, the levels of the pupils' responses were
also coded; when the teachers asked higher-level questions, the pupils
responded with higher-level answers. This additional evidence of
differences in levels of thought in the two conditions in each study
makes the non-significant results on th:: achievement measures in the
correlational studies even more puzzling.

The results suggest two conclusions: (1) no clear linear
relationship has been found between the frequency with which the
teacher used certain types of questions and the achievement of pupils,
and (2) the experimentally increased use of specified procedures or
types of questions has not resulted in significantly increased achieve-
ment. As Conners and Eisenberg suggest from their study of the effect
of teaching behavior upon IQ growth of preschool children, "It may be
the total pattern of intellectual stimulation rather than any specific
adherence to...different patterns of questions, that is required to
induce growth" (1966, p. 10).

Additional Analyses. Significant results were obtained in
four of the studies in Table 3.1, an,21 although the analytic procedures
and observational category systc.s used in these studies are too
diverse to permit any synthesis, the results may provide some sugges-
tions for future research.

In one study (Spaulding, 1965), the frequency of teacher's
open ended questions regarding a student's interests,, interpretations,
or experiences was negatively related to achievemen/., but till- category
system which Spaulding used is so unique that these results cannot be
compared with those obtained in the other studies. Another investigator
(Soar, 1966) found that teacher encouragement of factual answers and
teacher encouragement of interpretation and generalization loaded
positively on a factor which was significantly related to arithmetic
achievement. But this result is also difficult to interpret because
both teacher questions and teacher responses were counted as "teacher
encouragement." A third investigator (Kleinman, 1964) found that
students classified as "high ability" learned more with teachers who
asked more "high level" questions, and although this trend was maintained
for students classified as average ability and low ability, the results
were not significant. Finally, Thompson and Bowers (1968) computed a
ratio of convergent and divergent questions and classfied teachers as
high, moderate, or low according to this ratio. They found that
teachers who were moderate (i.e., asked a relatively eqtal number of
convergent and divergent questions) achieved significantly greater
growth in word knowledge than teachers in the other two categories.
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Although no discernible trend is apparent from these results,
the studies provide several suggestions for future research. First,
the classification of questions into two types and the correlation of
the frequency of each type with the mean class residual gain score has
not been a profitable pursuit to date. It is possible that better
results could be obtained if investigators included means of subgroups
of learners in their analysis. The study by Kleinman (1964) is an
example of focusing epon subgroups of learners classified by their IQ
scorPs. Second, the classification of questions alone may not be
sufficient. In the study by Soar, the teacher's questions and the
teacher's responses were coded together when counting the frequencies
of "teacher encouragement of factual answers" or "teacher encouragement
of interpretation and generalization." Third, the Joint classification
Af teacher's questions and the topic of their questions way be useful.
Such an approach was used by Spaulding, and his results suggest that
the topic of the question is as important as its type. Finally,
Tc.ompson and Bowers' use of a convergent-divergent ratio provides a
useful and potentially fruitful alternative to the simple correlation
of frequency counts of question-type will-, achievement. The possibility
of non-linear relationships which is suggested in the study by
Thompson and Bowers is elaborated below.

As it stands, the simple categorization of questions into
two types and followed by the correlation of frequencies in these types
with class residual achievement scores has not yielded significant or
even consistent results. However, the procedures used in four of the
studies which obtained significant results, although too varied for
synthesis, suggest a variety of research procedures uhich might be
used in future studies.

Types of Questions--Multiple Classification

Only three studies were found in which questions (or types of
teacher-student interactions) were classified into more than two types.
The6e studies differed widely in design and focus. In the study by
Solomon et al. (1963), the analysis was done from tape recordings, and
each indetendent clause of teacher statements, questions, and feedback,
and of student statements and questions was categorized. All six
categories used for classifying teacher (or student) questions are
given in Table 3.2. In the study by Furst (1967), the analysis of
teacher cognitive behavior WAS based upon the data provided by Bellack
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et al.(1966). In Bellack'3 study, each line of transcript was coded
as to the logical- substant :.ve process which was occurring. Separate
results were not presented for teacher and student talk. When lengthly
segments of teacher or student talk occurred, the entire segment was
usually coded as to its dominant logical process.

In the study by Conners and Eisenberg (1966), the unit of
measure was "groups of episodes." An episode was defined as a change
of topic, change of teacher's attention from one student to another,
or any new element of the leacher's behavior. Groups of episodes were
classified according to thc "implicit goal which these activities were
judged to serve"; groups of episodes were defined as activities. The
significant differences in the frequencies of different types of
activities among he three groups of teachers are presented in Table 3.2.
The two types of activities which yielded significant differences among
high-, middle-, and low-actieving teachers were those which focused on
"intellectual. growth" and 'property and materials." The activities
were not elaborately defined in the complete report. Activities in
"intellectual growth" were defined as those which focused on "language,
concept, of symbolic training; factual knowledge about the world;
development of sensory abilities, etc." The variable property and
materials was defined as activities involving "consideration for the
well-being, rights, and property of others."

Significant results were obtained in all three studies.
Conners and Eisenberg (1966) found that the highest-achieving teachers
had significantly more interactions which focused on intellectual
growth, and the lowest achieving teacher; had significantly more
interactions which focused on property ar.d materials. No significant
differences were obtained on the remaining types of activities (Table
3.2). Furst (1967) found that the highest-achieving teachers had a
higher ratio of analytic and evaluative interchanges divided by
empirical interchanges. Solomon et al. (1963) found that two types
of questions--interpretive and factual--loaded on a factor signifi-
cantly related to gain in comprehension. Unfort3nately, three
studies are a saall sample, and it is difficult to develop any
summary statement which includes all three studies.

Perhaps the best conclusion which can be reached in this
section is that the use of observational systems which include mul-
tiple classifications of cognitive interchanges has consistently
yielded significant results. These consistent results stand in
sharp contrast to the inconsistent and non-significant resillts ob-
tained when only two types of questions wert classified. However,
only a few investigators have studied multiple classifications of
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cognitive interchanges, and very little is known about the effective-
ness of various forms of questions.

Non-linear analyses of questioning. Perhaps the optimal
relationship between types of questions and pupil achievement is not
linear. Four investigators have studied this possibility: Soar, 1966;
Thompson and Bowers, 1968; Furst, 1967; and Solomon et al., 1963.

Soar did not have a variable based on the frequency of ques-
tions per ne; hov "ver, he used frequencies in columns 3, 4, 8, and 9 to
develop ,.ngenious measures of inquiry and drill. Inquiry was defined
as the sum of the 3-3, 4-4, 8-8, and 9-9 cells; that is, extended
teacher behaviors of elaborating pupils' answers, and extended ques
tioning, as well as extended pupils' answers to teacher questions, or
extended pupil-initiated responses. This pattern of extended time
spent in questioning, elaborating, and answering was taken to represent
inquiry. Drill was identified by the tallies in the 4-8 plus 8-4
boxes; that is, pupils' answers to narrow teacher questions plus
teachers' questions following pupils' responses.

Soar developed three measures from these combinations:
(a) the amount of inquiry, (b) the amount of drill, and (6 an
inquiry /drill ratio computed by dividing the frequencies of inquiry
behaviors by the frequencies of drill behaviors.

Two of these measures loaded on Factor 3, Discussion versus
Rapid Interchange, a factor which had a positive correlation with all
achievement measures and significant correlaticns with vocabulary,
reading, .And arithmetic concepts. Inquiry itself was not on this
factor, but the inquiry/drill ratio had a positive loading, whereas
drill had a negative loading. Soar interpreted this finding as sug-
gesting that a classroom which is high on this factor is not especially
high on inquiry, but is quite low on drill activities.

Thompson and Rowers (1968) classified questions into those
for which more than one answer was possible (divergent), and those for
which only one answer was possible (convergent). They also classified
teachers as high, moderate, or low on a "convergent-divergent continuum"
and found, using snalys;c of variance, that teachers classified as
moderate had pupils whose achievement was highest in a test on word
meaning.
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Table 3.2

Multiple Classifi-ation of questions or Intera:cions

Investigator Significant Results

Conners and
Eisenberg, 1966

Preschool
(38 tchrs)

6 weeks

Furst, 1967
10th and 12th -
Social Studies

(15 tchrs)
Four onehour

lessons

F (observer counting)
trichotomized samplE

Focus of teacher-student
interchange:
intellectual growth R

F = 6.04*
property end materials

F =12.10**1

Non- lgniicaut Results

(o'L,seiver c :sting)

tricho :ample

Focus of teacher-student
interchange:

self concept
F 2.35M

creativity
'< 1

manners
F = 2.03 1,

obedience
F = 1.67M

rights of others
F 1

physical motor activities
F = 1.47'

F (transcript counting) rho (transcript counting)
trichotomized sample

ratio of typescript lines (of teacher or student
talk) devoted to analytic (i.e. defining) and
evaluative substantive logical processes to
the number of lines devoted to empirical (factual)
logical processes.

F 0 16.92** 11 rho sc .38

INish-achieving teachers had highest frequencies.

Mitiddle-achieving teachers had highest frequencies.

stow- achieving teachers had highest frequencies.
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Table i.2 (cont.)

Multiple Classification if Questions or Interaction.;

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Soloron et al.,
1963

College evening school
American History
(24 tchrs)
One semester

Factor 2: Energy versus
Lethargy

interpretation ques. (.63)
factual questions (.49)

r = .44* (compre. gain)

Factor 1: Peemissivenessa
vs Control

hypothetical qucs. (-.78)b
opinion questions (-.70)
organizing ques. (-.66)
interpretation ques. (-.49)
non-specific ques. (-.67)

r = .19 (factual gain)
r = .32 (compre. gain)

r = .23 (factual gain)

Only factor loadings relevant to this variable are presented.

b
Factor loading, not correlation.
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One of the items in the cognitive composite developed by
Furst (1967) was tha ratio of analytic and evaluative to cognitive
processes. She developed this ratio by using the descriptive data
provided in the report by Bellack et al. (1966); the report gave the
number of lines in the transcrIpts of the classroom interactions
which Bellack and his associates coded as involving analytic, evalua-
tive, or cognitive processes. Analytic 'refers to defining or inter-
preting the meaning of an item or statement; empirical includes fact
stating or explaining the relationship between events; and evaluative
deals with personal judgriente and/or the reasons for the judgments.

Furst hypodiesized that the superior teachers would show
greeter variety In their use of these processes; she computed the
ratio of the two Least frequently u^ea to the most frequently used
cognitive processes (i.e., the ratio of the lines devoted to analytic
plus evaluative processes to the lines devoted to empirical processes).
Inspection of the original data (Furst, 1967, p. 203) indicated that
the three most effective teachers were significantly superior to the
remaining teachers on the variable variety of cognitive processes.

Solomon et al. (1963) found that six of the seven types of
questions loaded on Factor 1, labeled "permissiveness versus control."
(Ratld Items were also included in developing the factors, which
accounts fc.c the discrepancy in the label). Although there was ao
significant linear relationship between teacher loadings on this
factor LA-1 either of the aeaievement measures, teachers who were
moderate on this factor had classes with significantly higher dif-
ference scores on the comprehension test.

II each of these four studies, the methods for analysis are
quite different, although each method appears to have achieved limited
success and appears useful for future research. Perhaps one of the
more fascivating discoveries in reviewing these studies is the variety
of procedures which different investigators have used. They have
varied in their classification schemes, units of analysis, and
statistical procedures. There is no simple way of testing which of
these numerous combinations of procedures will obtain optimal results.
It is possible that one set of procedures will be more effective in
accounting for student achievrwent in one situation, and another set
in another situation. But any set of "optimal" procedures will have
to be replicated using another sample from the same population, and
at L-his stage 1: our research such replication occurs infrequently.
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Other Cognitive Variables

The results on cognitive variOles other than teacher questions
are discussed below. These are: probing, structuring, task-orientation,
and clarity. Too few studies have been conducted in these areas to
permit any conclusions or synthesis of the results. However, all four
variables appear worthy of future study, and the specific procedures'
used in each of the studies might he useful for future investigators.

Probing

The results of three studies (see Table 3.3) suggest that
there may be merit in investigating the teacher's cognitive response
to student answers (Soar, 1966; Spaulding, 1965; Wright and Nuthall,
1970).

In the modified version of OSCAR 2V used by Soar (1966),
teacher questions and statements were coded into three categories:
(a) teacher encourages further answers to fact questions, (b) teacher
encourages further explanations, and (c) teacher encourages inter-
relationships, generalizations, and problem solutions. Only one of
these three variables loaded on a significant factor. Teacher encour-
agement of inter - relationships and generalizations loaded on the
unnamed Factor 9, which had a significant, positive co:relation with
achievement in arithmetic concepts, and positive, although not
significant, correlations with the remaining product measures.

Teacher repetition, clarification, or use of pupil ideas
may be another form of cognitive response to student answers. The
only study in which teacher "use of student ideas" and teacher res-
ponse by clarification were both included in the observational system
(Soar, 1966) indicated a negligible correlation, between these two
behaviors. Perhaps these procedures are uncorrelated but equally
effective means of achieving the same ends. In addition, Soar found
tbat teccber use of inquiry, or the inquiry/drill ratio, was not
related to the frequency of either type of cognitive response.

In the study by Spaulding (1965), a variable which has
already been discussed under affective behaviors, "teacher elicits
clarification in a non-threatening way," loaded on a component
which was significantly related to reading gal,, and nearly signifi-
cant in mathematics gain. This behavior appears to be only
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Table '3.3

Probing

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th -
General

(.55 tchrs)

Two semesters

Spaulding, 1965
4th and 6th -

Reading and
Mathematics

(21 tchrs)
Two semesters

Wright and Nuaall,
1970

3rd
Science

(17 tchrs)
Three ten-minute

lessons

r (observer counting) r (observer counting)

Factor 9: Unnamed
a

Teacher encouragement of interpretation,
generalization, and solution

r = .29*(arith.concepts)b med r = .19

r (observer counting) r (observer counting)

Component 6: Businesslike, orderly teacher behaviors
eliciting clarification in a non-threatening way (.36)

regarding lack of knowledge (to boys) (-.65)

regarding lack of knowledge (to gills) (-.30)
regardl.Lg lack of knowledge (to class) (-.12)
regarding lack of attention ( .30)

= .44* (reading

1 (typescript counts)

redirects question
r = .54*

teacher informati)n
following question

r -.52*

r = .39 (math)

r (typescript counts)

alternative subsequent
question r = -.40

reciprocates to extend
r= .20

reciprocates to lift
= -.20

a
Only loadings relevant to this category are presented.

byactor loadings; not correlations.
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tangentially related to probing because it is part of Ge molar
behavior "disapproval." No behavior which might be labeled as probing
appeared under the molar behavior "instruction."

In the study by Wrigi.t and Nuthall (197u), there were five
categories used to code teacher cognitive responses to a student's
answer. These included asking a question on the same cognitive level
to the same student (alternative subsequent question) or to another
student (redirects question), or asking questions at a higher thought
level (reciprocates to lift). As noted in Table 3.3, the frequency
of redirection of questions was significantly related to ciudent
residual mean achievement (r .54), but the other forms of cognitive
response yielded mixed results.

The teacher's cognitive response to student answers is a
particularly difficult area to investigate as shown in the varied
correlations obtained by Wright and Nuthall (1970). The fact that
significant results were obtained in all three studies on variables
which have some approximation to "probing" suggests that there is
merit in continuing to study the tLicher's cognitive responses to
stunt statements. But the category systems used in these three
studies are so varied tha;-. no conclusions can be drawn with confidence.
It is particularly unfortunate that there are so few studies in this
area in view of the emphasis which "learning by inquiry" has received
in curriculum courses.

Structuring

The term "structuring" is used here to refer to four over-
lapping variables which were studied in at least one of the studies
summarized in Table 3.4: The teacher comments made at the beginning
or at the eno of a lesson, and the teacher comments made before or
after he asks a question. Although the effects of introductory and
concluding statements have been investigated in laboratory studies
using meaningful, verbal material by Ausubel, Rothkopf (1970), R.
Anderson (1970) and their associates, there has been little classroom
research in this area.

Five low-inference studies were found in which variables
similar to structuring were studied (Table 3.4). Crossan and Olson
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Table 3.4

Structuring

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Crossan and Olson,
1969

6th and 12th -
Special tests in
verbal learning and
symbolic learning

(6 and 35 tchrs)
Two ten-minute lessons.

audiotape counting
(significance tests not
made)

Furst, l%7
10th and 12th -
Social Studies

(15 tchrs)
Four one-hour

lessons

clear signal when one
part of lesson ended and
another began

emphasis upon words
to be learned

F (typescript scoring)

moderate numb,Ir of
"teacher structuring
lines" (coded by
Bellack et al., 1966)

trichotomized sample
(part of significant
composite;"structuring"
in itself not analyzed)

Penny, 1969 F (typescript scoring)

8th and 9th -
Social Studies verbal markers of importance
and English ,(e.g., "now get this.")

(32 tchrs)
Two 45-minute F 7.9* (lat sample)

sessions F 4.3* (2nd sample)
F 110.6** (total)
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Table 3.4 (cont,)

Structuring

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th -

General
(55 tchrs)
Two semesters

r (observer counting)

Factor 3: Extended Discourse
extended lecture (.80)a

med r = .37*

Wright and Nuthall, r (typescript counting)
197 J

3rd - Science
(17 tchrs)
Three ten-minute

lessons

review at end of lesson

r = .87**

Teacher information
following question

r = -.52*

r (typescript counting)

terminal structuring
(structuring At the
end of an episode)

y = .41

structuring prior
to a question

= -.13

review at start of
second lesson

r .18

review at start of
third lesson

r -.08

*Only factor variables relevant to this tsble are presented.
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(1969) recorded whether teachers gave a clear signal when one part of
the lesson ended and another began. No one else studied explicit
marking of transitions. The use of emphasis, which might be taken as
a form of structuring, was investigated in two studies. Crossan and
Olson counted teacher emphasis upon words to be learhed, and Penny
(1969) developed a category which he named "verbal markers of impor-
tance" (e.g., "Now this is important!").

Using the coded data provided by Bellack et al. (1966),
Furst (1967) included the number of structuring statements which a
teacher made as part of her "cognitive composite." In the coding
system developed by Bellack et al., structuring referred to the
initial statements of the teacher which serve to initiate or focus
a teaching cycle (or rove). These initial statements frequently
precede a question. (Bellack did not make a separate count of
structuring at the end of an interchange; such a todification was
used by Wright and Nuthall in their investigation.) Furst used a
unique procedure for determining "moderation" in structuring by
assigning the lowest weight in a Fisher standard measure to the
teacher who was closest to the mean of the 15 teachers in struct-
uring. Teachers who deviated from the rean (regardless of the
direction) were assigned higher weights according to the amount of
deviation from the grand mean which they exhibited. The finding by
Furst that the highest-achieving teachers were moderate in their use
of structuring statements suggests that providing a moderate amount
of structure was the most effective teaching procedure for those
high school classes.

Soar (1966) believed that the positive relationship between
steady-state lecturing (cell 5-5) and achievement reflects cognitive
structuring activities on the part of the high-achieving teachers.
Such a hypothesis cannot be investigated by an inspection of an LA
matrix because both extended and relatively short lecturing would
fit into the 5-5 cell. But Soar studied the original observer tally
sheets and determined that four of the five highest teachers on his
Factor 3 followed a pattern in which they lectured at most for 15
or 20 seconis, and then asked a question, and the pupils responsed.
Such a pattern of posing a situation or providing limited units of
information, asking a question, and responding to the question
appeared to Soar to parallel the rationale of programed instruction.
It is possible that both Soar and Furst have identified such a
pattern in successful teachers. Gage and Unruh (1567) have also
suggested a parallel between the structuring, soliciting, responding,
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and reacting pattern described by Bellack et al, (1966) and the
sequence of frame-presentation, question, response, and reinforce-
ment which appears in programed :Instruction.

The coding system used by Wright and Nuthall (1970) con-
tained both original categories and a modification of the system

developed by Bellack et al. (1966). The "structuring" statements
used by Bellack were divided into "structuring prior to a question"
and "terminal structuring,"or structuring at the end of a move. In

addition, these investigators also studied review at the start of the
second or third 10-minute lesson, and review at the end of a lesson.
Another variable, "teacher information following question," refers
to the teacher's use of additional statements after he has asked a
question and before any student has answered. The significant
negative correlation obtained for this variable (E = -.52) might
also be taken as a measure of the lack of clarity in the question.
That is, structuring statements following a question may have been
necessary because the students were unable to answer the question.

Of the five low-inference studies of variables which might
be labeled structuring, all studies yielded positive results. These
results were significant in three studies (Furst, 1967; Penny, 1969;
Soar, 1966) and both significant and non-significant in one study
(Wright and Nuthall, 1970); the level of significance was untested
in one study (Crossett and Olson, 1969). In the study vith both
significant and non-significant results (Wright and Nuthall, 1970),
review at the end of a lesson or an episode appeared to be more
effective (Es = .67 and .41, respectively) than review at the start
of a lesson or structuring prior to a question (s = .18 and -.13).
The studies by Furst (1967), Soar (1966), and Wright and Nuthall (1970)
suggest that the amount of structuring before asking a question is an
important variable, but it is difficult to determine from these

studies what the optimum level is.

Future Research. The fact that significant results were
obtained in all four studies for which statistical tests were run
(see Table 3.4) clearly favols structuring as a promising area for

future research. However, becruse the investigators studied different
variables and used different statistical treatments of the data, any
synthesis of the results appears premature. In addition, the defini-
tions of structuring, to say nothing of advance organizers, are far

from precise. Future studies in this area might focus on the effects
of structuring at different places in the lesson, and the effects of
structuring before or after a series of events (such As structuring
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following a question, or structuring at the end of a move or at the
end of a lesson). One might also consider the relationship between
structuring comments at the start of an episode (or move) and the
quality of questions. Short structuring sentences before a question
may facilitate achievement (Soar, 1966), but such statements may not
be necessary if the questions are clear (Wright and Nuthall, 1970).
The interaction of structuring statements and the clarity of questions
might therefore be considered in future research. One way of measur-
ing the clarity of questions might be to determine whether students
answered a question the first time it was asked (Wright and Nuthall,
1970). Finally, in future research, it might be appropriate to con-
sider non-linear analyses in addition to the more frequently used
linear analysis.

Task Oriented Behavior

The variable "task oriented, achievement oriented, or
businesslike behavior" has primarily been studied using high-inference
rating scales. The results of such studies are summarized in the
appendix. However, two studies were found in which the counted
behaviors of the teachers also appeared to suggest achievement- or
task - oriented teacher behavior (Table 3.5). In the study by Conners
and Eisenberg (1966), the most effective teachers had significantly
more teacher-student interchanges which focused on intellectual
content, and significantly fewer interchanges which focused on
property and materials. Spaulding (1966) identified one of his com-
ponents as "businesslike, insisting upon attention." The specific
behaviors which comprise this component (and their loadings) are
presented in Table 3.5. The businesslike teacher identified by
Spaulding appears to be characterized by avoiding open-ended questions
and instruction regarding student's interests, and by avoiding ap-
proval regarding personal interests or disapproval regarding lack of
knowledge. Positive cognitive behaviors did not appear clearly on
this factor. Spaulding (personal communication) chose the title of
"Businesslike" for r 's component because of all the molar behaviors
in his category systems. (that is, major categories into which all
behavior was first coded, such as "approval," "disapproval," "in-
struction," and "listening,"), "instruction" had the highest loading
on this component (.29). Within the snbcategories of technique of

instruction, the highest positive loadings were for "staling facts
authoritatively, lecturing" (.25), and "eliciting the idea or answer
that the teacher had in mind" (.20). However, such loadings are
below the usual cutoff of .40 for selecting items which define a
factor.
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Table 3.5

Task Oriented, Achievement Oriented, Businesslike

Investigator

Conners and
Eisenberg, 1966

Preschool

(38 tchrs)
6 weeks

Spaulding, 1966
4th and 6th -
heading and Math

(21 tchrs)
Two semesters

Siguificant Results

-..
Non-sigLificant Results

F (trichotomized sample)

Number of interchanges
which focused on:

intellectual growth
F = 6.04*a

Propery and materials

F =12.10**b

Component 6: Businesslike,
Insisting Upon Attention

approval in normal tone°

of voice (.36)

approval using warm

voice (-.39)

F (trichotomized sample)

Number of interchanges
which focused on:

creativity
F< 1

manners
F = 2.03

rights of others

approval regarding personal
interests of student (-.39)

F< 1

a
Highest-achieving group had highest frequency on this variable.

b
Lowest-achieving group had hiphest frequency on this variable.

cAll variables which loaded on this factor are included. Factor
loadings are in parenthesis.
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Task Oriented, Achievement Oriented, Businesslike

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Spaulding, 1966

(cont.)

d
p .10

disapproval by commanding
conformance (.41)

disapproval regarding lack
of knowledge (-.65)

instruction to boys (-.42)

instruction in normal
voice (.41)

instruction in warm
voice (-.56)

eliciting verbal response
in open-ended way (-.70)

instruction regarding student's
interests (-.59)

r 21 .44* (math

'9 1

r = .39
d

(reading)
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In sumary, both studies in Table 3.5 provide some support
for the importnce of achievement-oriented teaching. This variable
received greater support from studies in which teacher behavior was
rated, and these reusults are summarized in the Appendix.

Clarity

The clarity of a teacher's presentation has been studied
mainly by correlating observer ratings on this variable with measures
of residual achievement (see Appendix). The results in such high-
inference studies are most encourcging--significant results were
obtained in eight of eight studies. But although there is strong
support for the validity of clarity as a high-inference variable, its
low-inference version is difficult to evaluate because only one
study (Solomon et al., 1963) used a low-inference measure of this
variable. In that study, the factor Clarity contained relatively
low and negative loadings for "proportion of student interpretation
of total student speech" (-.47) and "proportion of teacher inter-
pretation of total teacher speech" (-.43). Interpretation is
defined in a single sentence in the complete report: "rocus upon
explicit attempt to understand, explain, (sic) course materials"

(pp. 137-138). Apparently teachers high in clarity spent less time
interpreting course materials. It is possible that such teachers
were able to make a clear presentation the first time.

Perhaps additional low-inference components of clarity or
inteliecutal effectiveness are contained in the study by ;fright and
Nuthall (1970). They found that teacher "utterances" containing one
question were positively and significantly relate('. to achievement

(E .54), whereas utterances with two or more questions or with
teacher information following a question were each negatively related
to achievement (Is 32 -.43 and -.52). An "utterance" was defined as
a single teacher-pupil interaction. Thus, teachers who more fre-

quently asked questions that were answered the first time were more
effective, whereas ttose who more frequently had to ask a second
question before receiving an answer, or who more frequently followed
a question with a statement of their owa, were less effective.
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Summary

In contrast to the 30 studies on affective teacher behaviors
which are summarized in Chapter 2, only 1.2 studies were located in

which classroom observational category systems were used to code
teacher behaviors which might be regarded as cognitive. In this

limited group of studies, the greatest emphasis was on coding teacher
questions, and other cognitive aspects of classrooll interaction

received relatively little attention.

In the area which was studied most frequently- -the classi-
fication of questions into two types--there was no consistent linear
trend favoring frequent use of questions classified as representing
"higher" or "lower" cognitive processes. Significant r?.sults which

were obtained on non-linear analyses, multiple classification of
questions, probing, structuring, task orientation, and clarity can
be considered only as suggestive for future research because too few
investigators have focused on such variables, and their methods of
research are too diverse to permit any synthesis of their results.

It is unfortunate that although cognitive achievement is
one of the accepted goals of schooling, there have been so few

studies which employed cognitive variables in their observational

systems.
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Chapter IV

Flexibility and Variety

Even though "flexibility" has long been honored as a
characteristic of effective teachers (see Hammacheck, 1969),
relatively few studies have employed this variable. / lajor diffi-

culty is defining the variable. Two approaches have been used in
counting teacher flexibility. One is .o count variation in behavior
without focusing upon specific behaviors; the other is to count fre-
quency of variation in specific activities.

General Variation in Behavior IA the studies on Tab'e 4.1
general variation in teacher behavior was counted. Flar,ders dc.fined

flexibility as "the arithmetic difference betaeen the largesti/d
ratio over all time use categories (e.g., discussion, administrative
routine, new material, etc.) and the smallest i/d ratio for all time
use categories" (Flanders, unpublished draft document). Soar (1966)
defined flexibility as the number of cells in an IA matrix necessary
to account for 60 per cent of the tallies. A teacher who used a large
number of different cells in the 100-cell matrix would have a high
flexibility score. Snider (1966) used the standard deviation of the
i/d ratio in different activities such as lecture and discussion.

Of the eight studies in which general variation in behavior
(or flexibility) was counted, none yielded significant results. Posi-

tive correlations were obtained in five of the seven studies for which
the direction of the relationship could be determined (Table 4.1).

Variation in Specific Behaviors Other investigators studied
variation or flexibility by focusing upon specific teacher behaviors.
Three such studies are summarized in Table 4.2.

Anthony (1967) identified a number of measures of variation
in specific activities through interviews with the .aachers end observa-
tion in the classroom. The frequency counts were then coaverted to
seven-point scales for use in the statistical analysis. Those variables
which appeared on her single factor are presented in Table 4.2. It

should be noted that variables reported in Chapter One from the same
stuey by Antnony also loaded on this factor. Those variables included
high positive affect and low negative affect analysis. Fourteen



Table 4.1

Flexibility

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Flanders, 1970
2nd - Ceneral
(15 tchrs)

Two semesters

r (observer counting)
flexibility--defined as
largest i/d during
instructional unit
minus smallest i/d ratio,

r = -.07

Flanders, 1970
4th - Social Studies flexibility
(16 tchrs)
Two weeks r = .46a

Flandets, 1970
6th - General
(30 tchrs)
Two semesters

flexibility

r = .19

Flanders, 1970
7th - Social Studies flexibility
(15 tchrs)
Two weeks r = .37

Flanders, 1970
8th - Math
(16 tchrs)
Two weeks.

flexibility

r = .43a

a
p < .10

95
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Flexibility

Investigator Significant Results Nen-significant Results

Snider, R., 1966
12th - Physics
(17 tchrs)
Two semesters

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th - General
(55 tchrs)
Two semesters

Vorteyer, 1965
5th - General
(14 tchrs)
Two semesters

L.-rest (observer)

a) range of four i/d
measures

b) s.d. of i/d for
different activities
(e.g., lecture,
discussion)

No U-tests significant
on 3 criterion measures

r (observer-IA1

Factor 5: Unnemeda
flexibility (-.62)1)

med r = -.02

rho (counting)

flexibility defined as
number of times teacher
changes behavior

med rho = .20

variety defined as number
of different behaviors
in time .....aterval

med rho = .25

4.3

aOnly'loadingsrelevant to "flexibility" are given fn this tr.ble.

b Factor loading; not correlation.
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variables appeared most promising, and these loaded on a single
factor. These fourteen variables might be subdivided into three
types: the variety of instructional materials and techniques, the
frequency and variety of reinforcments used by the teacher, and the
types of feedback available to teachers and students through testing.
Variety is common to all three subdivisions. The variables referring
to reinforcement have already been covered in Table 2.3 under "teacher
praise." The behaviors relevant to variety of instructional materials
and techniques are listed in Table 4.2.

The work of Furst (1967), Thompson and Bowers (1968), and
Soar (1966) has previously been described in Chapter 3 under diffe,ent
sections. The studies and results are again described in this chapter
because their results also appear to be relevant to consideration of
variation in specific activities. The fact that the same set of
variables can appear in more than one chapter is another indication
of the lack of conceptual clarity in thiF; relatively new undertaking.

In the study by Furst (1967), both student and teacher talk
relevant to the subject area (compared to managerial talk) were cies i-
fied into ore of three major cognitive processes: analytic (or de-
fining), evaluative, and empirical (fact stating and explaining). The
highest frequency of cognitive interaction across the sample was on
the empirical level. Furst reasoned that teachers who used a variety
of cognitive processes might obtain greater achievement, and therefore
she calcd.ated (for each teacher) a ratio of the most frequently used
process ( empirical) to the least frurehtly used processes (analytic
and evaluative). These ratios were converted into standardized scores
in which teachers who showed the greatest variation (had the lowest
ratio) received the lowest scores.

Thompson and Bowers (1967) apparently -puted a ratio of
convergent and divergent questions for each teacl- and classified the
teachers as highly convergent, highly divergent, atcl moderate. Those
classified as moderate apparently had the largest mixture of the two
types of questions.

The results for all three studies are presented in Table 4.2;
significant results were obtained in all cases. For Anthony, the
factor on which these behaviors loaded was significantly related to
student residual gain measures, although the individual weights for
each of the variables was not given. In the study by Furst, the three
teachers who obtained the highest residual gain scores also had signi-
ficantly greater cognitive variation than the remaining teachers. In

the study by Thompson and Bowers, the teachers who were moderate in
divergent-convergent questions obtained the highest achievement in
vocabulary (although differences were non-significant in social studies
gain). However, none of the three investigators reported significant
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fable 4.2

Variety and Variation

Investigator

Anthony, 1967
5th - C(meral
(21 tc'rs)
One semester

Significant Results Non-significant Results

r (observer and interview)

Factor 1 (14 variables)
(loadings not given)

variety in test form
distinct variety in objects

handled by pupils
variety in objects handled

by pupils
variety in observed teaching

devices
number of three-dimensional
displays

number of observed displays
on academic subjects

novel or real-life displays
in classroom
r = .48+

Furst, 1967
10th and 12th F (typescript cco/ing) F (typescript scoring)

grades - Social trichotomized ssmple

Studies
(15 tchrs) ratio of typescript lines of teacher or student

four one-how talk using analytic (defining) and evaluative

lessons substantive logical processes to lines using
empirical processes.

F = 16.92++ rho = .38

Ulligheet achieving teachers had highest ratio.
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Variety and Variation

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Thompson and
Bowers, 1968
4th - Vocab. and
Social Studies
(15 tchrs)
Two semesters

F (counting)
(trichotomized sample)

teachers classified as high,
1.edium, or low according to
questions on a "convergence-
divergence continuttm."

F = 4.56 (medium group highest)a F= 1.9

(Vocabulary) (Social Studies)

a
Teachers who were madium on this variable had classes with

significantly higher achievement scores.
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correlational results for their measure of variation. In the study by
Anthony, teacher use of a variety of materials was only part of a
factor which included other teacher behaviors such as affective responses
to students; in the study by Furst, the tank order correlation was not
significant; and no estimate of the correlation could be obtained from
the study by Thompson and Bowers. Despite these limitations, the re-
sults are distinctive for their consistency.

The importance of variation in specific activities also receives
some support. ..7,.om the study by roar (1966) which is also described more
fully in Chapter Three. Soar fpund that the most effective teachers had
a higher ratio of "inquiry" to "drill" activities, although frequency of
inquiry procedures itself was not a significant correlate, and drill was
negatively related to achiLve-mt. ( "Inquiry" and "drill" were defined
by combining cells in the IA matrix in a procedure only used by Soar, to
date). Soar's finding may suggest that the most effective teachers were
moderate in their use of inquiry and low in their use of drill. WhetheT
such findings can be taken as support for "variation in specific activil
tie's" is speculative, but these results are added in the hope that they
may be of interest to investigators who are considering future correln-
tional and experimental studies in this potentially fruitful area.

However, it is difficult to compare or attempt to synthesize
these four studies because they again involve widely disparate observa-
tional systems and statistical procedures. Yet, all four studies suggest
that variation in classroom activities or in cognitive processes may
be an important correlate of student achievement.

The importance of variation in activities is also suppprted by
two studies in which student attention was the criterion measure.
Kleinman (1964) summarized a mimeograph report by Wilk et al. (1960), in
which a modification of OSCAR was used as the observaien instrument.
According to Kleinman, Wilk found that "the amount of disruptive behavior
in the classroom was negatively correlated with the amount and variety
of classroom activities" (Kleinman, 1964, p. 37).

Using an observational category system, Kounin (1970) report-
ed that the correlation between variety of school-unique activities
(e.g., reading, arithmetic) and work involvement was .83 and .52 for
two samples of 11 and 49 classrooms, respectively. The students were
in the first and second grades. For nine classrooms of grades three
through five, the correlation between seatwork variety and work in-
volvement was-.6/ (sic). Although Wilk et al. and Kounin used stu-
dent attention to task as their criterion, other investigators found
that observer ratings of student attention were significant and
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consistent correlates (.:7s = .39 to .62) of otudent achievement
(Belgard et al., 1968; Hunter, 1968; Lahaderne, 1968; Morsh, 1956;
Shannon, 1942).

Summary

The studies on teacher flexibility have yielded two sets
of results. When flexibility was defined as changes in all types
of teacher behavior, none of the studies yielded significant re-
sults (Table 4.1). When flexibility was defined as variation in
the teacher's cognitive behavior or the richness and variety of
classroom materials aid activities, then the results were consis-
tently significant (Table 4.2).
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Chapter Five

Amount of Teacher-Student Interaction

The emphasis in this chapter is on the amount, rather than
tha type of teacher-student interaction. The results of 13 studies
are presented as teacher talk, student talk, and teacher-student in-
teractions. This is a short chapter. The variables were not included
as part of the chapter on cognitive variables (Chapter Three) because
in the earlier chapter the focus was on the type of cognitive inter-
action, whereas in this chapter the focus is primarily upon the amount
of interaction.

Teacher Talk

Teacher talk (Table 5.1) has been studied by summing the
frequencies of all behaviors labeled as teacher talk. The Flanders
Interaction Analysis system has been used in the studies by Flanders
(1970) and Sharp (1966). Teacher talk was determined by counting
lines in transcripts in the study by Solomon et al. (1963) and in the
study by Wright and Nuthall (1970). Wright and Nuthall defined teacher
utterances as teacher statements or series of questions which are un-
broken by student talk. Altogether nine studies are reported in Table 5.1.

In the eight studies for which correlations were available,
the frequency of teacher talk yielded consistent positive correlations
which were low and not significant. A ninth study might be added to
this group by including the study by Soar (1966). In this ,..udy, a
variable named "steady state lecture" referred to three seconds of
teacher talk followed by an additional three seconds of teacher talk
(Cell 5-5). "Steady state lecture," however, is only a part of the
total teacher talk. This variable had a loading of .80 on Factor 3,
a factor which had a median correlation of .27 (p1;.05) wial the five
measures of student achievement, and was significantly correlated
with residual student achievement in vocabulary, reading, and arith-
metic concepts.

The single negative relationship between teacher talk and
student achievement. was obtained in the study by Pcrkins (1955) (see
Table 5.1), in which total teacher talk (or "teacher lectures") had
a positive loading on a factor which contained negative loading for
total class gain in reading comprehension and English grammar, and
a positive loading for total class gain in reading vocabulary.
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Table 5.1

Teacher Talk

Investigator Significant Results

Flanders, 1970
2nd - General
(15 tchrs)
Two semesters

Flanders. 1970
4th - Social Studies
(16 tchrs)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
6th - General
(30 tchrs)

Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
7th - Social Studies
(15 tchrs)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
8th - Math
(16 tchrs)
Two week3

Perkins, 1965
5th - Ceneral
(27 tchrs)
Two semesters

Non-significant Results

teacher talk

r = .30

teacher talk

r = .08

teacher talk

r= 11

teacher talk

r = .02

teacher talk

r= .45

Factor II Tcache,- Factor It Teacher
Lecturer-C..-iticizer Lecturer-Criticizer

a
reading vocabulary
reading comprehension
English grammar

nsa

ns
arithmetic
spelling

a refers to positive loading on a factor containing this
variable; ns refers to no loading on the factor, and - refers to a
negative loading. Loadings for total class gain or loss in achieve-
ment not given.
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Table 5.1 (continued)

Teacher Talk

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Sharp, 1966
High School-

Bfology
(31 tchrs)
Two semesters

Solomon et al.,
1963

College evening
school -

American History
(24 tchrs)
One semester

Wright and Nuthall,
19 70

3rd - Natural Science
(17 tchrs)
Three 10-minute
lessons

teacher talk

r = .29

Factor 1: Control

proportion of teacher
i

talk of total classroo
speech (.92)a

r = .19 (factual gain)

r = .32 (comprehension
gain)

teacher talk

r = -.09

teacher utterances

r =

allot all variables which loaded on this factor are given in

this table. Only those variables relevant to teacher talk are pre-

sented.
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Tie overall low, non-significant, but consistently positive
correlations between teacher talk and student achievement appear to be
different from the frequently voiced ilea that teachers spend "too much"
time talking in claso. Although teacher talk as currently practiced
does not appear to be significantly related to student achievement, the
correlations are consistently positive.

"Teacher talk" is a rather gross category, and tha investigators
included this vrriable (and those following) as one of the many which
they studied in any tingle investigation. The results suggest that
there may be higher yields in focusing upon types of teacher talk
rather than sheer amount, and examples of such variables are contained
throughout Chapter Two (Affectixe Variables) and Chapter Three (cogni-
tive Variables).

Student Talk

Frequency counts on student talk were used in the studies re-
ported in Table 5.2. None of the results was significant or near-
significant in any of the three studies.

It is rather surprising to find only three studies on this var-
iable. Additional information on the relationship of student talk to
student achievement could be obtained if the data from the five studies
by Flanders (1970) were analysed with this variable in mind, but the
lack of even consistent correlations in the three studies in Table 5.2
does not induce much hope that additional analyses or studies would
yield n.ore fruitful results. Again, the non-significant and inconsis-
tent findings in Table 5.2 are quite different from the "expert- opinion"
which stresses the importance of student talk.

Perhaps the lack of results for teacher talk or for student
talk may be dua to the grossness of these variables. It is because of
such grossness that the results on these variables are presented last
in this report; the division of teache_ or student talk according to
type appears much more promising, and such results are reported in
Chapters Two, Three, and Four. In future studies even the variables
in those studies might be refined and provision made for the inclu-
sion of additional events in the category system. Such events might
include the events preceding and following the talk, the context in
uhich the talk takes place, and the specific subject being discussed.
For the interested reader, expanded discussions on the development of
new category systems are available elsewhere (see Biddle, 1968, Meux,
1968; Rosenshine, 1970; Rosenshine, in press).
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Table 5.2

Studen' Talk

InvestigatoT Significant Results Non-significant Results

Sharp, 1966 student talk
High School -
Biology r . -.07
(31 tchrs)

Two semesters

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th -
General
(55 tchrs)
Two semesters

Wright and Nuthall
1966

3rd - Natural ,cience
(17 tchrs)
Three 10-minute lessons

Factor 2: Extended a
Student Talk

sum of student talk
(.89)b

extended student talk
(94)

Mdn. r = .15

student talk

r = .02

extended student talk

r = -.23

allot all factor variables are presented. Only those related
to student talk are in this table.

bFactor loadings; not correlations.
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Teacher-Student Interaction

The amount of teacher-student interaction is a somewhat more
focused variable than counts of teacher talk (Table 5.1) or student
talk (Table 5.2). The variables in Table 5.3 refer to the number of
teacher-student interchanges, frequency of teacher questions, or per-
centage of interactions which were classified as questions. The ape
of question or interaction is not considered in Table 5.3; those var-
iables were presented and discussed in Chapter Three. Three of the
studies listed in Table 5.3 were also cited in Chapter Three (Harris
and Serwer, 1966; Harris et al., 1968; and Soar, 1966), because in
those studies both frequency of interchanges and type of interchanges
were categoriied.

Significant results relating the frequency of teacher-student
interaction and at least one measure of residual student achievement were

obtained in four of the ten studies (Harris and Serwer, 1966; Soar, 1966;
Wallen, 1st grade, 1966; Wallen, 3rd grade, 1966). Inspection of Table
5.3 will show that these significant results were not obtained on all
criterion measures in the two studies by Wallen. Unfortunately, in
four of the five studies by Flanders (1970), there is not even a trend
or any consistency favoring a high frequency of teacher questions. This
discrepancy between the studies by Flanders and those conducted by other
investigators is puzzling, particularly because Soar and Wallen used
Flanders' Interaction Analysis as their observational system.

The overall results are mixed. In four of the ten studies,
significant results were obtained on at least one criterion measure. In

five studies which yielded non-significant results (Harris et al., 1968;
Flanders, 2nd grade, 1970; Flanders, 4th grade, 1970; Flanders, 7th grale,
1970), the correlations were both small and erratic (Es .1 -.19 to .11).

One additional study of amount of teacher-student interaction- -
not included in the tables because of small sample size--also yielded
mixed results. Lahaderne (1967) found significant adjusted correla-
tions (Es = .3 .5) between the frequency of instructional inter-
actions ani various standardized measures of pupil achievement, but
pupils were the unit of analysis in this observational study of four
sixth-grade classrooms.

1 r
LIhe reader should not that these results on teacher-student

interaction or frequency of questions represent a shift from the results
reported in an earlier summary of research in this area (Rosenshine, 1969).
The earlier review did not include the five studies by Flanders 11970).3
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Table 5.3

Teacher-Pupil Interactions (Frequency of Questions)

Investigator Significant Results Non-significant Results

Harris and Server, r (observer counting)
1966

1st - Reading total interchanges
(48 tears)
Two semesters med. r = .32*

Harris et al.,
1968

2nd - Reading
(38 tchrs )
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
2nd - General
(15 tchrs)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
4th - Social Studies
(16 tchrs)
Two weeks

Flanders, 1970
6th - General
(30 tchrs)
Two semesters

Flanders, 1970
7th - Social Studies
(15 tchrs)
Two weeks

(observer counting)

total interchanges

med. r = -.03

(observer counting)

percentage of questions

r = .07

(observer counting)

percentage of questions

r -.19.

(observer counting)

percentage of questions

r = .11

(observer counting)

percentage of questions

r = -.05

*p <.05
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Table 5.3 (continued)

Teacher-Pupil Interactions

Investigator

Flanders, 1970
8th - Math
(16 tchrs)
Two weeks

Soar, 1966
3rd thru 6th -
General
(55 tchrs)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
1st - General
(36 tchrs)
Two semesters

Wallen, 1966
3rd - General
(40 tchrs)
Two semesters

Significant Results

(observer counting)

Factor 3: Extended Dis-
course

Nol-significant Results

r (observer counting)

percentage of questions

r = .44a

inquiry/drill ratio (.60)
drill (-.81)

med. r = .28*

(observer counting)

frequency of questions

med. r = .44*
(observer counting)

percentage of teacher
asking questions

r = .40* (reading
vocabulary)

r (observer counting)

percentage of teacher
asking questions

med. r = .32a

(observer counting) r (observer counting)

freq. of questions

med. r = .13

percentage of asking percentage of asking

questions questions

r = 36* (arithmetic) med. r = .12

a
p ; .10

* p .05
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Summary

5.9

Of the three variable reviewed in this chapter, two have some
promise. Teacher talk yielded highly consistent, but non-significant
correlations with residual gain scores. In the ten studies of the
amount of teacher-student interaction, significant results were obtained
in four, and low and erratic correlations in five others.

One might expect that the teacher-student interaction would
serve to arouse attention, and the importance of attending behaviors
and internal rehearsal has been demonstrated in laboratory studies using
school age children and meaningful material (see Rothkof, 1966; Anderson,
1969; Travers et al., 1964). However, in these laboratory ste'ies, the
instructional materials were constant -- only the attention arousing
procedures were varied. In normal instruction, many cognitive and affec-
tive activities Lary from classroom to classroom, and some of these
variables are covered in Chapters Two and Three. Given such variation,
we night well expect that such gross variables as those reviewed in this
chapter would have little relationship to student achievement.
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CHAPTER SIX 6.1

FUTURE RESEARCH ON TEACHING BEHAVIOnSi

In this final section the major findings to dote are summarized.
The emphasis, however, is upon suggestions for future research in this
area. The major section is on future process-product studies because
of the importance which many researchers and educators give to knowledge
developed in such settings. Many of the ideas for improved process-
product research also apply to the development of experimental classroom
studies, an area which has been badly neglected.

Summary of Results

In Chapter Two, on teacher affective behaviors, process-product
relationships were reviewed in six nategories of teacher behavior:
criticism and control, non-verbal approval, praise, use of student
ideas, indirectness, and indirect/direct ratios. In none of these
categories were there significant results for more than half the
studies, but there were consistent positive trends for use of student
ideas, indirectness, and indirect/direct ratios, and a consistent
negative trend for criticism.

Although there were too few studies to warrant confident conclusions,
it appeared that specific types of praise, use of student ideas, a"
criticism yielded higher correlations than any entire category. The

specific types of praise or use of student ideas which yielded significant
results in any study are too various to permit comparison. Some comparison
is possible on types of criticism. in no study was mild criticism (e.g.,
telling a student that his answer was wrong) negatively related to
achievement; howcvee, stronger forms of criticism such as "hostile or
strong disapproval" (Hunter, 1968) and'disapproval by shaming (Spaulding,
1965) yielded significant negative correlations.

Fewer studies were found which focused specifically upon cognitive
variables (Chapter 3). The strongest finding in this area was the lack
of a significant linear relationship between the frequency of use of any
type of question and student achievement. When questions or tyrrs of
discourse were classified into more than two categories, significant
results were obtained in all three studies, but the category systems
were too diverse to permit synthesis of the results. There were
suggestions that responding to student answers by asking further

I. Many of the ideas from yrevious papers (Rosenshine, 1969; Rosenshine,
1970a, b, c, d; and Rosenshine and Furst, 1970) have been included, expanded,
and/or repeated in this section. Many of the ideas in this chapter are those
of Norma Furst, or were developed in our conversations while writing ear 1970
paper.
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questions (probing), providing structuring comments at different points
in a Lesson, and focusing clearly upon intellectual activities are
behaviors significantly related to student achievement, but, again,
too few studies were completed to permit statements about the strength
and consistency of these findings.

Variation in specific classroom activities or in types of cognitive
interactions (Chapter 4) appeared to he a clear indicator of student
achievement, although the number of studies in this area was small. There
were consistently positive but non-significant correlations between the
amount of teacher talk and student achievement (Chapter 5), but consistent
results were not obtained for student talk, nor for the frequency of
teach-,r-student interactions.

'teaching strategies for student achievement. There are suggestions
in this research that the most effective teachers do not merely emit a
speciHed number of approving statements or types of questions; rather,
they pay use certain behaviors and avoid others in order to achieve
particular cognitive ends. For example, the most effective teachers
studies by Conners and Eisenberg (1966) emphasized interchanges
involving intellectual content, and avoided interchanges involving
iroperty and materials; the most successful teachers studied by
Spaulding (196.) approved pupil responses which gave interpretation
and judgment, but they asked few questions related to pupils' interests,
and few open-ended questions; the successful teachers studied by Soar (1966)
and Furst (1967) gave short structuring lectures before they asked questions;
the successful teachers studied by Solomon et al. (196?) emphasized both
factual and interpretive questions; and in three investigations, the most
successful teachers responded to a pupil answer by "probing," or asking
the pupil or the class to elaborate and clarify what was said (Spaulding,
1965; Soar, 1966; Fortune, 1967).

In each case, the teacher may have chosen the effective behavior
because he thought the behavior would advance the attainment of specific
cognitive ends. A moderate amount of structuring before a question may
have been used because such structuring appeared to improve the quality
of student answers. It was not student participation alone that the
teacher sought, but a certain quality of response. Only selected
student.responses ere approved because these were the ones the teacher
wished to encourage; pupils were asked to elaborate and extend their
answers because such student behavior moved the class discussion
toward certain ends that the teacher had in mind. At the same time,
the teacher avoided behaviors which did not contribute toward cognitive
k.nds, such as emphasis upon property and materials, questions related
to students' interests, or excessive criticism. If ends-in-view arc a
critical component of refective teaching, then we should expect that
increasing only the teachers' use of specific behaviors would have
minimal effects.
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One additional general suggestion can be based upon the research on
cognitive interchanges. After the primary grades, sinile cognitive
behaviors are not significant correlates. Rather, the overall pattern
of behaviors is more important. Such r pattern includes the use of a
variety of questions, moderate amounts of structure, lesser amounts of
drill, and frequent requests for the pupil to elaborate his answer.

Allure Process-Product Research

Years ago, Ackerman (1954) and Morsh and Wilder (1954) ci...!7ed for
research on teaching which would employ systematic observation of
specific teaching behaviors and would correlate these behaviors with
measures of pupil achievement. Such research, they suggested, would
be more productive than the previous studies which had utilized
general rating scales and measures of teacher personality and
characteristics as independent variables.

When the 35 studies reviewed here--which do relate systematically
observed behaviors to measures of pupil achievement--are contrasted
with the previous studies which compared teacher characteristics and
personality to measures of pupil achievement, the comparison does not
overwhelmingly favor the more systematic approach; the results are
not as clear or conclusive as Morsh, Wilder, and Ackerman expected.
Their expectation that the counting of relatively objective teaching
behaviors would yield consistent, significant correlations with
student achievement certainly has not yet been fulfilled. Indeed,
the most promsing results have been obtained in studies in which
teacher behavior was described on rating scales by classroom observers
(see Appendix). The results obtained on variables such as clarity,
enthusiasm, and task-orientation appear very promising.

After 10 years of process-product research, 35 studies, and mixed
results, some researchers would claim that such correlational research
will not be productive in the future. Because of the limited research,
and because of the methodological problems which may exist in most
of these studies, any judgment on the worth of this research would
be premature. However, before any conclusion is reached, perhaps there
should be at least a second generation of this research incorporating
some of the suggestions presented below. These suggestions cover four
major areas: selection of variables, procedures for coding classroom
events, administrative design of the studies and statistical procedures
for analyzing the results. Some topics discussed in each of these areas
are applicable to more than one area.
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Selection of Variables

Four suggestions are offered for the selection of variables in
future process-product studies: (1) use of variables available in
existing observational category systems and rating systems; (2) use
of a greater variety of variables, such as more comprehensive
cognitive variables (e.g., multiple classification of questions, use
of varied activities, and similar variables cited in the above review);
(3) use of more variables developed from laboratory studies; and (4) use
of high-inference and low-inference variables together in the same
investigatioo.

It is not particularly difficult to select a large number of
variables for use in an observational category system; at least 200
systems have been developed. Although many of the variables overlap
or are duplicated in different systems, a large pool of distinct
variables has been developed. Not only is there a variety of variables,
but there is also a variety of units of measure and contexts in which
the classroom events occur.

It is sad that although many observational category systems have
been developed, so few have been used to relate frequencies of the
variables to measures of student achievement (or any criterion measures).
Only 35 processproduct studies have been found, and in 21 of these,
Interaction Analysis (or a variation of this system) was the observational
system. Almost all of the 80 obserwtional systems anthologized by
Simon and Boyer (1970) have been used primarily to collect descriptive
data on classroom processes; no more than 10 have been used in a process-
product study.

Most of the prcctss- product studies which have been discussed have
focused on affective variables. In the introduction to Chapter Three,
the difficulties of coding cognitive variables and the lack of research
in this area were discussed in greater detail. Some investigators have
developed classroom observational category systems which focus on
cognitive interactions. Unfortunately, few investigators have used
these systems to attempt to determine which of the cognitive variables
are related to measures of student achievement. More research on
cognitive variables seems warranted. Promising but insufficiently
researched variables include multiple classification of questions,
probing responses to student answers, variation of activities and of
the cognitive level of the discourse, and use of strncturins statements.

There are also several cognitive variables which apparently have
not yet been used in ovservational category systems, Variables such
as the relevance of the materials to the ability of the class, or the
amount of time a teacher spends preparing a class for future classwork
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have not appeared in the systematic observational sysLerns because these
variables are extremely difficult to quantify. Indeed, most of the
cognitive variables which are discussed in educational T7:ychology
textbooks have not been included in these category sv: ns.

Selecting Variables from Laboratory Research. There has been
considerable study in Laboratory-type settings of meaningful human
learning and the effects of different types of instructional materials
upon achievement. But there is little overlap between the variables
developed for use in classroom observational studies and the variables
b. ng investigated in laboratory research and in research on instructional
materials. For example, in one review of specific treatment variables
associated with instructional materials (Popham, 1969), the major headings
were: organizers, relevant practice, knowledge of results, promoting
learner interests, prompts, sequencing, and pacing. An anthology of
research reports on meaningful human learning in laboratory settings
(Anderson et al., 1969) included the following titles as section
headings: prompting and fading techniques, the student response,
reinforcement and feedback, facilitation of concept learning, and
organization and sequence. By contrast, in the current review of
classroom observational studies the variables included "indirectness,"
"teacher talk," "multiple classification of questions," and "variation."

This lack of common variables between laboratory and classroom
research may have occurred because studies of "instruction" in classrooms
have focused on instruction mediated by a teacher. In effect, two
separate disciplines are being developed to study meaningful human
learning. One contains a minimum and the other a maximum of verbal
interaction. Although there is some overlap between the tdo disciplines
in areas such as reinforcement and feedback, there has been little attempt
to assimilate one with the other. Occasionally, bridges are built.
Nuthall (1968) used pr;dgrammc.2 materials to investigate the effects of
classroom instructional strategies identified by Smith, Meux, et al. (1967),
and the study by Worthen (1968a, 1968b) was explicitly designed to test
whether the laboratory studies on discovery learning could be replicated
in a natural classroom setting. Perhaps more such interaction will
develop, and variables developed in the laboratory will be applied to
classroom research and vice versa. For example, I would hope that many
of the ideas on "test-like events" could be applied to correlational and
experimental classroom research.

Employing High Inference and Low inference Measures. Although this

review focuses upon the results of studies in which low inference measures
were used, a glance through the appendix will shim/ that despite frequent
comments minimizing the usefulness of rating scales, many of the strongest
results were obtained through the use of ratiugs of specific teacher
behaviors made by students or outside observers.
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The advantage of rating scales nay be that they allow the rater
to process a large number of cues before he makes a decision on the
teacher's "clarity," "enthusiasm," or "task oriented behavior." In

contrast, someone using an observational category system is unable to
perform such processing because be is required to record specific
behaviors.

The fact that rating systems appear valuable for identifying gross
or high inference teacher behaviors which are related to student
achievement has apparently been overlooked during the recent period
of emphasis upon observational category systems. But there is no need
to decide whether category systems or rating systems are more useful.
The optimal strategy would be to ervloy both types of observational
systems in future studies of teaching, and to determine which specific
low inference variables best describe the items on rating scales that
are most predictive of student achievement. Therefore, the more
consistent findings from studies in which rating scales used
might also serve as sources of variables to be used in fu':ure
observationalcmeory systems.
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Procedures for Coding Classroom Events

Recent developments in observational category systems might be
classified under four overlapping areas: scope of the behavior included
in a category, development of methods for i&Atifying the sequence of
events, development of methods for coding concurrent events, and
development of varied analytic units.

Subdivision of variables. As this research has continued, in-
vestigators have begun to subdivide relatively large categories

- such as praise or use of student ideas into smaller, more specific
behaviors, and some of the smaller variables have had significant
cor)elatios with student achievement. For example, 1.711P11 Wallen

(1966) and Perkins (1965) divided control and criticism into types,
they both found significant negative relationships for personal control,
but not for academic control.

The process of subdividing larger categories into smaller ones
has been labeled "subscripting" (Flanders, 1970). A number of
suggestions for the subscripting of categories might be derived from
the research to date. The major variables (or categories) discussed
in this section are praise, use of student ideas, criticism, and
questions.

The generally non - significant results obtained when frequencies of
use of praise were tabulated nay be due to the grossness of this
category. The results of a number of studies suggest that praise
can be subdivided into four forms: (1) mild praise which indicates
the correctness of an ansm:r, (2) strong praise, such as saying,
"Great;," (3) extended praise in which a reason for the praise is
given, and (4) extended praise in which the praise is repeated in
different words. The two forms of extended praise nay be similar to
teacher use of pupil ideas in that both behaviors indicate that the
teacher has listened carefully to the pupil's comments. It would
also be of interest to see whether mild praise which contains a rea-
son for the praise differs in effectiveness from strong praise such as
"Great!" The research by Spaulding (1965) suggests that additional
subscripting could profitably be used to record the specific behavior
being'praised, such AS pupil interpretation of ideas, pupil knowledge
of expected answer, or pupil attention to tea..

Use of Pupil Ideas. The variable labeled "teacher use of pupil
ideas" has a good history as a correlate of achievement. Higher
frequencies of use of this variable yielded relatively moderate, con-
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sistent correlations with achievement, and this variable forms a major
part of the i/d ratio. Yet it is a rather gross category which, be-
cause of its good record, merits detailed study. Vcrious Lpproaches
are possible..

Within Category 3, additional information might be obtained
by "subscripting" teacher responses. Flanders (1970) has noted
five such behaviors: repetition, modification, app3ication, comparison,
and summary of pupil ideas. I would be interested in the results ob-
tained when these more specific variables are studied singly or in
combination.

It would also be interesting to find alternative procedures to
achieve the same cognitive results achieved by the teacher's accep-
tance and use of student ideas One procedure would be for the
teacher to ask other students summarize, compare, or elaborate
what one student said. Such repetition night involve the affective
components of giving publicity and indicating that someone has listened
to the student; it may also have cognitive elements because it provides
reiteration and clarification of key points. In addition, requiring
such student behaviors and approving their occurance may facilitate
the student's irplicit rehearsaland practice of the major cognitive
processes involved in the lesson.

Additional alternatives for expansion and use of student Ideas
have been discussed above under the heading "probing responses" in
the section of cognitive results (Chapter3). There is some indication
that several behaviors which appear to resemble use of student ideas
are uncorrelated with one another. Thus, the two signit'iclnt positive
behaviors identified by Spaulding (1965) loaded on two different
factors: teacher approval of pupils' interpretations, and teacher
disapproval by eliciting Llarification in a non-threatening way. In

the study by Soar, there were positive results for the teacher's en-
couragement of pupils' elaboration and generalization, although such
behaviors were uncorrelated with teacher use of behaviors in Category
3. The existence of these si .ilar but uncorrelated behaviors further
indicates the complexity of this particular area. and the difficulty
of separating the cognitive and affective components.

Because of these varied results, there is a need for future in-
vestigations which subscript the behaviors within Category 3 and
which include behaviors that superficially appear to resemble use of
pupil ideas. Once such investigations are complete, we should have
more specific knowledge about the :lumber of factors which reside with-
in Category 3 and the alternative forms of this lehavice, and about
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which of these factors are consistent correlates cf certain pupil
product measures.

Another variable that could be sulscripted is criticism, which
could be divided into two types; extended criticism, and criticism
for which a reason is given. There is also a need to separate
criticism and directions concerning academic activities from criticism
and directions concerning personal control.

A large number of category systemshave been developed for sub-
scripting the cognitive aspects of instruction (see Simon and Boyer,
1970). Unfortunately, most- investigators used these systems primarily
to describe classroom discourse, and few have studied the relationships
between cognitive behaviors and student achievement. Most of the
cognitive systems have used the classification scheme of the Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives, handbook I: Cognitive Domain (Bloom, 1956)
or the three factor scheme devised by Guilford (1967), although other
investigators have developed unique systems based upon classroom
observation(e.g., Smith et al., 1962). The research results on cog-
nitive variables (Chapter Three) suggest that there is an advantage to
using category systems which divide questions (or discourse) into more
than two types. The available cognitive observational category systems
await use.

The theme of these suggestions for future research has been the
value of breaking categories into smaller units of behavior, and
studying the relationship of frequencies of these behaviors with
achievement. Such suggestions have been supporte6 by reference to
research reported in the preceding chapters. Of course, it is possible
that the units can become too small for use. Such concerns can be
tested empirically; at present we need to understand the smaller
variables better.

Subscripting and Inter-investigation Reliability. The use of
subscripting in future studies nay alleviate some of the problems
which occur when different investigators include different behaviors
in the same general category. In Chapter One, it was noted that
some investigators included teacher repetition of student ideas as
part of praise, whileothers included the same behavior as part of use
of student ideas. The use of subscripts allows an investigator to make
a separate count of behaviors es a subscript under praise or use of
student ideas. Once such a special category (or subscript) is created,
the frequency of behaviors in this category could be analyzed separately,
or combined with either praice or use of student ideas. If such proce-
dures are followed, and Vi the original counts are presented in the
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final report, then the investigator or reviewers of she research can
reanalyze the data according to trends in results from other studies.
Currently, without subscripting of categories, the problems of inter-
investigation reliability may hinder selection of the most appropriate
method of a.lalyzing the data.

The use of subscripts is not without problems. Increasing the
use of subscripts will probably make the category system difficult
to use and unwieldy to analyze. Many users have been attracted to the
Interaction Anal,sis system because the 10 category system is easy to
teach and use. A more complex category system may be more useful for
research, but it may not be the best instrument for training teachers
or for helping them to observe their classroom behavior. The use of
subscripts also raises the question of the optimal size of these smaller
units. It is possible to identify 10 forms of "silence or confusion,"
and 10 types of questions, but 'e do not know whether the results would
be worth the extra work. Empirical study of the advantage of increasing
the number of subscripts is difficult because the number of subscripts
which can be created far exceeds the number of teachers in the usual
sample studied in process-product studies.

Coding Concurrent Events. ith the exception of the system used
by Spaulding (1965), all le observational category systems used in
the above studies might be classified as one-dimensional or one-factor
systems. That is, each behavior is coded only in terms of its frequency,
and concurrent events are not included. For example, instances of
teacher praise are recorded, but the systems do not provide for record-
ing what action of statement is praised, or the content, level of con-
ceptualization, or topic of the action or statement. Because of this
problem, two teachers may be coded as having identical percents of
evaluative questions, yet one teacher may have been discussing use of
a microscope and the other nay have been discussing the decoration of a
bulletic, board. Similarly, teacher praise regarding student knowledge
may be e different variable from praise of student persistency. Student
persistency itself can differ in context; in one class the student!, may
be attempting persistently to sound out new words, and in another class
students may be drawing pictures persistently.

Two investigators have independently developed two similar approaches
for coding concurrent events. Callagher (1970) has labeled his the
Topic Classification System, and each "topic" of classroom discourse is
coded three ways: according to emphasis upon skills or content; the
level of conceptualization (e.g., data level, generalization level);
and the logical style used by the teacher (e.g., description, genera-
lization, expansion). Flanders (1970) has labeled his approach "multiple
coding," and he codes each category (mainly affective categories)
according to the type of move (setBellack et al., )966) and the cognitive
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level (see Taba, 1964). The advantage of both these approaches is
that the coding system provides more information on the context
of classroom events such as types of questions or types of teacher
responses.

There are numerous contextual variables which could be included
a multiple coding system. Some night be: student attention to task,
the specific area of content being considered, the accuracy of the
student or teacher statement, and the cognitive level of the content.
Unfortunately, no one has used multiple coding as part of his analysis
of the data. In the descriptive research reported by Gallagher (1970),
in which he used the Topic Classification System, separata results were
reported for skill versus content, level of conceptualization, and logi-
cal style. In the study by Eellack et al. (1966), separate analyses
were made of the type of pedcgogical moves (e.g., teacher solicits,
student responds), the thought process occurring (e.g., explaining,
evaluating), and the substantive area of the materials being studied
(i.e., the topic).

The concepts of subscripting and multiple coding are quite new,
and the fine distinctions between each approach are yet to be made.
At present, the subdivision of behaviors into smaller units appears to
typify subscripting; the inclusion of additional contextual variables
appears to typify multiple coding. In practice, the two innovations
can overlap. For example, in addition to subdividg teacher directions
into managerial directions and academic directions, one could further
subdivide them into thought processes, type of pedogogical move, or topic
being considered. Such subdividing appears similar to multiple coding.
Perhaps the best distinction which can be o:fercd at present is that
subscripting focuses primarily upon subdivision of the behavior, where-
as multiple coding focuses upon the context of the event. As an in-
vestigator modifies his system in order to obtain more information on
the behavior or the event, the two procedures appear to coincide. Cne

example of a category system which appears to be an example of either
subscripting or multiple coding is the one used by Spaulding (1965).
In Spaulding's system, teacher behaviors were classified according to
their (a) major type (e.g., approval, instructional), (b) source of
authority, (c) number of class members included in the statemcnt, (d)
amount of attention the class gives to the statement, (e) tone of voice,
(f) technique used, and (g) topic.

The need to obtain more complete information on classroom behavior
includes the need for data on the sequence of events. Although investi-
gators have countee the frequency of teacher behaviors categorized as
rewarding and punishing, little attention has been paid. to specifying
the event which was rewarded or punished. Similarly, little distinction
has been made between. the use of structuring statements at the start of
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a series of lessons and the use of structuring statments within a
lesson. Investigators have tended to use only the total frequency of
structuring statements in their statistical analyses. Similarly, no
one has investigated the effective difference between asking a broad
question at the start of a lesson and asking a broad question at the
end of a lesson.

Interaction Analysis is one category system which provides some
data or the sequence of behavior because events are recorded as diads;
thus, by inspecting the matrix, an investigator can determine the
dominant pattern of interaction. However, such a procedure is ran-
tively gross and cannot be used to answer the questions posed above.
Many investigators are attempting to develop methods for preserving
sequence, but I did not find any report of a process-product study in
which such procedures were used. These suggestions that contextual
behaviors and the sequencing of behaviors be considered also imply that
it may be fruitful to study teaching as a strategy.. But although terms
such as teaching strategy and teaching style are commonly used, investi-
gators have not yet been able to define these terms using specific,
denotable behaviors.

Analytic Units. Early investigators have coded classroom events
according to their duration. The Flanders Interaction Analysis System
with its "three second rule" is an example of the use of time as the
primary analytic unit. Other investigators have attempted to develop
cognitive units within which the frequency of events is recorded. These

investigators have developed complex units such as a "uove" (Bellack,
1965), a "venture" (Smith, 1964, 1967), or a "topic" (Gallagher, 1960.
These new analytic units are then coded an to their dominant cognitive
process, the types of questions which occur within them, or teacher
affective behavior. Although analytic units such as these are diffi-
cult to use, it does not follow automatically that other units that
are easier to use--such as time or lines on a transcript--should be
substituted for them. Whether a cognitive unit, a time unit, or a
combination of the two is the most appropriate unit for studying class-
room interaction is an empirical question which has received too little
study. Perhaps the question Of the appropriate analytic unit will be

. studied in the second generation of observational classroom studies.
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Design of Process-Product Studies

Given a set of variables to represent important aspects of classroom
instructicn, and given a set of procedures to record the frequency,
context, aad sequence of these behaviors, the next problem is the design
of an appropriate means to relate the observed behavior to the measured
outcome.

The moss frequently used design is one in which a pretest (or pretests)
is given at the start of the semester, teacher and student behavior is
sampled during a school year, and a posttest is administered at the end
of the year. Such "long term" studies have been criticized because in
such situations there may not be an appropriate match between the curriculum
materials, the teacher's aims and behaviors, and the criterion instruments.
For instance, Cie question has been asked (G. Nuthall, personal communication),
if one group of teachers is teaching skills A, B, and C well, and another
group is teaching skills D, E, and F poorly, what will be shown their
classes are tested on skills X, Y, and Z?

Such criticism is particularly cogent if standardized achievement
tests are used as criterion measures (Flanders, 1970). Such tests may
be inappropriate measures of the influence of the teacher's behavior if
the items on tha tests are not relevant to the materials or skills
taught in the classroom. Teachers may not be interested in standardized
achievement tests (Jackson, 168). In many studies, these tests may
have measured the aptitude of the learner or the pressure for academic
achievement in the home rather than the influence of the teacher.

Currently, we may be faced with the problem of teachers teaching
for various goals, few or none of which may be related to the criterion
tests, and researchers trying to see which teacher behaviors are related
to goals that neither the teacher nor the students perceives. However,
it is possible to devise alternative designs in which there is more
congcuence among the curriculum, the teacher's behaviors, and the
criterion instruments. These new designs, to be discussed below, focus
on increasing the investigator's control over the teaching situation.
The paradox is that the new situation may not represent naturally
occurring teaching as it presently exists. Given the diverse goals of
teachers, curriculum developers, students, and test developers, we
question whether adequate designs can be developed to study the relation-
ship between teacher behavior and student achievement in the typical,
uncontrolled, classroom situation.

Possible Modifications in Design. Some of the above problems might
be alleviated if we were to study teacher behavior for a shorter time,
such as instructional periods ranging from 15 minutes to 10 one-hour,
daily lessons (short-term studies). When the instructional period is
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short, we can specify the criterion measures, control the instructional
content by providing the materials, give the teacher some examples of
the criterion measures so that he can focus the instruction upon
relevant material, observe the instructional period, and record it on
audiotype or videotape. Studies employing this design offer the promise
of focusing attention upon specific aspects of the teacher's role, such
as the ability to explain new material; investigators will not have to
contend with other "noise" such as the teacher's managerial and disciplinary
function.

Such a concern for specificity and control has led to a number of
studies (e.g., Furst, 1967; Flanders, 1965; Rosenshine, 1968; Wright
and Nuthall, 1970), and the results of these studies are included in
the preceding review. Surprisingly, these studies have not yielded a
more significant results than those obtained in the long-term studies,
nor was there any different pattern of findings.

The lack of stronger results in the short-term studies leads to
two suggestions. One concerns the coding of the instruction for its
relevance to the criterion tests, and will be discussed in the next
sectioa. The second suggestion is that further efforts be made to
stabilize the behaviors of the teacher before the study is begun so
that there is greater congruence between the criterion test and the
teacher behaviors.

In tee reported short-term studies, even though the teachers were
given spectfic instructional materials and told the type of questions
that woulo be on the criterion test, the use of content and cognitive

'processes was not controlled. As a result, in one study (Bellack et al.,
1966), although all teachers and their students were given the identical
pamphlet, there was wide variation among classes in the content covered
and in the type of cognitive processes which the teacher called for in
the teacher-student interchanges. In another short-term study (Wright
and Nuthall, 1970), the teachers were given outlines of the material to
cover each day and were told that the test would be factual. Yet some
teachers asked open-ended questions, or responded to student answers
with a further question designed to raise the cognitive level of the
student response. In this study the percentage of open-ended and re-
ciprocal questions was negatively (though not significantly) related to
achievement. The authors concluded that although the teachers may have
been attempting to teach thinking skills through such questions, such
behavior was inappropriate for the criteria of the study.

In the two examples above, even though there was a considerable
control built into the design, there were still wide variations in the
behaviors of teachers. In the context of these studies, such variation
represents "noise" because the behaviors were inappropriate to the
criterion measures. We do not know what correlations between teacher
behavior and student achievement would have been obtained if the teachers
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had been trained in criterion-specific behaviors before they began their
instruction.

perhaps the next step in increasing control in process-product
studies would be to stabilize the teacher's behavior through training
so that the observed behavior is a more accurate reflection of the teacher's
intention and/or the intentions of those who prepared the instructional
material. Curriculum developers and teacher educators would have to
work together on this problem. Without such cooperative work we may
continue to have curriculum experts developing instructional packages
without cletrly specifying teacher behaviors, and teacher educators
training teachers in teaching skills without clearly specifying the
instructional situations in which they will be used.

Methods of Analysis

Five relatively distinct issues concerning the analysis of data
from process-product studies are discussed in this section, in the
hope that future investigators will contribute to the resolution of
these issues or consider these problems in the design of future studies.
The five issues are: controlling for opportunity to learn, types of
statistical analyses, selection of variables for analysis, methods for
reanalyzing existing studies, and the assumption that there is one set
of "good teaching" procedures.

Opportunity to Learn. In the previous section in which the major
results of process-product studies were summarized, the variable,
"student opportunity to learn" the criterion material, was cited as a
consistent and significant correlate of student achievement. Such a
variable has not been sufficiently considered in the analysis of process-
product studies; in almost all studies no measure was taken of student
opportunity to learn, and consequently classes were treated as if they
all had had equal opportunity to learn. One procedure for assessing
opportunity to learn is that used in the international study (Rusen,
1967), whereby teachers estimated the percentage of students who had had
an opportunity to learn material of the type exemplified by each test
item. Such a procedure could be applied to studies in which standardized
achievement tests or special curriculum tests are used as the criterion.
For example, a teacher could be shown the questions which follow a
reading selection and asked whether the students in his class had an
opportunity to learn the processes necessary to answer such questions.
Similar procedures could be used for most areas such as arithmetic
concepts and problem solving, map skills, or application of biological
laboratory principles. When short-term studies are conducted, the
transcripts or tape recordings of the class sessicns could be inspected
to determine whether the criterion material was indeed covered (see
Rosenshine, 1968; Shutes, 1969).
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The data on opportunity to learn have been used as a covariate to
adjust the posttest scores further before searching for teacher behaviors
related to the adjusted posttest measure (Rosenshine, 1968). But the
data could also be used as a correlate of achievement, as a relevant
teacher behavior contributing to student achievement (Shutes, 1969).

Statistical Analyses. The difficulties in obtaining reliable
measures of student achievement, and the various methods of analyzing
the data have been discussed in Chapter One. The major conclusion of
that discussion was that the type of statistical procedure was related
to the purpose of the analyses. If a major purpose of process product
studies is to identify promising variables for use in future experimental
studies, it does not seem appropriate for invesuigators to limit them-
selves to any given level of statistical significance or to one set of
statistical procedures. Rather, a variety of procedures should be used
to identify promising variables.

One general statistical procedure which yielded interesting
results and hypotheses for future study was non-linear analysis. In

some of the studies reported in Chapters 2, 3, and 5, significant results
were obtained when non-linear analyses were used. Such procedures
seemed particularly useful in studying cognitive variables, although
Soar (1969) has shown significant non-linear relationships in the study
of affective variables. Such results suggest that future investigators
should give more attention to non-linear analyseS. There may also be
benefits from reanalyzing existing studies using some of the non-linear
procedures specified in the above charters; at a minimum the scatter
plots from existing studies ought to be studied. One may find that
although linear correlations were not significant, there were significant
differences between teachers who were at the extremes on a variable or
on a criterion measure. Identification of the characteristics and
behaviors of such teachers might be useful in designing future experimental
studies.

Selecting variables for analysis. if one compares the number and
variety of observational category systems to the number and variety of
variables which have been studied in process-product studies, one
concludes that it must be easier to devise complex category systems
than it is to analyze their results statistically. An investigator who
uses subscripts, multiple coding, and/or a matrix to code classroom
behavior obtains an extremely large number of variables which can be
correlated with achievement. Consider the relatively simple 10 category
system of Interaction Analysis. Hundreds of variables can be drawn from
the 100 cell matrix by selecting individual cell frequencies, combining
cell frequencies, or forming ratios of one set of cells to the other.
If the investigator has expanded the IA system by subscripting all or
some of the categories, he can easily obtain a 42 X 42 cell matrix which
can yield thousands of variables for analysis. The same problem of
selecting variables for analysis occurs in other systems which have used
multiple coding, such as those developed by tellack et al. (1966) and
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Gallagher (1970). A very large number of variables could be selected
from such systems for statistical analysis.

In praet'ee, investigators have made apriori selection of individual
cells, combinations of cells, ratios of cells, or composites formed from
combinations of cells and used these in the statistical analyses. The
number of variables which they submit to statistical analysis tends to
be very conservative in comparison to the number of variables they
could select. For example, although each used the 10-category IA
matrix to code classroom behavior, Flanders (1970) selected only 15
variables, and Soar (1966) selected only 39 variables for statistical
analysis.

One can appreciate such caution. As one increases the number of
variables (particularly when the number of classrooms is relatively
small), the risk of spurious significant results increases. Moat
investigators have decided to use a cautious approach. However, I
do not believe that such caution is warranted for at least two reasons.
First, the problems of doing research in natural settings are so large
that we can expect confounded results as a matter of course. Limiting
the analyses to a few variables does not reduce the logical and statistical
problems of coding behavior and obtaining residual gain scores on specific
tests. The best solution to such problems appears to be replication.
Whether we obtain significant results in a single study is not as
important as whether we obtain consistent results across a series of
studies. If replication is the important end, then we need not be so
conceraed about "false-positives" because these will fall out across
the replications. Such caution is also unwarranted because our primary
end is not obtaining a set of teacher behavior variables which will
predict class mean residual gain. Rather, our end is the improvement
of instruction. The importance of the correlations we obtain, even those
which are consistently significant acorss a number of studies, will be
best tested in experimental studies (see below).

One unanticipated consequence of conservatism in selecting variables
for analysis is that in the process the investigators throw away potentially
useful data. For example, when an i/d ratio is used, the data available
from 50 cells are reduced to a single variable for analysis. Whether
the i/d variable is a stronger and more consistent predictor of achieve-
ment than the correlation which could be obtained from using other
combinations of the 50 cells is an empirical question which has been
neglected often in the analyses. The same problem occurs when investigators
form composites of different sets of variables (e.g., Furst, 1967; Powell,
1968) without first (or also) determining the relationship between the
individual variables and student residual achievement gain. Although
it may be true that an i/d ratio or various composites are better
predictors of achievement than any of the specific cell componerts, the
possibility has not been tested empirically.
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One solution to the problem of losing potentially useful information
by combining a number of variables into ratios, clusters, 6: composites
might by to conduct a two step analysis. In the first step, the
investigator could develop his hypotheses and parsimonioasly select a
limited number of variables for statistical analysis. In the seond
step, hundreds of variables could Le formed from the data and subjected
to analysis. In this second step, an investigator could use each of the
50 cells in the i/d ratio, combinations of cells from an IA matrix (or
from an expanded, subscripted IA matrix), each of the cells and combi-
nations of cells ':rom Category 3 (use of student ideas), and any varir .y
of measu-es of indirectness, directness, or ratios of the two. In
studies in which composites were formed (e.g., Furst, 1967; Powell, 1968),
each variable in the, composite could be studied separately. The primary
question in such a post hoc fishing expedition would be whether any of
these new variables predtcts students achievement as well as or better
than those variables chosen originally. Such post hoc analyses could
be conducted by the original investigator, and, if sufficient data were
presented in the complete report, other investigators could perform
these analyses, If the post hoc analyses revealed that certain variables
were better predictors han those origninally selected, then the potency
of these new findings could he checked by reanalyzing the data from
another study.

There are several variables which might be chosen for such post
hoc analyses. Because of the publicity which has been given to the
behavior "use of student ideas," it would be .nteresting to know how
well single cells, or con5inations of cells within Category 3, correlate
with student achievement compared to the correlation yielded by using
the column total. We would be 'most interested in knowing whether
frequencies in Category 3 are better predictors whentaken by themselves,
or whether prediction is improved when they are used as part of an i/d
ratio. Similar post hoc analyses could be applied the cell and
column frequencies in Category 6 (giving directions) and Category 7
(teacher use of criticism).

I performed two small post hoe analyses in preparing, this review.
In her initial report, Furst (1967) developed a composite consisting of
three variables: the ratio of extended indirect to extended direct
teacher behavior (see Figure 1.1), the i/d ratio for rows 8 and 9, and
extended student talk (student till: lasting more then three seconds).
A post hoc analysis showed that although the extended i/d ratio and the
i/d ratio for rows 8 and 9 were significant variables by themselves,
the variable extended student talk added nothing to the composite. With-
out such a post hoc analysis, I might have included extended student
talk as part of the significant findings in this review.

A similar post hoc analysis wys performed on the data provided by
Hunter (1968). In this :nalysis ere question was whether colomn totals
or indirect/di :ect ratios yielded higher correlations when student
achitLvement: the correlations for various i/d ratfts were highet than
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the correlations of column totals (i.e., specific behaviors) considered
separately.

Criteria for stratifying teachers. One common practice in studies
in which Interaction Analysis is used has been to split the sample into
two, labeling one group direct and the other group indirect teachers.
Unfortunately, the degree of teacher indirectness may vary from study
to study, and a teacher classified as indirect in one sample might be
classified as direct in another. Nore useful results might be obtained
if teachers were stratified according to their use of certain behaviors.
One type of stratification which would be particularly useful in studies
in which an i/d ratio is used might be "i /d about 2," i/d above 1," and
so on. This stratification would facilitate more precise interpretations
of the relationship between levels of a variable and achievement and
would allow those involved in teach r education to describe "indirect"
and "direct" teaching in more specific terms. Such a suggestion appears
useful for future research; it could not be applied easily to a reanalysis
of the existing research because many of the investigators have not
presented the conplete IA matricies or lid ratios by class in their reports.

Ceneric Skills of Teaching. Despite the acce p tance of individual
differences in education, process-product studies have still been I

designed as if there were ane set of effective behaviors that could be
applied to all students. One alternative approach is to use analysis
of variance in which teachers are classified as high, middle, and low
on a number of behaviors, and the class mean achievement scoes are
used as the cell entries. Another analytic procedure, proposed by
Gage and others (personal communicatian), is to develop a scoring
scheme for a heirarchy of teacher behaviors. Fcr example, a heirarchy
might be developed in which the relevance of the instruction to the
criterion test Cs considered firs;:, then the cognitive level of the
interaction, and then the level of affective interactions. In such a
situation, high positive affective behaviors by the teacher might not
influence student cognitive growth if tho f;rst two conditioas were not
met, and therefore the scoring scheme would give les. weight to teacher
affective behaviors.

Almost nll the process-product studies hove focused upon the
relationship of teacher behavior to the class mean. Few investigators
have focused on the "personality" or "learning style" of subgrom, of
learners, or have stratified classes according to the ilitial knowledge
of aptitude or the studel.ta, (For a discussicti of analyses of main
effects and interaction effects, see Walberg (1970b).3 For an example
of the study of subgroups within a class see Anderson (1970).

There is also the possibility thst certain teaching behaviors have
differential effectiveness for different types of materials sad for

students c different ages. Unfortunately, there are not enough studies

in any subject area even to begin to suggest different patt:rns of
effectiveness for different materials and grade levels. Finally, we
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must remain aware of the possibility that teaching and learning are so
idiosyncratic that we shall never find anything approaching a set or
sets of effective procedures.

Clearer interpretation and review of current and future process-
product studies will be possible if investigators include in their reports
class means, standard deviations, and the minor raw data (such as IA.
matrices and class means residual gain scores). Such a suggestion has
already been made by Thomas Evans (University of Oregon) and has been
a requirement Edmund Amidun has imposed on his graduate students. If

the inclusion of all such data becomes unwieldy in a' document intended
for limited distribution, then the data could be deposited in a document
center. If such additional infcrmation becomes available then the types
of reanalyses described above, and also the ones described in the section
on analysis of data, will be postible.

Because of the incompleteness of data reported and the questionable
reliability of coders across investigations, current research employing
systematic observation of classroom behavior might be characterized as
a shift from high-inference to mediuminference, a shift from subjective
to relatively objective observation. The next shift should be toward
greater precision in recording, reporting, and analyzing results.

Experimental studies in Interaction Analysis. Because of the large
number of studies in which Interaction Analysis has been used as the
observation instrument, and because of the popularity which this obser-
vational system has had as a teacher training instrument, there is a
need for experimental qtodies using IA. Unfortunately, many of the
existing experimental studies (e.g., Amindon and Flanders, 1961; Schantz,
1963) Lave limited external validity in that only one teacher, the
experimenter, role-played both the indirect and the indirect teacher.
In addition, the level of indirectness (e.g., percent of tallies in
Category 3) in the indirect condition, and the level of directness in
the direct condition were far greater than the levels which occurred f
normally indirect classrooms (see matrix in Flanders, 1965).

The critical experimental study in IA would be to select teachers
who had low ratios and whose classes were loo in residual achievement
gain the pre.ious year. Half cf these teachers could be trained to
increase their JAI ratio, and the etfect of such training upon student
achievement (compared to the control group), could be assessed. Other
experimental studies in this area could focus on optimal indirrctnesr
and directness. Teachers could be trained to exhibit ifs] ratios above
2, ratios between 1 and 2, and ratios belc'v 1, and the differential
effectiveness of the behavior patterns mild be assessed. Until studies
such es these are completed, the usefulness of attempting to change a
teacher's behavior so that his ifd ratio is higher is questionable.
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Experimental studies also appear to be ti:e only way to determine
the effects of teaching behaviors whose frequency of occurrence is
relatively rare, but which are considered important for student achieve-
ment. Such rare behaviors include using student ideas by expanding upon
what a student sand, and asking questions which require analysis,
synthesis, or evaluation.

Reporting Results

In the proposal for this grant were statements that I would try to
"delineate optimal groupings of teacher behaviors for different types
of outcomes" and identify promising skills in clear unambiguous terms,
providing coding instructions which can be used to identify the frequency
of use of these skills in a training of classroom situation. Such plans
now appear to have been unrealistic.

One problem which currently precludes drawing any conclusions about
optimal frequencies of behaviors for certain outcomes, or presenting
promising skills in unambiguous terms is the lack of sufficiently clear
coding instructions in most of the reports. The problem of clear
coding instructions was discussed in Chapter'One under "Inter-investigation
reliability." The major point made there was that because of unstated
ground rules, different investigators using the came observational
category system might obtain different results. Without clear descriptions
of the ground rules, comparisons among studies are hazardous. Comparison
will be facilitated if future process-product studies contain more
specific 0-1scriptions of the behaviors that are included within any
category.' Excellent examples of this type of specificiation sere contained
in the final reports by Spaulding (1965), Snider (1966), and Bellack et a1.
(1966).
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Experimental Clvisroom Studies

The results of process-product studies must be treated with
caution because they are correlational, not experimental studies.
The results of such studies can be deceptive in that they suggest
causation although the teacher behaviors which are related to
student achievement may be only minor indicators of a complex of
behaviors that we have not yet identified. Although hypotheses
derived from process-product studies have some usefulness in teacher
training proerams, experimental studies are the only clear procedure
for validating these hypotheses. Researchers and educators in teacher
education appear to be unaware of the tentativeness and limitations
of the results of process-product studies.

In order to develop acceptable conclusions on whether any of the
significant variables identified in Chapters Two through Five should
be taught to teacher-trainees cr in-service teachers, experimental
studies are needed in deli teachers are trained to exhibit these
behaviors, and the effect of such training on student achievement is
assessed. Some of the elements in the design of such studies include:
(a) the teacher (or classroom) as the statistical unit of analysis,
(b) random assignment of teachers and students to treatment (s), (c)
collection of observational data on the behavior of teachers in the
experimental, comparison, and/or control classrooms, and (d) assessment
of student performance on a variety of em-of-course tests. The
comparison and/or control teachers would either follow their normal
teaching procedures or provide a specified, alternative instructional
procedure.

Such studies are rare. To date, 1 have found no more than 10
studies which satisfy the above criteria. The scarcity of such
studies is not surpri.ling because conducting them involves all the
probitsos of conducting process-product studies, plus nciditional
problems of administration and teacher training.

In this review no attempt was made to synthesize the results
of these experiments] classreem studies because they are so rare and
so varied in the treatment variable. The teacher behaviors which have
been'stodied include asking questions on a higher cognitive level
(F.-gers and Davis, 1970), using more prtise and support of student
ideas (Carline, 1970), and teaching a ma:hem/Ides unit in a discovery
or expository manner (h'orthen, 1968 ,b). The results of these studies
were cited when the process-product studies which employed seemingly
similar variables were diseussed in Chapters Two thraogh Five, and
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additional results are cited in the Appcndis, but there are too few
studies to merit a separate review, at present. however, the reader
should be aware that a number of aeemingly important variables which
were identified through correlational studies may not replicate in
experimental studies.

Conclusion

In comparison with the energy and money expanded on the training
of teachers, or the development and promotion of educational innova-
tions, on the development of instructional materials, and on the
work in laboratory studies of human learning, there have been few
well designed correlational or experimental studies of classroom
instruction. Reports on laboratory research on meaningful human
learning of school subjects are usually concluded with a few
paragraphs on "implications for teaching," but these implications are
seldom implemented in a teacher training program, much less studies in
a systematic fashion when teachers are the mediators of instruction.
Most studies on classroom instruction have been conducted by doctoral
candidates, and there have been only a few large-scale experimental or
correlational studies on teacher behavior And student achievement. Be-

cause of this lack of research, we have little knowledge of the relation-
ship between teacher behavior and student growth. Given the number of
excellent investigatorl in the field of education and the amount of
research being conducted in naturel settings, such a lack of reported
studies is shaneful. Perhaps this review will help more investigators
to become Involved In this research.

There have been too few studies of teacher behavior related to
student achievement to permit any conclusions on the validity of
this type of research. Perhaps when 60 to SO studies have been com-
pleted by investigators using some of the more promising suggestions
in this review, we can consider the usefulness of these studies
more closely. But future results may not be any clearer than those we
have so far. First, we ray continue to have trouble identifying the
behaviors of good teachers because they are idiosyncratic. A wide
range of superior teaching behaviors may he distributed among tha
superior teachers so that no single behavior or. group of behaviors
emerges either as a correlate of good teaching or as a discriminating
variable.

Second, too many potentially influential variables ore not being
considered in studies employing systematic observation. The variables
include the textbooks and supplementary materials, the organisation of
the lesson and sequencing of the materials, the cognitive learning sti/e
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of the individual pupils, and the influence of the entire school environ-
rent upon academic achievement. It may be unrealistic Lo expect that
the results of future studies employing systematic observation will
be any stronger than the present ones. The author of a major study in
this review, has recently written in personal correspondence:

We keep thinking that any time now we ought to be over the
hill and things ought to be easing Off, but it never seams
to happen; the hill seems to be getting steeper.
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Appendix

This appendix contains a description of the 11 variables which
appear most promising for future research on teacher behavior and
student achievement, together with a summary of the results obtained
when these variables were studied. Those variaMes have been studied
through the use of classroom observational. category systems, and/or
observational rating scales which were used to rate the teacher's
classroom behavior on more general (High inference) behaviors. A31 of
the results obtained using observational category systems have already
been described in detail in the preceding chapters. This appendix is
a summary of the variables this reviewer regarded as most promising
given the data in the preceding chapters. A number of variables
(such as "clarity") have been primarily studied through the use of
observational rating scales and therefore have not been covered in
this revicw. The reader might he interested in learning of the promis-
ing variables which have been studied through rating scales (or high
inference procedures),. and therefore these results are also presented
in this appendix.1 iTheareer Possiblu, experimental classroom studies
relevant to these variables are also cited. These experimental studies
are primarily limited to those in which n number of classrooms receivett
the experimental and the cootrol or comparison treatment. Studies in i

which one classroom was compared with another classroom are not included..

The 11 variables are:

1. Clarity
2. Variability
3. Enthusiasm
4. Task orientation
5. Student opportunity to learn criterion material
6. Use of student ideas and general indirect_ness
7. Criticism
S. Use of structuring comments
9. Types of questions
10. Probing
11. bevel of difficulty of instruction

1.
The research on high inference variablta was funded throuRh a grant

to the reviewer from the international Association for the Evaluation
of Educational Achievement (TEA). This appendix is taPen, eithout
revision, from a chapter which the reviewer (and Norma Furst of Temple
University) prepared for a book on teacher cducatiea which tas edited
by 11.0 soith end vill be published by PrenticePall. and the
American Educatioonl Feseareb Association.
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The strongest results were obtained on the. firs: five variables; the results
were less conclusive on the last six variables.

In the summary below, whenever the tern "counting" is used, the
referant is to studies reviewed in this report in which observational
category systems were used to code teacher behavior. Th. term "rating"

is always used to refer to studies in ',711tch rating scales were used
(such as a rating of the amount of "clarity" a teacher has shown 3a his

lessens).

1. Clarity

The cognitive clarity of a teacher's presentation has been studied
in seven investigations in which student or observer rating were used.
The investigators used different descriptions of clarity:

a) "clarity of kesentatien" (Pelgard et al.,
1968; Fortune, 1967; Fortune et al., 1966).

h) whether "the points the teacher made were
clear and easy to understand" (Solomon et al.,
1963).

c) whether "the teacher was able to explain
concepts clearly...had facility with her
material and enough backgriund to answer
her children's questions intelligently"
(Wallen, lst grade, 1966; Wallen, 3rd
grade, 1966).

d) whether the cognitive level of the teacher's
lesson appeared to be "just right most of the
time" (Chall and Feldman, 1966).

1.
The reader should acne that all of the studies cited below employed

a number of variables as dependent measures, and the results of these
studies appear in more than one place. For example, one study of
first grade instruction (Wallen, 1st grade, 3966) appears below under
the review of "clarity," and also under "task orientation," because
both variables were significant in that study. The studies are
identified by the name of the investigator, and a reference such as
"Fortune, 1967," or "Wal/en, lot grade, 1966" refers to the identical
study whenever the same reference Is used.
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Significant results on at least one criterion measure were obtained
in ell seven studies. In those studies for which simple correlations
were available, the significant correlations ranged from .37 to .71.

Unfortunately, we are uncertain as to the low-inference behaviors
which comprise clarity. In studies employing low-inference behaviors,
investigators found that the moat effective tenchers (a) spent .ess
time answering student questions which require interpretation cf what
the teacher said (Solomon et al., 1963), (h) phrased questions so that
they were answered the first time withot additional information or
additional questions interspersed before the student responded (Wright
and Nuthall, 1970), and (c) used fever "vagueness words" stub as "some,"
"many," "of course," and "a..little." (filler et al., 1969). Future
research might be directed at determining those low-infererce behavior:,
whose frequency of occurrence correlates with ratings on clarity. Once

these behaviors are identified, they can be taught in a teacher e&lea-
tion program, and the effects of teacher use of the beht.iiors on student
achievement can be assessed.

Another high-inference variable, namely _organization, may be
similar to clarity because in the study by Solomon et al. (1963)
student and observer ratings on "clarity of the lesson," "coherence of
the lessen" and "organization of the lesson" all loaded on the sane
significant factor. The organization of the lesson has also been studied
using observer or student ratings on the item "organization of the lesson'
(Belgard et al., 2968; Fortune, 1967; Fortune et al., 1966), and student
ratings on seven items scales which included items such es, "There is
a great deal of confusion during class meetings" (Anderson and Walheig,
1968; Walberg And Anderson, 1968; Walberg, 1969) .

Positive relationships between ratings on the behavior :.atelcil
"organization: and regression-adjusted student achievement scores were
ebtained in all the studies mentioned above. Significant correlations
1.etwuen ratings on organization and at least one student achievement
measure ve:e obtained In four of six independent studies (Anderson and
Walberg, 1968; helgard et al., 1968; Fortune, 1957; Solomon et al., 1963).
The significant correlations ranged from .34 to .67.

Future research will.be necessary to de.ermine tht specific behaviors
'which comprise "clarity" or the training procedures which are most likely
to achieve high ratings on the clarity of their presentation.
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A number of studie!; o: the teacher's use of vavicLy or
variability during the e:;-oi). One investigtor (Anthoy.
counted the variety of ins:ructional materials, types If k .

types of teaching devices used by the teacher. Another for

(hea 1C/6;) asked Leachers to mark eolly checklists on G. 1. of

different activilAes sad materials used during social stul(,s losf,ons.
in too studies investigators coded the cognitive of clysstoom
discourite and expressed these frequency counts as ratio:: sc to the

teacher who employcd more cognitive variation in 'Jae din-,-te received
hicbcc scores.(Furst, 1967; Thompson and Bowers, 1968). fiwi!fic:Int

results favoring variability were obtained on at least c: rullSoa
tieasurn in all four studies.

Other investigators asked students or o'oservers to nark rating
scales on (a) the teacher's fJexibility in procedure (Solcmon et al.,
1963), (b) whether the teacher was "edaptable" or "inflexible"
(Fortune, 1967) , and (c) the amount of extra equip:neut. books, displays,
resource materials, and student acliAties (Torrance and Parent, 1966;
Walburg, 1969). Significant resuits relatin7. flexibility or abundance
were obtained in all four studies. In the studies for v!.16, simple
correlations wore eval/able, the correlations ranged fro,- .24 to .54.

Both high-inference and lo' :- inference correlational studies have
indicated that student achivevent in positively related to classrooms
where a variety of instruction0 procedures and material- are provided,
and where tie teacher varlet.; the cognitive level of discourse end of
student tasks. It seems worthvbile Lc study experimentelly the effects
of training, teachers to use this variety.

A variable such as variety appears to be distinct from "flexibility"
as defined in recent studies. Flexibility has been studied b; counting
any form of variation In teacher behavior. For example, Soar (1966)
defined flexibility as the nunbrr of cells in an Interaction Analysis
matrix necessity to account for 60 percent of the tallies. A teacher
who used a are nuiber of different cells in the IOC) cell ratrix would
hove a high flexibility score. Of eight studies of flexibility, pone
yielded significant results (Flanders, 2nd grade, 1970; Flanaers,7th
grade, 1970; Flanders, 6th grade, 1970! Flandera,7th grade, 1970;
Flanders, 8th grade, 1970; snider, 1966; Soar, 1966; Vorroyer, 1965).
In contrast, in studies of variatility, not just any change was counted,
but, rather, changes of particular kinds were noted.
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Teacher enthusiasm has been assessed by

A.5

a) observer ratins on paired adjectives such as "stimaliA-
ing vs dull" or "original vs stereotyped," or obsorver
ratings on.the extent to which the teacher vas "interest-
ing and/or d)nalTric" (Portune, 3967; Kleinman, 19611: Millen,
3966)

b) elv,er%'er estimation of the rAennt of vigor and povel:
exhibited by the teacher daring classroom preseetatina
(P,olomon or nJ., 1963).

c) student ratings on the teacher's involvement, exciteinent,
or interest regarding hia sulOect matter .Snliimon et al.,
1963).

Significant resului relating enthusiasm to sto.inet achievement ou
at least one criterion measure were obtained in all five studies in
which the varlable vas studied t,rs. .36 to .621, and all non-signifi'cant:
results were in a pailtive direction (rp, .10 to .10) (Fortune, 1967;
Y)einman, 1964; Solomln et al., 1963; Millen, 1st grade, 1966; Wallen
3rd grade, 1966).

Although the specific, low-inference behaviors which comprise
enthue.asm have not yet been identified, the results from correlational
end experimental studies suggest that movement, gesture, and voice
inflections comprise at least part of this variab:e (see Rosenshine,
1970d). There is also a hint that mixtures of teacher questions,
especially the use of questions calling for interpretation of facts, nay
be part of the constellation perceived as enthusiasm. New studies should
be conducted to determine the low-inferance behaviors which comprise
enthusiasm.

It may, however, be possible to train teachers to be mere enthusiar-
tic even if ve do not know the lot. inference behaviors. In an experimental
'study (Bastin, 1963) 20 teachers were given identical naterirls and told
to teach one lesson with enthusiasm and the other without enthusiasm.
According to the report, the teachers did not receive further training.
The student scores on pust:est following these lessons eonsi4tently and
significantly favored the lessons taught with enthusias.A. Unfortunately,
theee vas not observation of thn teachers' classroom behavior.
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4. Task oriented tnd /or businesslike

In seven investigation, ratin6 scales were used to estimate the
d..gree to which a teacher va.1 task oriented, achievencnt oriented, and/
or busine:1;like. Unfortunately, the cocibinatin of these studies
under one Idhel is hazardous because there is no way to deterni_n whether
the different rating scales used can he combined under one category
labeled "task oriented and/or businesslike."

In two studies the investi)eteIs sked observels to rate the
teachers using the paired adjectives which Ryans (1960) idcntificd
as comprising "Pattern Y: businesslike ", evading-respens;ble, erratic
steady, disorganized-systematic, excitable-poised (Fortune, 1967;
Kleinmen, 1960. In anGther study (Chill and Feldman, 19(6) the
teachers of high achievimg classes were rated by observers as emphasi.,..-
ing the stimulation of .bought rather than; inforNation and skills. In

two studies (t'allen, lst grade, 1966; t'al'on, 3rd grade, 3966) "echieve-
meni. oriented teachers" were rated as beinz; concernLd that students
learn something, in contrast to students enjoying therlsvlves. In the
sixth study students rated their teacher on the e.gtent to which the
teacher encouregcd the cla,,s to work hard and to do indeperdent and
creative work (Torrance: end Parent, 1966).

Significant results on at least one criterion measure were obtainc.3
in all six of the above stud4cs (rs C .42 to .61). Ire the single study
which yielded am-significent results (14,1dcalan, 1964), student
ratings on "task belwvior were not analyzed separately but
were combined with stuJent rotiugs on at. tone' is "teacher centered"
or "m11 centered" behavior.

Ratings en !ask orientation nay be a significant ,orreInte of
student eAtaqement because "you Fast what you tenet. for." in, t is,

those teaclera dho fr.cused neon the learning or cognitive tasV ebtained
the highest student achievement in this (Tea; those teachers who focused
on ether oc:ivities in the hcpe that cognitive growth would he obtained
indirect/y, were less successfel. Pie above. extrapolation could be
studied by using category systems to determine whether the tearhers
who are rated high in task-orientation aLso .rend nore Gloss time on
cognitive tasks an use 11)re rognitive reinfo..:Irrs with their students.
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It may be possible to train teachers to be more task oriented

without knowing the low-inference behaviors which comprise this variable.

In one experiment (4.'ittrock, 1962) one group of student teachers was

told that their grade in an educational psychology course wo!,16 he based

upon the gain their students attained in American History as compared

to the gain attained by classroom students of the control student

teachers. The students of the experimental teachers achieved signifi-

cantly superior growth on a stzedardixed achievement test to that of

the students of the control teachers. Unfortuna.7.cly, no observations

were made of the 'classroom behaviors of the teachers in this experirocut.

5. Student Oppc,rtunity to !.earn_ Criterion Mnterinl

A major question in research of this tyl- is ,Mother the ,:riterion

Instrument was :elevant to the Instruction. Men the students are

given a standaldIzed pretest and posttest on reading, and the behnvirs

of the teacher are enrrlated with adjusted gain scores, the investigators

seldom know whether the material on ele posttert was indeed tovered ,n

tie._ lessons.

In three investigations an attempt was made to assess the relatio..1-

ship "aetween the material covered lu the class and the cless criterion

score. Two investigators (Rescuf.hine, 1968; Shutes, 1169) inspected

typescripts of fifteen minute lessons to determine the extent to which

the materiel required to answer the posttct_ was covered in the lesson.

A third investigator related the amount of time spent on various topics

within four hear -llng 1e sons to student achievement oa these topics

(bpllack, 1966). In a cross-cultural study ilvolOng over 300,000

etude...its in t4.0.ve countrits, the teachers were shown the criterion

test and vet: asked to rate whether "all or rest (at boost 75%)," "soma

(25% to '67)", ut "few (less then !.5%)" of their students had the

omrturity to learn the type of problom extpli7lificd by each test item

19O7).

Significant correlation: between "opportunity to learn" and student

achievemcat were obtained in three of the tour studio, (Pusen, 1967;

Rosenshine, 19(13; Antos, 3969) (rs r, .16 to .401. Me significant

correlations in the cross-tuvrai. study were WA/lined for nsch of four

groups of students eAd represent the mt len within country correlation

(Boson, 1967). that signiflant results did not occur in the fourth

study (rellack et al., 1966) nay have been because the test Items them-

selves were not studied.

Overall the f:orrelnt'.ons between measures of opportunity to learn

and student achievement ore poaftive, significant, and consistent.

Note that in the largest of these studies (Uusen, 1967) the teachers
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had Lever seen the text material before and wore asked whether students
had had an opportunity to learn materico ofthistype. These results
suu,gest that there is positive correlation between the types of
cognitive_processes the students had an opportunity to learn and studeni:
performance on the international mathematics test. (gowevr, the
correlations are based on teacher reports and must be corroborated by
direct observation.) One implication for teacher education is that
it is important to orient teachers towards cogn'ive classroom activites
If we wish to enhance student cognitive growth. Experimental studies
that test these idcas would be desirable.

The high, significant correlations obtained in two other studies
discussed above (Rosenshine, 1968; Shutes, 1969) can be interpreted as
measuriag the degrf,e to which teachers trained their student:; or the
criterion items. Such result; have implications for the statistical
analyses of studies of teaching And will he discussed in the next section.

6, Use of Studert Jdeas and Cen-ral Indirectness

The beh-vior, "teacher use of student ideas," was originally
developed by Flanders (1965) And appears as Cat,tory 3 of his Interacion
Analysis (IA) system. Although considerable correlational and descrip-
tive research has been conducted using XA, the variable "use of student
ideas" rains ambiguous. Flanders (1970) has attempted to solve the

problems of definition by dividing this category into five stt-categories
of bel.:Ivioro:

1. Acknpwledgim the student's Idea by retesting the nouns and
Yogicaiconnectl..es he has expressed.

2. Hody_yica the idea by rephrasiag it or conceptualizing it in
II; teacher's win words.

3. A lviu the idea by using it to teach an inferet.ce or take
next step In r logical Analysis of a problem.

4. C2mparina tie Idea by drawing a relationship between it
ttv ideas expressed earlier by the stuCents or the teacher.

5. Summariting. what was said by an individual student or group
of v.taents.

Flanders rJported (personal communication) that at least 60 per cent
of the behaviors classified as Cateilory 3 consirt of simple repetition
by the teacher of what the student said.
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Eight studios have been found in which counts of total use of
student ideas and/or counts of extended (more than three seconds) use
of student ideas were correlated with measures of student achievement.
A significant bivariate correlation between teacher use of student ideas
and student achievement was no.: obtained in any study. Powever, is 7
of the 8 studies correlations ,:ere positive (Flanders, 4th grade, 1970;
Flanders, 6th grade, 1970; Fla)ders, 7th grade, 1970; Flanders, 8th
grade, 1970; Perkins, 1965; Seir, 1966; Wright and Nuthall, 1970) (rs
.17 to 40). The consistency of these result;: suggest that the variable,
teache, use of student ideas, T17)cars important enourh to wartnnt more
intensive study.

Another variable derived fro:1 the Flanders' Interaction Analysis
matrix has been labeled "Indirntness." It consists of the embined
frequencies t,f teacher behaviors labeled (a) acceptance of student
feeling, (b) praise or encoura;toment, and (c) use of student ideas.
Such behaviors may be similar to the variable Labeled "emotional
climate" (Medley and Mitzei, 1459).

'die results of six studies utilizing thin variable were sir Liar to
those obtained when "teacher us, of student ideas" was stuuied. Signi-
ficant results were obtained in one study Wenders, 6th grade, 1970;
Flanders, 8th grade, 1970; Mcdlcy and Mitzel, 1959) (rs u .12 to .43).
Because the variable "teacher LIEC of student ideas" is part of time mere
general variable "indirectness," both variables appear tv be usefu: for
future r,?search,

A third variable, OP ratio of 'indirect" to "direct" behaviors,
also appears to he useful for future seedy. This ratio has been Sig4i-
fieently related to student achierement in only one study (LaShict, 1967)
but positive correlations were obtained in 31 of 13 investigations (rs
.12 to .41).

There have been four exrrimentnl classroom studies in which
. teachers were trained to he Dore supportive, their classroom behaviors

were observed, and class achievement scores were compared with those
obtained in classreoDs which received a contrast or control treatment.
linfortunate/y, the renu)ts were not 'statistically significant, nor was
there A discernable trend in the four studies (Cnrline, 1969; Gunnison;
196fi; Hermaa et al., )969; Miller, )966).
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7. Criticism

Teacher use of behaviors labeled "criticism" or "control" has been
one of the most frequently counted vas-iables in process-product research.
Sevente:n studies were reported in which observers counted these behaviors.
Many of the investigators used more than one measure of criticism, For
example, in five separate studies one investigator computed counts of
(a) total teacher use of criticism and giving of directions, (b) extended
(more than three seconds in duration) teacher criticism and giving of
directions, and (c) teacher criticism or directions in response to
student comments (Flanders, 1970). Another investigaiorunter, 1968)
developed separate categories fur hostile or strong disapproval, neotral
or mild disapproval, directive statements related to schoot, and teacher,
justification of authority, Other investigators (Parris and Serwer, 1966;
Parris et tl., 1968) divided teacher criticism into negative motivation
and control.

Significant negative relationships betwecn sorb 'orm or criticism
and at least one criterion measure vcre obtained in 6 to 17 studies
(Anthony, 1967; Flanders, 7th grade, 1970; Parris et al., 1968;
Punter, 1968; Soar, 1966; fallen, 1st grade, 1966) (is e -.38 to -.61).
Both positive and negative relationships were ofilzined in two studies
which employed factor analysis (Perkins, 1965; Spaulding, 1965), and
significaotly positive results were obtained in one study (Parris and
Serwer, 196) (vs , .28 to .29). 'n the whole, there is a trend for
significant negative velationships between teacher criticism and student
achievement, bet the results are not as strong as some of the other
variables discussed in this paper.

If only the direction of the correlation is considered, negative
correlations between all observed measures of criticism and all measures
of achievement were obtained in :2 of the 17 studies (Anthony, 1967;
Cook, 1967; Flanders, 4th grade, 1970; Flanders, 6th grade, 1970;
Vlandors, 7th grade, 1970; Flanders, 8th grade, 1970; Parris et al.,
1968; Punter, 1968; Soar, 1966; Pollen, 1st grade, 1966; Pollen, 3rd
grade, 1966; Vright and Nutl.a1.1, 1970). Mete corimlations ranged from
-.04 to -.62. Positive correlations between all meanures of criticism
and all measures of achievement were obtnired in two syndics (Hat via
and Server, 1966; North, 1956), but these correlations tended to be
shall (ra from .05 to .29). Both positive And negative relationships
hotween criticism and achievement were obtained in three of the 17
studies (Flanders, 2nd grade, 1970; Perlqns, 1965; Spaulding, 1965).
In sum, the direction of the correlations shows e strong trend for a
negative relationship between criticism and student achievement.
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In 16 of the studies, it is possibly. to compare the relationships
of different types or intensities of criticism to student achievement.
For example, the results on "mild disapproval" can be compared vith
those on "strong disarproval" (taunter, 1968), or the results on "re-
jecting a student response" can he compared with "reacher criticizes
or justifies authority" (Perkins, 3965). In 10 of the 17 studios, the
stronger form of cri:icism had n higher negative correlation with
achievement than the milder form. Thus, teachers who use extreme
amounts or foLs of criticiFT1 usually have classes which achieve less
in most subject areas.

In no study was there a significant n.2.gative correlation between
mild forms of criticism or control and student achievement. Such

mild forms include telling n student that his answer was incorrect or
providing academic directions. Thus there is no evidence to stppert a
claim that teachers should avo!:: telling a student he was wrong or
should avoid giving academic directions.

Variab3es such as teacher use of differing forms of approval and
disapproval. are frequently used as performance criteria in teacher
education programs. But it is impossible to make any specific recom-
mendations on the implications of this research for teacher training :
for two reasons. First, in correlational studies such ng these we do
not know if the teacher's use of criticism is self-initialed, results
from the character of the students, or nesults'from an interaction
the teacher and students. Second, we do not know if the vnilables
libeled as approval or di approval in one study are comparable with
those so lebeled in another. In future research there is a need to
subdivide these variables into smaller units such as increasing levels
of affect and to design observational systems that enable us to record
the context in which these behaviors occur.

Use of structurinp co meets

Investigators who have counted the use of teacher "structuring"
statements generally refer to statements designed to provide an over-
view or a cognitive scoffoldIng for what is to happen or has happened.
Such statements have been identified at the Asa and at the end of
lessons and at the start and end sections of lessons. Teacher statements
which precede a question, statements which summarize an interchange, the
use of n clear signal to indieete when one part of a lesson ends and

another begins, and verbal markers of importance (e.g., "Now get this")
are Among the diverse procedures used to identify structuring. Teacher
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structuring statements have been counted in four investigations, and
significant results were obtained in all four (Furst, 1967; Penny,
1969; Soar, 3966; Wright and Nuthall, 1970). Structuring statements
wore also cited in two investigations in which the signiticsnce levels
were not given (Crosfan rind Olson, 1969; Fortune, 1967). Although
each inventigntor gave fairly precise operational definitions of the
variable, the category systems used were so different that 1,7:, cannot
make comparisons of the results.

In t;iree studies in which raters estinated the adequacy of the
beginning or the ending of the lesson, there were a significant
correlations (rr = .35 to .69) between ratings for either the begtoning
or the crling of the lesson, there were significant correlations
(rs = .35 tc .69) between ratings for either the beginning or the end
Of the lesson and the criterion neasure(ard et al., 1968; Fortune,
1967; Fortune Cr el., 1966). Although all correlations wore positive,
the correlations wore significant for loth the beginning and the end of
the lesson in only one study (Fortune, 1967). Unfortunately, we are
unable to de'cernine whether there is nay relatits:ship hetwen the ratings
given to the beginning and end of the lesson, and the various counts of
structuring,

The results to date indicate that the various forms of structuring
merit fuYther study, but it is, inpossible to synthesize the results in
a manner which can be translated in;:o teaching competencies. Only
fragmentnry hints for teacher training progra,s cne be offered, such as,
consider providing a nod.eratc number of statements before risking a
question, reviewing, at the end of a series of interchanges, us-',Ig
review at the start or end of a lesson, or providing "lear signals as
to when one part of a lesson ends and another begins.

y. apes of_uestions

TwoclaAsifications. Several investigators have studied the reln-
tionsNipietween teacher use of various types of questions (or varied
types of classroom discourse) and student achievement. Most investi-
gators have used a scheme in which questions are classified into two
forms. In general, the two forms night be labeled 'lower cognitive
level," And "higher cognitive level" questions, although few investi-
gators used these specific labels. Finch investigator provided fairly
clear definitions of his categories, And nost investigators tended to
classify questions which focused on "what" or "where" as lower level
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questions and questions of "why" and "how" as higher level questions.
Powever, classifications among investigators overlap in such a way that
a question which was classified as lover level in one investigation
might have been classified as higher level in another.

Of the seven investigations in which two types of question: were
classified, significant results were not obtained in four investigations
(Parris and Serwer, 1966; Harris et a)., 1968; Perkins, 1965; Wright
and Nuthall, 1970). The reports did not present sufficient detail to
specif- the overall direction of the correlations. Of the three inves-
tigations in which significant results were reported, the high achievins
teachers asked more "high level" questions in one study (Kleinman, 1964),
but asked fewer "open ended" questions in another study (Spaulding, 1965).
In the third study, the highest achieving teachers were those who nixed
convergent and divergent questions (Thompson end Bowers, 1968).

Thus, the classification of all questions into only two forms
has not yielded consistent significant results or Any discernnble trend.

Multtple Classifications of_Discoerse. Only two studios were
found which used multiple classifications of teacher questions or types
of tea-her-student discourse. Significant_ results were oltnined in
both (Conners and Eisenberg, 1966; Solomon et Al., 1963). The studies
arc not easily compared because they differed widely in design, coding
procedures, and focus. Not even a tentative conclusion can be drawn on
the relationship between various cognitive levels of discourse and
student achievement. The most useful conelosion at this point is that
classification of questions and/or types of discourse into three or
more tyres appears to offer greater potential for future research than
the use of only two classifiestions.

JO. Probing.

The variable "probing" generally refers to teacher responses to
student answers in which the teacher responses encourage the student
(or another student) to elaborate upon his answer. In one investigation
the tenches "elicited clarification in a non - threatening way" (Spaulding,
1965) and in another (Soar, 1966) teachers were scored as encouraging
"interpretation, generalization, and solution" if they asked such a
question, or if they responded to A student in such a manner. In a

third investigation (Wright and Nuthall, 1970) various types of teacher
responses were counted, such as redisz.etion of the qvcstion to another
student, or the Asking *of another question to the student who first
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answered. Significant results Ware obtained, in all three studies (rs
.29 to .54), but the variety of methods used to record such behavior

precluded any synthesis of the results. Ue can conclude only that
further study of such teacher behaviors appears warranted.

11, Level of Difficulty of Instruction

Student perceptions of the difficulty of the instruction have been -

assessed in four studies through student questionnaires. One investi-
gator (Walberg, 1969) used n seven item scale which contained items
such as, "The class is best suited for the smartest students." Uovever,
two of the items in the difficulty scale may refer to the Aptitude or
brightness of the students in the class: "Students :n the class tend
to be much brighter than those in the rest of the school;" "Nary student).
in the school would have difficulty doing the advanced work of Ole class "
Because the challenge of the course and the brightness of thc. students
Are both In the same sonic, it is impossible to determine from the data
whether the measured student pe).-eption of "difficulty" is n function
of the teacher's approach, the ability of the class, or An interaction
of the two.

In the interlional study cited above, (flusen, 3961) students were
asked to rate thr difficulty of learning mathematics on a five point
scale. In the thin study (Nikoloff, 1966) r specially prop:red question-
naire was developed to assess how strict the teacher was in deNanding
high standards in English composition. In the fourth sttujv (Torrance
and Parent, 1966) one of the udesti;mnaire items WAS: This class is one.
or the hardest in the school.

There was a clear, significant relationship between student percep-
tion of difficulty and student achievement in two of the four studies
(Torrance and Parent, 1966; Walberg, 1969) (r .44), and no discernable
trend in the other two studies (Husen, 1967; Nikoloff, 3965).

Student perception of level of difficulty appears to be a fascinating
area for future study because in two studies perceptions of difficulty
were lositively related to achievement. However the issue is more com-
plex because in the stLcly with the strongest results (Walherg, 1969)

mean perceptions of difficulty in this special physics program were
lower than perceptions of difficulty of the regular physics program.
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Summary of process-Eroduct results

Sunmary of strongest findings. Of all the variables which have been
investigated in process-proluct stuOief-, to date, five variables have
strong support from correlational studies, six variables have less sup-
port, but appear, to deserve future study. The five variables which
yielded the strongest relationships with measures of studeat achievement
ate: clarity, variability, enthusiat,m, task orientation and/or bossiness-
like behavior, and student opportunity to learn. The six Jess strong
variables are: use of student ideas and/or teacher indirectness, use of
criticism, use of structuring comments, us., of multiple Jevels of dis-
course, probing, and perceived difficulty of the course. The relaion-
ships are positive for ten of the variables and negative for use of
(liticism.

.Sumwty of non - significant result3. At first glance, the above lis
of the strongest findings may appear to represent mere educational
platitudes. Their wive cam be sppreciz,ted, however, only %Mtn they
are compared to the behavi.mal characteristics, eklually virtuous: and
"obvious" which have not, shown signifiernt or consistent relationships
with achicvemeni todate. These vaffalles, which arc taken from the
larger reviews (Yoscnshir 1970a,b), are listed below, and the method
by which they were nrw2f.ssod follows in parentherils: non-ve).b.11 approval

(counting), praise (counting), warmth (rating), ratio of all indirect 'oo-
haviors to all direct tPacher behaviors, or thn l/0 ratio (cothalug),
flexibility (counting), !uestions or intorchanges classified into two
types (counting), teacher talk (counting), student tall: (counting),
student participation (rating), number of teacher-student interactions
(counting), student absence, tachor absence, teacher tine spent o:.
class participation (rating), teacher experience, and teacher knowledge
of subject area. It is povslhle that future studies employing'inproved
designs and improved analyses of the data, or future reviews of the sane
literature may yield soiewhat different conclusions. Poqever, such

caution works hot', ways--ore camtot claim that the above non-significant
variables arc correlates of student achievement until he can marshal
supportive data.
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